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THE AKDiUlA PRADESH PRIMARY EDUCATION PROJECT

(APPEP)

lanmopgcYioE

The Andhre Pradesh Prmary Education Project (A^PEP) coinmenced 

vith a Pilot Phesc in 1984, In 1988 it vas agreed to spread the 

project to fill schools in, Andhra Pradesh. This dissemination 

begcD 1989 c^d Cj^ursebock is ©ne cf & seriei produced to

assist in this procai;£?» The Ccursebook is intended chiefly for 

primary teachers it contain:* all the materiiil needed by

participants during their course. The materials are arranged in 

seqvaencc to fyllov the course tisaetable so «« to enable you to 

find individual itenf easily.





1, TEE OBJECTIVES OF THIS COURSE

Tfce purpose of thle course is to introduce primary school 
teachers to the Andhra Pradesh Primary Education Project (APFEP) 
atd tc the activity-basfed appro&ches; to les7:iLiing ed'opted for 
AIPEP, £Dd to 6se this in rclfition to the responee of the 
Government of Andhra Pradeeh to the Katicaal Policy for 
Education. All primary teachers in Andhra Pradesh vill reccive sn 
initial iaeervice course and later a 3 day follo'^-up course* In 
sedition all teachers will be able to attend regular monthly 
ineetings at their Teachers Centres.

By the end of the course you will:”

1. h? avars of recent develcp^ients &nd tbiakiiig reg?^rding primary 
education b:«tb in Icdia fes e whole, «ud Andhra Prfe^esb in  

particul&r; ha’7£ cci'sidarad your: e|>£.ci£lc duties: in r̂ laf.ioij 
to the KFE prograasne of action.

2.- Be avars of t'le b£-ckgrour:id to A IT lf and the six pricci^lf:S 
which urlerpin the project.

3= fits into the stiirstssy’ im-pzovemeiit iu

aducv-tion dis?;"'”ict tf dietrif’t Itl t.bs next yeasra.

•4. esam:.:?®:! th£ ap-plicstion of tĥ  ̂ei:fe> prin^iplei- csssh r€,
four m«in'Subject ereas of Language, Huthema'^icfEcisiice 

Social Stû .̂ies,

5. B'avi' pr&ctis£'5 &pp;t.ci;ri&te techsfiq-̂ iss ic tb-̂  tesi.*dQ:j of tlu7w.i 

s‘̂bje“"t&, s:> that yoc m:?.y continuf? ti lice these te^hBi^uee t-v. 
ysar return yot'.':: ovu scbcole,

6. examined cloealy the concepl of: umtv:-^ tuppĉ rt f©sr 
teachers within the school, through the Teachers Csstrfis &nd fropi 
tie MEOs.

7. Hsve prepared details of individual aseigniaentf «nd £ct}.ciA 
research to be completed before the 3 d&y follow-up course„
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF APPEP:

In 1 983 The Goverrment of India aod the United Xingdotn agreed
carry out a Primary School Project (PSP) in Andhra Pradesh, It
was agreed that the best ways to help bring about improvements in 
the schools would be to provide mors classes and additional 
in-service training for the primary school teachers. To do this 
it vfiG decided:

a. To estEblish £ Project Head Quarters in Hyderabad, with s 
Project Director. la addition to an Administrative Unit, the
Head Quarters vas divided into 3 cells i.e.

i. A Human Recource Development Cell,-* to organise the 
training of the teachers.

ii. A Design. Cell - to design school buildings and tsupervise
< their construction.

iii. An Evaluation Cell - to monitor progress of the PSP,

b>. To carry out an experiment to sec if the introduction of nev
approaches in teaching would be acceptable in Andhra 
Pradesh. To do this it was decided:

~ To choose 11 district which were grouped ihtc 4 clusters.

- lu each district to aelect 3 blocks.

~ In each block to select 10 schools.

Ibis meant 330 schools but in fact only 328 schools 
participated.

c e To provide training for the teachers in the trial schools. 
Id do this it vas decided that;

- Some teachers in the Project would receive training in a.K.
- There would be training in Andhra Pradesh. Courses each of 
S~days were conducted at State, Cluster and Block levels,

- Teachers should meet regularly at Teachers’ Centres. One 
3<;hool of the 10 selected schools in a block became a 
Teachers* Centre. Here all the teachers from the Project 
schools met for one day a oionth for a programme of 
ictivities.

Im 1̂ 87 the project was evaluated and it was agreed that the
Gjxperijnent had been successful. Xt was also agreed to develop 
pllaos for the spread of the project throughout Andhra Pradesh., 
Tlhifi liesemination is called Phase II end the intention is that 
alll teachcrs in all schools will participate in the project. For 
Plhase II the project was renamed and is now called the Andhra 
Prradeth Primary Education Project or APPEP for short#

4
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In Phase II APPEP will be introduced gradually year by. year from 
1989c Nine district will enter APPEP in 1989, eight more in 1990 

and the final six in 1991.  This will be linked to the 
establishment of District Institutes of Education & Training 
(DIETs). Within each district the introduction of APPEP will take 
five years 20% of the mandals adopting APPEP each year. All the 
teachers in each school in each mandal will be trained at the 
same time. Some teachers will receive their training at the DIET 
and others at the mandal level. All teachers will receive the 
same training i.e.

Initial Inservice Course 10 days (18 if at the DIETs)
Follow up Coarse 3 days
Teacher Centre Meetings 1 day meetings held 6 timejs

each year.

Tochers ajjd schools will be,grouped with between 20 and. 3>i 

teachers in each group. For each group one school will be chose'i
3.0

^ ‘n
as the Teachers' Centre.

Phase II will also include the building of new schools , 
classrooms and Teachers' Centres and all the school and centxe;s 
will receive supplies of teaching materials to help in thie 
development of the new ideas of APPEP.



TIE PRINCIPLES OF AFPEP

''ou should have already received and read your Pre-Course
laterial which discussed the ideas behind APPEP in detail. You 
•hould also have thought about the questions given in the Pre- 
Course Material. Here are another set of questions for
Uscussion.

*) Providing Learning Ar.tivities

Make a list of the activities that you gave your children 
over a period of, a week.

I. Can you attempt to classify these activities in some way? 
For example, copying, drawing, finding answers in the
textbooks, solving problems, writing notee in a book.

How many of these activities required the children only to 
record what they had already done?

4. How many of the activities required the children to think 
deeply about their work?

5. Do you think the activities you gave the children were good
ones? How do you judge good activities?

>) Promoting Learning bv Doing

1. Why in mathematics do we use sticks, intones, bottle tops or
seeds?

2. Why do we sometimes use sejsds to help in the teaching of
writing?

3. Why do we take children out of the classroom to a local
place of interest?

♦ . Why do we provide children with plants, jars, soil and 'ŵ ater
for experiments?

How does all this practical work help the children to learn?

z) Developing Individual, Group and WKole Class Work

1. When do you think the children should work as individuals?

2. Are there any occasions when children cannot work in groups?

5. When is it a good idea to keep the class together as a
whole?

4. Why do siany people think that teaching the children as a 
class can be a poor method?

5. Cctii you combine individual, group and whole work in a single 
period?



d) Recognising Individual Diffprences

1. Make 8 list o£ thef differences between children thst w e  

should take note of in our teaching.

2. Why is it important to notice individual differences?

3. Why do individual children‘vary in their performance betŵ yeeen
subjects?

A. Why do individual children vary in theit performances in oone
subject over s period of time?

5« How can ve provide for individual differences when there aire
very many children in the class?

e) Using the Environtaent

1. What do ve aieac by the environment?

2. Can you cay how you made use of the environment during ŷ ovur 
teaching in recent weeks?

3. As a group can you produce a list of items from tlhe
environment you have used in your teaching? Classify thiesse 
items in some way.

4. Do you think using the environment in your teaching takes; las 
long, longer or not *so long as teaching from the text-book??

5. Do the children enjoy the lessons when you use tbtie
environment? If yes, why? If no, why not?

f) Creating an Interesting ClassrooK

1. What can you do to make your claseroom interesting for thie 
children?

2. Do you provide displays? If so, why?

3o What is the purpose of display?

4. Which of the children’s work should or should not tbe 
displayed?

5. For how long should the children’s ox teacher's work remailn 
on display?



4. OTEKR IMFORTAIT IDEAS TO YATE EOTB OF:

BLOOMS• TAXONOm’ OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

In the 1960* s Benjamin Bloom and his collefigues thought it 
Important to try to be o?.ore precise ebout what we do when we 
:eacb children or adults. Bloom thought it was possible to define 
vhat we try to achieve in a lesson xn terms of the objectives we 
cry to reach. He then made a list of these educational objectives 
and classsified them into different categories to produce a 
composite list. This he called his 'Taxonoej of EduCAtional 
Objectives’ and this has had an important influence on thinking 
ibcut how we should organise our lessons. The Government of India 
\bb now adopted Bloom’s ideas as policy for use in our schools. 
Ve must therefore try to understand more fully what Bloom's ideas 
nean for us in preparing our lessons.

It is necessary first to explain more generally what Bloom's 
taxonomy is. He classified all his educational objectives into 3 
broad areas; these he called 'dos&ins'• The three domains are:

1. The Cognitive Domain,

2. The Affective Domain.

3. The Fsychomotor Domain*

1.

This domain involves all our intellectual processes such as 
remembering, understanding, interpreting, analysing and caking 
judgements. Some of these intellectual processes are simple such 
86 remembering facts. Other are more complex and depend upon our 
being able to carry out the simpler processes. For example, If we 
are to explain why rivers flow down hill to the coast we first 
remember what a river is.

Piiychologists and educationalists have identified four levels of 
intellectual processes which are linked to the level of 
difficulty of the process involved. The levels are:

~ Knovledge (K): Remembering things.

~ Understanding (U); This requires being able to explain what 
things mean, V?e know that the sun is hotter at midday
than in the early morning but do we knov why it is to?

“ Application (A): Being able to use information in sonjc vay.
We may know Pythagoras' theory but can we apply it make a. 
right angle cn the ground when starting to build the corner 
of B house.

~ Creativity (CRE); This involves e number of processes. The 
first is the ability to look et an unfamiliar situation or 
protletE aid to E^parate the knotm or far^iliar from the 
u'/knovn cr UDfamilia- a^pecte. Ttiis procece ueaally referred 
tv a'- eaclytiE belpf yc"'- understand the nev situation or 
p::cblei5;.



CRE also includes the ide he
collecting together of information to help explain some th.iiing 
which has been observed. We notice that most farsiers eat Litt'.tle 
during the day and eat their main meal in the evening. How can % ve 

explain this?

The answer to this leads to our creating new explanations ( of 
cventS' and to originality. It involves our use of imagination aiand 
reasoning to reach our conclusion.

♦

CRE also involves evaluation. This means ciaking judgeaente aboiout 
things in our lives - what to vear, which food we eat and so OTOn. 
We alec decide if we like to listen to the radio, go to tithe 
cineaia or read a newspaper. We also make judgements About tithe 
books we read and our educational experiences. Children ha-ve t to 
learn to make judgements and as teachers we can help Jthem malake 
their judgements by giving them practice in doing so.

2. The Affective Domain:

The affective domain is less concerned with what we know and ̂ mojore 
with what we feel about things.

Interest s (I) : We all have different interests becAuse soioine
things we like and others we do not. Some people like to readd a 
lot of books, others do not enjoy books. Some people are weery 
interested in football or cricket. Developing interests is moost 
important in children. If a child finds a topic interefitiing 
she/he will find it easy to learn. The child will be motivated to 
learn even very complicated ideas.

Appreciation (Apr): Very often appreciation is connected to mussic 
or art or painting. Some people think very highly of a particullar 
way of singing, others do not enjoy that style so i&uch* Eaach 
person however does decide what is liked: each person attempts to 
make an appreciation of the singing. The same need to j&ppreciaate 
can be related to all aspects of life such as a good familly, 
friendly relationships, food, clothes, and good behaviour to giive 
but a few.

Attitudes (Att): We may have different attitudes to things we
observe. Some people may be indifferent to the suffering of 
others. Other people may want to do all they can to help otherrs. 
We all have attitudes which influence the way we respond in
cir cuxnstances and we have attitudes to every-day things litke 
smoking, our standard of dress, travelling on buses, on trainas, 
or in cars, the opposite sex.

Value (V): Our attitude to things show our values. If we see? a 
person who is injured we may feel great sympathy because we plaice 
a high value on being healthy and fit. This same value waay 
reflect our attitude to keeping fit through sports or what we
eat,

Opinions differ us to whether we should formally teach attifcudeis, 
values, or appreciation in the school but whether we do oo or niot
in -our schools, classrooms or lessons we will be influencing t̂ he



development of these aspects of the affective domain by our 
conduct, organisation and ways of-speaking with children and our 
colleagues.

3 . The Psvcho--Motor Domain:

This domain deals with the co-ordination between the brain and 
the actions we take.

Hsnipulative Skills (MPSK):

These are to do with our ability to handle things. Picking-up 
pins or a small stone requires good manipulation of the fingers 
and co-ordination of the brain, eyes and hands. Writing is a good 
example of a manipulative skill, so is drawing a picture or a 
straight line using ^

%
Often manipulative 'skills (or motor skills) are given more 
precise names such as:

- Correctness (errorless) - being able to copy actions correctly.

- Accuracy - being able to draw pictures or letters of the 
alphabet with accuracy.

- Speed - being able to carry out an action quickly - like 
catching a ball or running.

- Co-ordination - being able to co-ordinate say your brain, eyes 
and feet to kick a football. Often children at puberty have poor 
co-ordination.

- Productivity - being able to produce & result with the minimum 
use of energy - such as lifting a plate with one hand and not two 
as a young child would.

All these skills are essential and can be developed by the 
exercises we give our children.

B1 ooid*s Obiectives and learning outcomes:

Tbis aspect of Bloom's Taxonomy bad led to much discussion and 
takes us into the realms of different theories of learning. Bloom 
and others believe that all our knowledge has been learned as a 
result of tiny, individual learning experiences and in our minds 
we have been able to put all these experiences together into a 
whole. Other psychologists disagree with this approach. What 
Bloom's theory means is that we should be able to be very precise 
not only about what the learners will do during a lesson but more 
importantly what they-will be able to do at the end of the 
lesson. Bloom is more concerned with educational outcomes and he 
insists that these should be stated very clearly in terms of the 
learners newly acquired abilities at the end of a learning 
experience. Tlius for Bloom an objective is not: *To teach about 
ounber bonds'. It should be ‘The pupils will be able to use 
Buaber bonds up to 10*. The first statement emphasises what the 
teacher will do and is teacher-centred. The second statement 
emphasises what the children will do at the end and is



child~centred,

Below are a oumber of tsacher~centred objectives. Under each 
statement re-vrite the objective to fit BlcDia's ideas of a child- 
centred approach. Keep you 6tatsments short*

1. To teach the children about the sun and moon

2. To teach the meaning of t:he national m b  less.

3. To teach the rivers of Aaidhra Pradesh.

4. To teach vowels.

5. To teach division.

6. To teach about right angles.

7. To teach transportatioa.

8. To teach that plants need ’water.

9. To teach poetry.

10. To teach a song.

10



th? ch^t writ:e|ij|at you consider to 6e the advantages and disadvantages cf different teaching aids. Add more aids If

AID

1

ADVAWTACES DISADVANTAGES

1 I. T*.*i'

!
j 2.  OJackbo'srd
f

1 3 .  Flannelbvrssrd '

1 Workcifirds/
’ H orksheet.s

!

'

f
I 5 .  Po§tef«s/<^h«rte

' 6 .
,

7 .  Kf,t«

9 .  R«r!le/ 
j A udl<?»c»esette«

i
(

/

9 .  TV/Videoe

i

h o .  S H d e / P U r a  
1 P r o j e c t o r i

V : " o '

1 n .
1

h - ----------- -------------------------------
5 2 .



Introductioti

Everyonfe agrees that as^sessicent is an essential part of tcachiicng 
and learning. The problen is that too often assessment has beeeen 
restricted to just one way of doing it^ namely written teestts 
and/or examinations.

There is an enormous amount of literature on the sbort^ eomix-nggs 
of written examinations as the only form of assessment« fixrest 
there is the question of validity, i.e. how are the mark^ attivvced 
at, and what do they mean? For example, what does a mark of 55A42 
really mean? Are you certain that it represents a bettteer 
performance than that of a person getting 53Z, or worse tha cocne 
scoring 35Z? If two examiners marked the same paper (or eween 
yourself on a different day!) would they (you) necessarily gjiwe 
identical marks? How does any given mark in one subject compsaxre 
to the same mark in another subject?

Next there is the question of how well a pupil does under stressss; 
or if he is not feeling well. Is it fair to judge a pupiU*'® 
performance over a whole year by what he can write in just 2 oyr 3 
hours in response to a limited number of questions?

Then there i^ the acknowledgement that written tests tend tto 
concentrate on the cognitive rather than the affective domains c»f 
learning... And so on.

For these reasons; the term Continuous Assessment has bean givveen 
to the notion of assessment spread throughout the yeax, and ttt̂ e 
use of instruments other than written tests. It is coficernad wiitth 
the progress in learning of individual students, and less wiitth 
their position relative to one another.

The problems are:

In what ways, other than written explanaitions, should w#e 
assess the children's work?

How often should we assess the work?

How should we keep a record of the assessments made?

What extra work does this mean for the teacher?

has to be admitted that more often than not, coaticuouis 
assessment degenerates into assessment by periodic examinatdom 
rather than simply final examination - largely because of ftwfo 
factors;

- Convenience
- Tiiae pressures a the teacher.

12



fa
Id using continuous assessment you have to ask a number of 
important questions:

1. What do I expect a child to know, underiitan4» and be able to
do as a result of my teaching? Do these things include words
like ’’appreciate", ’’enjoy”, "co-operate with", "contribute"?

2.. Which of these things can be tested by written
tests/examinations? Which of them c a n ’t? Continuous
assessment will be concerned with things which cannot be 
dealt with by examinations.

Has account been taken of the developmental stages that 
children have to go though in under standi^ng certain 
concepts? For example.

In Language, does the child understand the concept of a 
sentence?
In Science, is the child able to observe closely and 
describe what he sees?
In Social Studies is the child able to understand the
difference between large and small families? Can she
say if her family is large or small?
In Mathematics, has the child understood the concept of 
’fair exchange’ before attempting place value?

7hese kinds of questions put the emphasis on stages of children's 
'etining and the fact that children reach these stages at 
cifferent rates. They also inake the point that trying to teach 
children at a level well beyond (as opposed to "just" beyond) the 
»t£ge they have already reached 1 b going to be a waste of time.

in your discusBions on the first day of each subject module, it 
vovld be valuable to consider these stages; consider how you 
tovld determine whether a child has reached each of ‘these stages,
*nc if so how. Next, how you would incorporate both the activity
*nc then the record into a child's "Progress Report".

Selow are some suggestions as to how you might include continuous 
asiessment in your teaching. The most simple way is to make your 
''in̂ rk book" more comprehensive.

i) by adding columns with different kinds of heading such as: 
"Stages in developraeat" 

cr "Work chosen for display" 
or "Title of supplementary readers" 
or "Assignments", and

Ihe Prsctice of Continuous Assessnent

IS



ii) introducing a variety of different symbols for these

eg. a) For ’’Stage s i a 
d e v e l o p m e n t ' *  and  
"Supplementary Readers"

b) For ’’Work chosen f 
display”

e) For ’'Asssigmnent"

or

y / a m a r k  u p v a r ' d s
across the ’’sqmatre" 
in the mark bo>oVk to 
show the stage bieggun

and X a dovn-stroke acircoss
to show completticoDn.

* for outstanding
 ̂ for good work

p u t  u p  f CO r 
encouragement

sf f o r  w o> r* k
satisfactorily diorne 

^  + for work betteiT tfchaa
satisfactory 
for work less- tlhan 
satisfactory

0 for work not Ihaincd̂ d
in.

Ancther method is to keep an exercise book for comments aboî t: tthe 
children's progrfss. Allocate one page (2 sides) for each illd. 
Observe each child as often at possible and sake notes whici^ wiill 
record how the v«rk is progressing. Hake ivre alto the chiLdzren 
keep a record of what they have done.

Work p»t up for display should not be torn out of ptupiill’s 
notebooks. Separate paper should be provided and if necessajryf tthe 
work copied out. Why?

A further simple but excellent method is for each child to imakee a 
folder in an early "Art/craft" period and in this put w o r k  tlhat 
he/she thinks represents his/her best efforts. The only liiktely 
problem here is storage - but increasingly this is being dieialt 
with either through Operation Blackboard or directly by cla.sssr(Oom 
design.

None of these actually involves the teacher in much more wtork 
than would have been done otherwise but does provide a record of 
other things than marks; and something to show visitors/parremts 
as to the children's achievements^
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5. SOTjggr M srtvrsnssi

THE ORGANISATION OF THE SUBJECTS AKD THE TWO-DAY MODULES:
Ir the sections th&t follow in the Coursebook there are a series 
of topic* in each of Environmental Studies I (Social Studies), 
EiviTonmental Studies II (Science), Mathematics and Telugu. These 
tcics are arranged in 2 day modules. The module begins with a 
series of activities designed for the participants and is 
fdloved by a lesson preparation exercise based on the topic. 
Ths is followed by a period of teaching with children, the 2 day 
mdule ends with a review of the principles of APPEP ks they 
rdated to the work done in the 2 days. Also through the 2 days 
tbught should be given to bow the work of the children would be
cmtinuously assessed. All participants will be expected to carry
oit assignments during the period between this initial course and 
tb follow up course and possible topics for these assignments 
wil be discussed.

Deails are given below.

a> Timetable for the two day modules

i.' The timetable for the 2 day module will be:

Day 1 10.00 - 11.30 : Teacher activities
11.43 - 13.00 : related to lesson plans
14.00 ~ 15.30 : the following day

15.45 ** 17.00 Coatinuouft Attnsftiaent,
Asaignsents, Action Research

Day 2 10.00 ~ 11.30 Period plans worked upon
11.45 - 13.00 and completed.

14.00 - 15.30 Teaching with children

15.45 - 16.30 Discussion of teaching
15.30 - 17.00 Review of APPEP Principles

applied to subject

i) It is assumed that a total of 40 teachers will take part in 
the course. At DIETs when there are 80 teachers, they should 
be regarded as participating in two simultaneous courses.

ii) During the 2 day module the 40 teachers will be divided into 
2 groups of 20 teachers.

i) In the first 2 day module the first group will be concerned 
with one subject area, say Language, whilst the second group 
will be concerned with another, say Mathematics. In the 
second 2 day module, the other two subject areas will be 
covered - Science with the first group and Social Studies 
with the second.

v The third and fourth 2 day modules will be organised in the 
same way as the first two except that the subjects will be 
exchanged, Group I following Katheciatics and then Social 
Studies end Group II Language and then Science.
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vi) tach 2 4«y vill iiicl«d« t«achiiig vlth « grott^ o>f
childywu.

vii) Each 2 4ay noiiule vill close vxth a discuasum of ttla«e 
application of all six AFPEF Principles to the t«achioig o>f 
the tubj^t c<mcerned.

b) ifi

i) The title of the topics overall are defined at the begismiinig
- On Day 1 a series of activities designed for the teachfer.'s

related to the selected topics vill be provided. TThie
teachers in groups vill carry out the activities and prespiarce
appropriate learning materials.

- The Morning of Day 2 vill be devoted to the detflEiî lê d
consideration of 2 lessons based on the selected topics'* > 
teachers considering Lesson A and 10 teachers Lesson B. £iac:b 
lesson is divided into a number of parts. Only the fir-'stt 3 
parts corresponding to 3 periods on the timetable are slAonmi. 
The lesson is planned to provide help for the teachers^ Jbuit 
also to provide every opportunity for the teachers to d£sc:idie 
vhat might take place in the periods.

Period 1 is given in full.

Period 2 is given only in part and the teachers are expect#*i 
decide vhat should take place.

Period 3 is not given at all. Participants are expecte><} to 
develop the vhole of Period 3 and to make sure that Period% 1-3 
are planned as a continuous and progressive lesson» They slhoiuLd 
also indicate how many more periods they consider are nece^siary 
to complete the lesson properly. This is explained in grfea'.ter
detail below in the section headed "LESSON PLAN"«
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m  or t o  t e^ hic \nm ciiili» e»;

Th( ioteatioB it tbat everyone shall contribute to a teaching 
•eaioa with children. It is intendei that this teaching shall 
tale plsce in the afternoon of the second day of the nodule, and 
befolloved by a discussion, the teaching should be limited to 40 
nsiutes and there should be not aore than 20 children in a 
teching group.

T in consecutive teaching sessions vill take place using the same 
•ttliect matter, but with different children and presented by a 
dliiferent member of each subgroup of 10 course m^bers. The 
COE eat and the methodology of the teaching may come from the 
woR already prepared for pupils during the morning of the same 
dia> or a new period prepared by the teacher provided it is on 
the same topic. During each period the remainder of the tvo sub- 
g;rapt vill act as observers. By the time all four subjects have 
bee completed most participants vill have taught one session. A 
teahing observation sheet is available for those not teaching. A 
chek list is also provided to help you to record your comments, 
stressing APPEP principles, your thoughts on the materials used, 
and the manner in vhich the period is taught.

iagrammatic form, the arrangements are as follows:

40 minute period 40 sdnute period
Theme A Observers Observers Theme B

Croup A Groî » B
Teacher 1 Children Children Teacher 1

Group A Group B

............................  ...........

1 4̂0 minute period X 40 minute penod

Theae A Observers i I Observers Theme B
Group B Group A

Teacher 2 Children Children Teacher 2
L-

Group B Group A

Alftr the teaching sessions there vill be a discussion, vhich 
vil. beg\n vith the contributions of the teachers responsible for 
ttoeactual teaching. This vill be folloved by a vider discussion 
besd on the observation sheet check list and the observers' 
consents. All comments should be constructive, looking alvays to 
vbat vas seen to be effective, snd bov improvements could be 
m&d^
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Content Analysis - with breakdown of objectives In terms of Bloofn's Taxonomy

Period 1 Period 2
i

Period 3

Title (Klven) Title (eiven) Title (given)
Specific Objective (given) Soecific Objective (given) Specific Objective (given)

Content
; (given) 
(given)

3 (given)

Teaching: Learning Materials

Content
1 (given)
2 (given)
3 ?

Teaching Learning Materials

Content
1 No. of
2 headings
3 to be 
determined

Teaching Lernlng Materials
required

1' (given)
2 (given
3 (given)

7!5ach!ir/Pupll Activities

required
1 (given)
2 (given)
3 ?
H ?

Teacher/Pupil Activities

required
1 Requirement
2 to be
3 determined

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1 (given)
2 (given)
3 (given) 

(given)

Ev^iluatlon of Children’s

1 (given)
2 (given)
3 ?

Evaluation of Children's

1 All steps
2 to be set
3 out 
f, .

Evaluation of Children's :
Leraning

Comrr.ente by the Teacher

Learning

Comments by the Teacher

Learning

Comments by the Teacher
-

thie period all thlo 
l.nfor’:jstlon .is given t!o 
the f̂tach<2̂ 0)

(In this period about 50? 
of required Information is 
given to the teachers)

(In this period only the 
specific objective of the 
period is given to the teacherc)



OBSERVING TEACHING

TEACHING OBSERVATION CHECK LIST

The six APPEP principles through which le&rniag can be improved 
are;

1« Providing learning activities,
2, Promoting learning by doing.
3, Developing individual, groyp and whole class work,
4, Recognising individual differences.
5, Using the environment«
6, Creating an interesting clasproom®

In observing teaching you should be able to identify where the 
teacher has endeavoured to apply the above principles with the 
children. In addition you are concerned with bow successful the 
teacher was, e»g:

A) Did the children ^ork in groups? If so what was the quality 
of their interaction? ¥as their discussion productive and 
did it help their learning?

B) Bid the teacher make provision for individual differences 
bstween children? If so, how?

These t^o points A) and B) are ex:ample8. You can think of many
more.

On the Teaching Observation Sheet the list of headings, which 
includes the APPEP principles, is as follows:-

a. Clarity of instruction. Did the childxen know what to do at 
all stages of the plan?

b. Distribution of material: Was this done ^efficiently and 
quickly?

c. Practical work: Was there provision for practical work by 
the pupils? Was this well organised?

d« Class/group/pair/individual activity: What arrangements were
made for such activity/ Did you think a particular 
arrangement was effective?

e. Discussion: Was there opportunity for pupila* discussion? 
Was the discussion productive?

f. Environment: Was use made of the environment? If so, was the 
experience useful for the children?

go Individual differenced; Did the teacher make provision for
individual differences? How?

h. Understanding: Did you think the chil>«dren showed
understanding of tlve topic?

1. Effectiveness of Implementation: Assess the effectiveness of
implementation at various stages of the plan overall.

Record comments in the appropriate box on the chart.



You should vvTite ccnnmpnis undsi ih.0 headings a - 1 (Incluslvo) as appropria ie .

Iniroduction

H s a d in g s; (a) Clarity of Inslfuclion (d) Class/group/palr/indivldual v/ork (g) indh/Kiua/ diflafoocea
(b) Distribution ol matorlais (0) Qualify of discussion {S5S (d) abovo) {h) EvkiancA’i oif undf>rslanding
(c) Practical vvofl  ̂ (f) Use of onvlronmon! (i) Effoc»fVf?nass, of implGmonialion

Develoomen

o

C onclusion

O vorali cornrrian*’ (cood points ^ suggsstions for Im provGm onl)



6 » ? .^ V lR0N>4>.y r A L  BTJDIES I (gCH^IA L  S T T /O IK S )

APPEP PRINCIPLES A}W SOCIAL STUDIES 

 ̂• P-rovid-in̂  .learning activities

ITh( children must have opportunities to collect infonoation and 
uisfc that infoimation in ^̂ ays suited to their ag?.s, to. record vhat 
Lhty have discovered or to discovsr patterns or to suggest 
e.xjlanBt ions for v/hat they have seen. For the lesson ’Our Trees* 
vunc!<̂r Natural Resources the children !night:~

nearby trees and forests and collect data on the types 
of trees growing there;

compare small and large trees;

compare fruit bearing and flowering trees;

compare the usei; of trees;

draw pictures of trees and soil erosion;

ciake models using clay and Hood;

prepare an album of trees;

make a sketch map of trees;

collect poems about forests, plant growring;

investigate how tre^s are protected;

find out about cosnmunity responsibility for trees;

visit a Social Forestry Prograarme.

2• Promoting learning by doing

Ch iliren learn quickly if the teacher provides practical work for 
thtem to do. For the lesson ^Fivers of Andhra Pradesh' the 
ch iliren might:-

drav the rivers on a ciap of Andhra Pradesh;

name the rivers;

locate where dams have been located;

make a model of a dam using clay, plaster of paris;

visit a.river oi dam near the school;

visit village elders for interviews on rivers, lakes and 
f e St. ivals;

pr epare an album vith pictures of rivers, dams, etc*
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3• Developing individual, group and whole class work '

Good teaching provided for children to work in a variety o;f 
patterns, i.e. individually, in pairs, groups and as a whoI«e 
class.

Individual Work

write an individual description of work done, 

draw an individual diagram, illustration or map. 

make an individual model.

accent and carry out classroom responsibilities. 

observe and record information about the topic studied,,

Group Work

prepare a diagram or map. 

discuss aud decide how to conduct a survey. 

analvse the data collected on the survey. 

prepare an album based on the topic studied. 

make a model.

Whole Class Work

arrange for all the class to take part i-x a fiel^ trip witb 
everyone having a special task to do.

all participate in a dramatisation of e. famous historical 
incident.

contribute to keeping the school clean and tidy.

contribute to a discussion about a topic being studied.

prepare and participate in a local festival.

ask questions of a visitor to the clasSroomj e.g« ths» hsaltb 
worker.

^• Recognising individual differences

It is important to be aware of individual differences emoug tfcf 
children and to provide appropriate work for ei'ch child" e Esaag; 
An effective way of identifying ths ncedB of individual 
is by keeping records of uhs?: eech child doi?; and hou  

s/he ii52“

provide simpler ex.r»rf.ifieo foT tha child vho csttcot drav &

inive e x t r a  to  c b i l f l  xr.i'.: ir- v.rt/JvAr o f  t h :

questions to iuta\: • I'.?;-; t- r persoc.



provide simpler activities for the child who cannot record 
information collected

organise additional activities to stimulate the child who 
completes the expected work quickly

ensure that in group work the individual talents of each 
child are drawn upon and developed, e.g. deliberately using 
those who are best at drawing, writing, planning, 
dramatising to fulfil these tasks.

5 • Using the local environment

The environment around the^school is a rich resource for learning 
and much learning can take place outside the classroom. For 
lessDns such as 'Places of VJorship' the children might:-

visit the local temple, mosque or church;

make drawings of the place of worship visited;

observe the places visited;

collect information from the priests;

invite the priest to visit their school to talk about his 
work;

X
aake a model of the temple, mosque and church using clay, 
stones, etc., and explain how and why they are different,

In addition lessons can be organised on local crnv> , hills, 
rivers, or on local craftsmen such as carpenters, t..3.iors or on 
local shops, factories, post office or bus stops.

6 » Creating: an interesting classroom

An interesting classroom ill encourage the children to come to 
school and to learn. The work done in Social Studies can help 
make the classroom more interesting by:-

provide displays of work done by the children and by the 
teacher;

attract the at^ipntion of the children to new pictures, 
posters, charts about social studies which the teacher has 
provided;

airanRe the models made by the children in an attractive
W£V .



T£ACrHI>̂ S* ACTIVITIES FOR WATER SS 1.1

Each grour>6 or Bub~gro.up carries out each activity

1• How important is vater jp our daily lives?

la groups of 5 discuss how ve uea water in our daily lives.

Kake a list of our uses of water and arrscge the list iato tbe 
most i:ciportaat at ths top and the least important at the bottom.

Discuss the list again.

Design a diagram to illustrate how use water*

Hare is an example* Do not copy this diagram. Make e diggram oi 
your own.

Display your diagram,

2. lQ>ich_ ii8eE_ of water would you reduce

Use the diagr̂ iB you produced id Activity I &8 « guide. If th& 
amount of water you have avfiilal|Xe gradually deere&sse you will 
have to reduce your consumption of waters On which use will y©tf 
economise first; which nest? and next? which will be the last use 
of water on ^hich you can economise? Produce a table to show the 
results of your discussiouo



Bere ie an example. Don't copy this diagram. Make one of your 
own.

Uses of vater

Say vhy you have chosen the order you have shovn in your diagram 
or table.

Display your result.

3. Hov can ve conserve our vater?

In groups discuss different ways in which we can conserve our use 
of vater. Make a note of possible ways and illustrate.

Conserving vater

other ideas do you have. Can vs use vater more tbeii once? 
I)2.£'Ub£ iiLd Biake pictures to iiluetrate you ideas.
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^• Hov eaa ve store vater for our daily use?

What are the different ways in which we can store water for daiil^ 
use? Make a chart showing different ways of storing water.

Do aot copy tfiese» Imveat your own.

5. Action songs on rain, risers and vater

In groups make a list of the actios isongs you know about 
rivers and vater. Each person selects one action sosg as»d 
prepares a picture to Illustrate the »otig. Each person tbllB 
displays the picture and performs the action Bong. The bfest mcmg 

is selected and everyone performs it with actions.

6. Water isdestructive

As one group conduct an txperiment to show that water :is  

destructuve. Use some suitable sLaterial to make a trough amd 
arrange the trough so it slopes downwards towards one end.

Collect some soil and 
p l a c e l t i n t h e  
trough St the upper
e,nd. Make sure the 
soil contains small 
stones , sand and 
h u m u s  o Pour soiae 
w a t e r  into the soil 
from a watering can.
Try to make it have 
the effect of rain.
Note what happens to 
the soil. Which parts 
of the soil are- 
washed away? Which 
parts of the soil a r e  
washed furthest a v a y ?
Which parts of the 
s o i l  a r e  m o s w  
fertile? What is your 
conclusion?
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Plice some small 
stones aidwey down 
the trough. Pour more 
water on the soil. 
What do you lotice 
happens at the stones 
yo'a h a v e  placed 
midway? What vould 
hap;>en if the plants 
are also placed vith 
the stcall stones? 
Place the plants 
there, pour water and 
observe what happens.

Draw a picture to 
illustrate what has 
happened midway doxm 
the slope.

Looking for the effects of water nearby

Go outside' and try to discover places where the destructive 
effcct of water can be seen.

What are those effects? Uow can they overcome? Draw a diagxaia to 
illtstrate or demonstrate what you mean.
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SS 11.2
SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES I

LESSON:' WATER

CoDtent Analysis

Class I <& II

1. To discover that clouds fonn in the sky and that cliouads 
produce rain (K)

2. To learn that rain is necessary and we should welcome iraain
(A).

3. To discover that rainwater collects in different places isuuch
as rivers, wells, tanks, ponds, puddles, etc. (K).

4. To be able to carry ou^ a survey of one source of water esnd
report findings (S).

Period 1: The Source of Water 

Specific Obiective

Time: ?miins

To help children discover how rain is formed, and what happenjS t̂o 
it after it has fallen (see Content analysis 1 and 3),

Teaching/Learning Materials Reguired

1. Collect pictures of clouds and of falling rain.

iff'

''' ‘'r/r
.  * ‘ • K  » I . / .  '  t ? ‘ '  I * . I  < I I f e  K  I *
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2o Collect a few sheets of paper, pencils, brushes, paints for 
each group.

TeacherfPupil Activities

1. The children sing the song of 'Vans Vans Vallappa’ with 
rhythm and action welcoming rain.

Vana Vana Vallappa 
Vakili Thirugu Chellsppa 
Chetulu Chachu Mai lappa*
Thirugu Thirugu Thinmiappa 
Thiraga lenu Narasappa.

2. The teacher shows the children the pictures and encourages
them to talk about rain.

a. What do they see in the sky before it rains?

b. Kow do clouds form?

c. How do you feel when it is raining?

d. Do you like rain?

e. Wherfc does the rainwater go?

f. Do we need rain? What for?

Evaluation of children's learning

The children draw a picture about rain, label it,, and write a few 
settences either on how they feel about rain, or what use rain 
is.

CoTanents bv the teacher

What went well and why? . _________________ ________ ________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Whi:h children need more help?
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Specific Obiective

To visit a source of water and to discover what is there (fisee 
Content analysis A).

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Select the pond (lake or t̂ ank) to be visited.

2. Decide*how the visit is to be crg&nised.

3. Hake arraQgaxneŝ 'ts to enable the visit to take 2 periodt*,

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. Divide the children into 4 groups. Groups decide what tl̂ hey 
Dost want to investigate and exchange ideas, etc.^ c«s**
Group 1 - Ts observe and note the things they jee ic Ithe

water.
Group 2 - To collect samples of water,
Group 3 -* To observe and report on things they sec round tthe 

pond.
Group 4 - To discover how the water reaches the pond.

2. Visit the pond; carry out the activities in groups sand
return to the class.

Evaluation of children’s learning

Ask for verbal reports from each of the groups on your return to 
class.

Comments bv the teacher

What went well and why? ________________________________________ _

Petiod 2; Visiting one source of water Time; 1 hour 20 piiins

VThat went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Obiective

Tc give an opportunity for making a complete report on vhat has 
been doiie and found out (see Content analysis 2 and 4).

Teschiiig/Learning Materials Reouired

Tescher/Pupil Activities

E\aluation of children's learning

Cqrjr.gntfe bv the teseher

Wiat went well and •feliy?

W*£t went badly and ii?hy?

y\-iwh children have -jnderstood?

WVich children need laore lie ip?

Period 3: Making a. report Tiae: 40 mins
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TEACBKRS* ACiryiTIES FOR FORESTS SS; 22.1

Each Group does all activities

1, Making a survey of the Dlaats. shurbs aod t r e e s  n e a r b y

In groups o f  5 decide how to conduct a survey of pi a n t  e, t,b ,rvubs 
and trees nearby. Go outside and make a map of the a r e a  l in g
the location of each item noted. Return to the c l a s s r o o t a  ja n d  
complete your map showing each item and label it. Which of t t h e e s e  
will develop into trees? How many trees are there nearby? Cam jyou 
see any pattern in the location of particular types of treess fand 
the'physical surrounding? For example are most of one typje o f  
trees in one place? If so why do you think that is? Its it 
something to do with the supply of water or the type of scoil 
there? Discuss possible explanations for the pattercn o f  
distribution of trees. Add your explanations to your map e.g..

Do not copy this diagram. Invent your own.

2 • W h a t b e n e f i t s  d ci v e  g a i n  f r o p  t r e e s ?

In small groups discuss and list the benefits*we gain from trees. 
Now classify the benefits in same way. One way to classify miight 
be to use heading such as Economic Benefits, Social Beuefi-ts 
Physical Benefits. Discuss different ways of classifying your 
benefits and dray up a table, (illustrate your table to make it 
more attractive and interesting^ Eg.
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Display your table and explain to the other groups what you have 
don;.

3 • Classifying different types of vood

Loot at the sampleB of wood provided and describe what you see. 
How close is the grain of the wood? How hard is the wood? Is the 
there any connection between the closeness of the grain and the 
haidnecE or softness of the wood? Draw up a table with 
illistrations and classify the woods eg.
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^• What are different voods iisgd for?

la groups, '^ke drawi ngs, of the different types of trees fcouisd 
nearby. If possible attach a piece of the bark and a leaf. Wiri.te 
against this the name of the wood vhich is obtained from eeatcb 
tree, l̂iat is the best use uf each type of vood? \-7hy is cea ch 
pieca of vood best suited for that use? Add this infonnatiom to 
yoar drawings.

5. Visit to a shop which sells timber/vood

If there is a shop nearby visit the shop as one group. Be;fore
visiting the shop discuss how the visit will be conducted.
Arrange who will collect different types of information such as 
types of vood available, cost, where does the vood come from, who 
brings the wood, what is each type of wood used for? After the 
visit return to the workroom and, prepare a diagram to illustxate 
what you have discovered.
6. An interview with a carpenter:

If possible try to arrange an interview vith a carpenter. Decide 
before the visit the questions that are to be asked and the 
information to be collected. Where does the carpenter obtain the 
wood he uses? Why does he buy those v^oods? What different
articles does he make? Why does he use a particular wood for
different articles?
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7. What can ve use iir place of wood?

The supplies of wood may become exhausted quickly and we will 
have to find other materials to use in place of wood. Make a list 
of is n ny diiferent uses of wood as you can think of. At the 
side of each use, suggest what could be used in place of wood. 
Use pictures to make your list more interesting.

For example:

Wood Replaced by

'

At thi bottom of your list/diagram answer the following question. 

3ould we replace wood completely?

8. lov can ve encourage people to plant more trees?

In on* large group discuss how to set about planning a campaign 
to eacourage people to plant more trees. Reaforestation 
especially Social Forestry is of the greatest importance for the 
future. How could, a new campaign be organised? What sortc of 
publicity would be needed? What sorts of payments might have to 
be mace to encourage people to plant trees? Bow can the trees be 
supplied anr\ protected while they are growing?

Dfecide what other questions need to be discussed.

After a general discussion, divide into two groups and each group 
draws up a plan for a project to encourage people to plant trees.
Each jlan should show a timescale over which the project would 
last and the steps to be taken «ach point in the project . The 
plan V}uld also include new posters and leaflets to be designed 
and us»d for publicity.

Each jroup displays its plan. Each group also discusses and 
designs the posters and the leaflets. The groups then‘explain'̂ t'd̂ ^̂ "̂̂  ‘ 
each other what they have done« i . ad

"B, Mi Aurobindo Marjlp 
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Soc.St. 2w2
SUBJECT; ENVIRDJ’MENTAL STUDIES I

LESSON: -FORESTS Clasg IW

Content Ana 1 v s i. e

1» To discover the names and types of trees near to the schoo-1 
(K).

2. To learn the types of trees found in Andhra Pradesh (K).

3. To note the locations of different types of trees nearby antd 
in Andhra Pradesh generally (S)*

4. To discover the relationship betveen tree type an<d 
environment (U).

Period 1: Trees near our school Tinig; 40 tninLS

Specific Obiective

To discover the trees that grow ueir the school (see Conti2nit 
analysis 1).

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Select an area for the chitdren to visit near the school where
there are different types of trees.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. Divide the children into groups and explain that they are t;o
visit trees nearby. Explain vhat they are to do.

2, Children visit the trees and note:

a. types of trees,

b. soil conditions in which trees are growing - dry, wee,
stoney, etc.

3« Children return to the classroota and groups report verbalUy
to the whole class what they have seen.

Evaluate on of children's learning

Groups produce a drawing of what they have seen with a short 
written statement.
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Com:=>nt6 by the teacher

Whal: went î ell and why?

wect badly and vhy?

Which children ĥ V̂ e understood?

VThicb children need more help?

Period 2: Trees in Andhra Pradesh Time: 40 tnins

Specific Obiective

To help the children diBCover where the main forests of Andhra 
Pradesh are (see Content analysis 2).

reachinR/Ieerning Materials Required

Collect a large map of Andhrc Frjfidcsh shoving mountains and 
rivers.
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2, Make symbols to represent different types of trees.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. Supply the map of Andhra Pradesh. Make sure the chLlcdren 
know what the signs for mountains and rivers mean.

2. Have the children talk about where they would expect foreests 
to be.

3.

4.

Evaluation of children* s learning;

Comments by the teacher

What went well and why? _________________ • _____ '

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Period 3: Trees locally and in Andhra Pradesh Tine: 40 roins

Siecific Objective

Tc help the children discover that different types of trees are 
fcund in different environments locally and in Andhra Pradesh 
(fee Content analysis 3 and 4),

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Evaluation of children’s learning

Ccmirients by the teacher

W’l'iat vent well and vhy?

What vent badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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TRACTv-KS* ACTIYITIES FOR DKmCKACY

Each eroup or sxib-group carries out each activity.

i • What does Ĵf!a>c>cracY* mean?

In overall groups discuss bow best to illustrate what ‘dessocracy’ 
means. This will require a great deal of thought and discussion. 
*Oeisociacy* means Government by the people. Every one has the 
opportunity to vote for some one to represent them in the 
Assembly and cocunittees. How are these representatives chosen? Is 
there any more the representative can do for the voters after he 
has been elected? Perhaps a diagram might be like this:~

A cccdidate explains 
is ideas

'’//i

People vote for 
representatives
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The represertatives 
6it on committees 
and discuss plans.

They vote on what 
to do.

A voter goes to see his represpntative to ask advise and explain 
his problems.

Do not COPY this diagram: Invent vour own,

Vlien groups have finished their diagran, they display them and 
explain the© io the other groups.
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2. Vhat does Democracy means to you?

In this activity the intention is to conduct a survey of opinions 
of all the other tnecbers of the course. The first step is tco 
discuss the sort of questions that can be asked and how t hee 
answers will be recorded. The next step is to decide* how t:hee 
results are to used.

a) Vhicli questions to ask? What about these; they are examplLets 
cnly:-

i) Did you vote at the last local election?

ii) Did you vote at the last national election?

iii) Do you sometimes not vote?

(Add Qore . « • • • • • )

b) How to use this information?

First count the answers and note down the totals e.g.

Did you vote at the last local election yes 70 no 3(0

Did you always not vote yes 20 no 6l0

c) ' How can you interpret these figures? Is it true to say tfhait
25Z of the people surveyed always vote? Is it true to say 
that 702 of the people surveyed voted at the last l0)cal 
election?

d) Can you show this on a diagram? Vhat about this as an 
example

30Z did not vote 

Do not copy this diagram: design new ones of your own.

25Z always vote
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^ are the edvEntegeg and disadvantages of democracy?

In jmill groups first discuss the advantages £nd disadvantages of 
deai»cracy. Think about how this information could be displayed on 
an .nteresting diagram. A simple table may be too dull® Perhaps a 
balince could, be used:~

Bemocracy

□

]

Advantages Disadvantages

Separate cards are made and suspended from the balance. Note it 
is kiportant that the cards are kept the same Else or the balance 
vill not balance. Organise a competition betveen two groups: One 
for edvantages and another for disadvantages« The groups which 
can provide more cards tips the balance and vins. Add a final 
sentence below:-

"Democracy is (good/bad) because
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4. Kov can Society be made more democratic?

In this activity the opinions of othsr course membeTs; airs 
investigated again. In pairs you must decide the questionis you 
wish to ask. Ask each participant and record the answer. SSome 
questions might be:-

Should there be more frequent elections?

Should you have more opportunity to see your representaitiive? 

Think of more quest ions.

How will you record the answers on a diagram?

5. Interviewing a local councillor

The course tutor will arrange for you to meet an elected mieronber 
of the local council. In small groups decide the question^ you 
want to ask and how the answers are to be recorded. Devise sdlso 
how you are going to use the answers you will receive. Comdiuct 
the interview and record the answers. Analyse the answer^ &nd 
draw your conclusion. In groups prepare a diagram to explain^ w«bat 
a local councillor does. Include on your diagram the re»uXttsi of 
the information you collected. Display your diagraEot and ex^pUain 
youT results to the other groups.
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SS 3.2
SUBJECT; ENVIRONMENTAI. STUDIES 1

LESSON: DEMOCRACY Class V

Content AnaIv8is

1. To learn the roeaniiag of democracy (K)»

2. To observe end participate in an election bo as to see how
democracy worke (U).

3. To appreciate the value of democracy (Affective).

4. To note how the Zilla Praja Pariehad and its committees are 
crganitied (A).

5. To discover bow to participate in democracy (S).

Period 1: What is meant bv * democracy* Time: 40 mins

Specific Obiective

To 1-fclp the children discover the meaning of democracy by
part.cipating in £ cl&se election (see Content analysis 1 and 5).

Teecliiiig/Learning Materials Required

] • The intention is to conduct a clsss election for one pupil 
to perform a duty.

2. Select a duty for one pupil to perform.

3. Prepare voting papers and a voting box.

4. Work out in detail how the election will be conducted. 

Teacler/Pupil Activities

1. Discuss with the class a duty which s child could perform.

^2. Explain how the election will take place.

3. Start the election by calling for nominationso

4. Allow each candidet<? to prepare fet'd p?, esent & sjpeech sgyivig 
yby he/she should be elected.

5. Icsue the voting p.q.pej:o irad have each vote plncia^ ube
voting paper in the voting box,

bo jpeu the ccunt the voti?-€. t>nd declare the yinrK̂ r*

leernliiig

Hrvi. .he cbildi'Hu '̂jrnlei'Q V;hy the one child Ĥ as elected,
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What vent well and why?

Conniients by the teacher

What vent badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 2: Finding out about the Zilla Praia Time: 40 mnns
Parishad

Specific Obiectives

To help the children learn about local elections (see C o r a t .ent 
analysis 3).

To discover how those elected to the Zilla Praja Pariislhad 
represent the people.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. A diagram showing the organisation of the Zilla XPr̂ aja 
Parishad.

2, Diagram to show how a committee works*

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. Discuss the work of the Zilla Prajd Parishad vith the 
children and identify some of its committees*

2. Discuss how a committee is made up. What is the role of the 
elected councillors?

3. Discuss what a committee does,

A.

5e

Evaluation of children’s leernipg
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Whit went well and why?

ComneDts bv the teacher

Whtt wsat badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need yiore help?

Period 3: Contributing to the work of the Time: 40 mins
Zilla Praia Parishad 

Specific Obiective

To discover how everyone can make their ideas known to the Zilla 
Pra;a Parishad (see Content analysis 1,3 and 4),

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Evaluation of children’s learning

Connrents bv the teacher

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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TEACHERS' ACTIVITIES FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

Each group does all aetlvities :•>

SS 4.1

1. Hakiiig a list of metals in the work Toem

In groups of 5, look carefully around the room in which the 
course is being held, make a note of all the itesne made from 
metal. Can you name the metal ueedi Make draving of the itms you 
have noted and name the metal.

Display your drawings e.g.

Hail
(iron)

Bowl
(silver)

Corrugated irom 
(line)

Do not copy these: invent your ovn.

2. Vhat things do ve have in our homeg. that are made fromi 
metal?

Examine the articles provided by the course tutor. Which metalsi 
can you identify? Hake a list of all the things we have in ont£ 

homes which are made' from different metals. Here is a list that£ 
may help. Furniture, utensils, tools, jewellery, parts of thee 
house. Make a chart to show these e.g, a plan of your house.

' J

Display your diagram, atud explaiti it to other groap
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3. Selgc,t_sog_Bigt&l

Id snail of 3, select one xaetal for more detailed study.
First make a list of things made from that metal. Drav a chart to 
shov the itctns and label them. Display the chart and explain to 
the ether groups what you have done.

Gold

Platinum

Brass

Silver

A. Advantages and Disadvantages of each metal.

Look at the charts produced by the groups for the above 
activities. Each small group of 3 selects one metal (a different 
metal from that they chose for activity 3 above). The groups 
diffcuss the advantag^es and disadvantages of their selected metal. 
These could be shovn in different ways. One vay would be:

Advantages Disadvantagev

Thiwlr of different ways of showing ymrr information. Try to use 
nail pictvrefr which are intendie<f to make ya» laugh.

5* could we use in place of metals?

The supply of the different types of metals is nat inexhaustible 
and %re need to be car'̂ ful about how we use the supplies we have.
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Each group selects one ©etal once again and dtscuseet vhat cowld 
be used to replace the laetsl e.g. î ood, plcstic, glaes, cilay 
etc , For their chosen metal the group discusses amdi deeignts. a 
diagram to show î hat could be used in place of the mietal for eaact 
use they have listed. Ose illustrations to malce the diag^tan 
attractive. What vould be the advantages and disadvanitages of the 
new material used?

Display your diagram and explain it to other group.

6. Hov can ve reduce our demand for metals?

This foliOWE from the previous activity but places mere empheaeiE 
on how can we take care of the things we have already*

How can we take care of out metal goods? By k§€piti| t b ^
and safe. Can you illustrate this? e.g. a bowl left out in the
room to rest or placed safely on a shelf* Select a few itemss we 
have in our houses or schools and design a chart to show how to 
look after our things so as to preserve them. In thiss was we can
reduce our demand for metal.

T

A Chart mighl: look like this ~

Left outside Stored properly
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PerhipE soTiie memberb of the group have had some experiences. If 
so encourage them to tell everyone what it is like to go 
underground to be a miner. If they have not had a personal 
experience maybe they know about mining from a relative. The 
whole group divides into pairs and each pair writes a short 
description together with an illustration. Stories and 
illuttratioDS are displayed. Each pair tells the whole group what 
they have done.

a mi per I ^ •'

8. Drematising an accident underground:~

If tbe room has chairs and tables arrange them to form a tunnel 
to represent the mine under the ground. Divide into 3 small 
groups. Each group prepares a demonstration about an accident 
underground. Each group then performs their dramatisation action 
in ttrn before everyone. The best dramatisation is judged by 
everyone.
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SUBJECT: ENyiRON'HE^TAL STUDIES I

j_,NATp^JR ES OJTRC^ 

9s>nteiit A n a l v b i j .

Cla;s III

1» To appr^eciate tfa<̂  inportance of iiiinerals. in  O'jr d,aily llife

(A ) .

2 . To discover that minef/jls crme froio o-ioes ( K ) ,

3. Tm discover tb% 'location, 'artsies ,'itid pcod\iCt« of tna Kr.aasi of
Andhra Piadesb (K).

4 .  To e s t a b l i s h  siiiipacny v i c i  tb> raiaers by s.ttx'ss.-pting' t:?

ioagine yhat working iiid«rgrotm4 is like C/lff act i'̂ /-*) .

5. I d appreciate nov miaerais are u^ed to halp us (AJ:f cicci^ei)-

Period_1: The import j of lainetals . in Djir
daily life 

Specific Obiective

j-o help children nnderst^ud the itsportiixjce »■>£ vraueiTiais t it;e 
CoDtent analysis 1 and 3),

leaching/Learning, Katerialn Reouired

1. A list of articles aiade from iron, copper, gold jiiid ociher 
metals.

Gold

Iron

Silver

Aluminiutn

0

2 . Note that coal i aloo a n\n«r??l.

3 .  Collect a 'rmrnb»>r or u t'r̂ 'i ̂  \ I a ~ ^ ' ’

day l i f e ,  thfi< at

A. Collect pir.tijT'^*? ot mirnpr,
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iiacl:

,  J: tb-iidrpr the ili fttid i.mpi8Sffle»tft.

. (hi-ldiren difc.v?f tbe taetf-1 ufced ioi tbe r.ter>!5ilE aitd
isj^km nnltChil^TiiX : prep«rf & list of the srtif.lefc and tbe

u»ed.

, Akik cLiidren iv drav Kbe pirrarep of tbe ut^nsils tbe
jj : j.smeuti &r.d dj.tple>.

fslufct 1 os of clilvirep-i learain^

\\'. cVilrreu to li.rV tbe srtic.icfe w&ed tbfc kitcb^n &xxd tbe
"•ti-l are u«dft Irci'idi.

tbf t!?ft-cber 

k*'t,. v*-..ut vf).l vbyj

it: hhdly v.v.c"- \*>'vV

cliidren need more help?

Led 2: Minerals come from mines Time: AO mins

cif5-c Obiective

introduce, the cbildrea to mines and to think about working 
[Jitions underground (bcc Content snalyfiiB 2 and A)*

iPg:/I><::arnjTxg Kate/ielc Reouired

Prepare a drawing of a

^ 'f -!



1. With the diev?ipg of a tniriiP discuse wh£t it is like to go
underground and dig for minerals.

2. Ask the children to im£.gine whet it is like tc be in total
darknefcs. VJ'het vould they feel like if the lights went out
when they were mining metele; belov the ground?

3.

4.

Evaluation of children’s learning

Corniner.ts bv the teacher

What went well and why?__________________ ;______________________

Teacher/Pupil Activitiee

What went badly and why?

Which children have undei^Btood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Obiectiv_fe
To note the mines of Andhra Pradesh and what they produce. 

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1* Prepare a map of Andhra Pradesh giving the namea of the 
places and the products.

Period 3; The Mines of Andhra Prg<?esh Time; 40 mine

Teacher/Pupfl Activities 

Evaluation of children*s learning 

CommentB bv the teacher 

What vent well aod wby?

Vkat weot badly a«d wbyf 

Which children hsve uz^eratood? 

V'bich children need Kore help?
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7. m m i s s  J i (gcigisc^)

Al>?rp TR IK Cl PIES M!) SCIE?>̂ CE 

A. PROVIDING LFAENING ACTIVITJFS :

lui Tiirixriiiiy Bcboolb children tjt c; «ci f ut.i.f ic rViIIIb; (< hPc'X'x i r;g , 
raisjug quefit j.or'e, generetiAig idchCf luveet igi-.t iug, 3. ec<,r r.g, 
itit.f'rpret5ng, <:otnnunf reting) to fi ri.5 about t ) t * e # s ; . - d
rbeii: ec v'i ronmeDt. A b a Kult of tbei.r f.irt't bi£.r)d -pr h ( * i'c.rjl

expeiience ll.ey vlll iiot (.rjy dtvelcp t-bf lr tcj.ent ific s but
vill gradui’j.ily build np ecieutific idrBS abcut the .tbiugB 
they invftftxgate.

Teacbers should enf.are tbat their cbil<5ren in prr.f fi«-»l
learT3:.ng by plftcning fJxeir activitif*s tfud piovit̂ iiig tbe i r.<ary
Biaterial. Here is ex&nple:

Activity: A teacher vsnts the children to find out vbicb fi^brite 
would be best for rearing j.n ^et vefvfhtr. Cre cf:

doing this is to cat squareK t f diff^r»nt. f.ibrir-s u d  

ter>t each one in tnrrn by pl^cirtg it • vir rbe op(?M end 
of a ttjsmblfcr, boldiug v, tBut with a robbtr b̂ p̂.d 
then pouring water :cto It, Ihe time tiikcu lor vatfr to
pass through a fabric is a usf.ufiure of its si'itabil ity
for vet weather wear,

Pla-nning: The teacher cust try out the activity him/herBelf
before s/he presents it to tha children. S/he needs to 
do this so that s/he can choose suitable fabrice and 
select the quantity of water to be poured. By doing the 
activity personally s/he will also become aware of any 
possible difficulties and so vill be able to help the 
children when they do it.

Frpyiding materials: This activity requires tumblers, water,
something to measure out the water, and fabrics® The 
teacher must ensure that all of these things are 
provided at the right time, \fhere will s/he obtaia tbe 
fabric? From tbe children? From their parents? Or will 
s/he have to buy it? S/he also tnust decide how s/he 

will arrange the fabric. Will s/he- leave it iu one 
b'indle? Or will s/he divide it into a bundle for each 
group of children?

2. PROMOTING LEARNING BY DOING;

a. ObserviYiiî ;
Children handle objects (plants, bicycles, soil, people..,) 
and they can obcerve them by usin& eoroe or all of their 
senses (eeeingj smelling, feeling, bearing, tscting). The 
children alsô  obsfjrve fchings happeniTig (aninal behaviour, ii 
candle burning, a child rsjiitiingo. ̂ )



K-i I s iri£ Q\ie*3ioa»:
Children ask qu.?3tions about things that they Lavt* observsd 
(Wl\at makes sctce things fall slower than others? What 
change's occur whei: rice is cooked? Do heavy thirgs eink?

c Getigra'̂ .ing Ideas:
Cliildrea think of possible ideas to answer their -’queBtions 
(things fall slower because they are flat, light, red »..)

Childrea plan an investigation, collect together thiagc they 
may nead and tbea carry c .t their investigation. (Sita end 

mcasare how high tbeir cle86ai£te6 can jump in order to 
find oi2t if tall childrev. can jump higher),

e Kr̂ cordini::
Cbildrer, use d:lffer5i':-t metbods to record vbat they have 
doing (pictures, writing* chcrts, diagraaase, grapbft»««)

f ; lutterpreting;
Children look at t'v: of tbfclr inventigatioa,
i.-̂ .n«-rpi-ct ln£, the in^ymution tV.e3’ collected an<i using
thib tc dt-cide =/hether rr not t>̂ :.r idea was correct. (The 
leg >f wood t .Gated so til h e a v y  tiviugs sltik)

g. C »3iaanun i c a t ing:
Chi'. U  a se lect the most ai. vsy i j v^hicb to
CvsiTCTuuicate tbeir t .iuiogff ci*>eT (talViig .ibout
i t  3 dr atnat isat ion, making model*?, pitUT'es,
writing.,.)

3. DEVELOPING INDIVIBUAL GROPP AND WHOLE CLASS WORK

Good teaching provides for the children to work in a variety of
patterns as individttals, in groups or as a whole class.

a) Individual work is used less often in Science. It may be
appropriate if tasks are shared within a group as shown in
this example. A group is investigating insects found in 
different places. One child may collect insects from a bush 
vhile another collects them from a wall, yet another may be 
constructing containers in which to keep the insects. 
Individual work is also appropriate if a child needs to work 
on a calculation or graphical representation which has 
arisen froTH a group activity.

OccasiciiaHy a child will want to work on his own on some 
cspect of an activi^.y that particularly interests fern.

Work icj part I cal ;-rl̂-» impo.'tant in Science as i" allows 
chliui-a CD talk tc eac'h other a.̂ out vbat they arc :1, > 5 3.3 , > 0  

livrcu'' :,; prc-̂ êins and c' ehaie Fw* a r.r-̂.ixp ■•■•i
ojiicrviiig Wi.at happi;:;j wĥ ii f'Xv/ ib̂ , masf

eAC.' a vc/ tj ~-hj b c '^ oh^ec:.^

Whrn % Vi-cner eel^ntn t:ic fe?;?-. cr a s/i.e eho»*ld
i'.. vh?t £X‘;en̂:, t..,- ch 11 v m  b̂ - .ijciivelv



participating partifu^ar activity*
too laxi^ jji^e vltt^ isot be iWi<t̂ €d\ ^

gropp if

Different groups of children can either be doing the smine 
activities as each other or different ones. Tlhi« method lhas 
the advantage that individual items of equipmient (e.;g. a 
themometer) do not have to be duplicated.

Whole Class: Activities involving a whole class often occur 
at the beginnings or ends of lessons. At the be;giiining off s 
lesson a teacher will want to introduce the topics to tthe 
vhole class and to organise the activities. At the end oif a 
lesson, when the activities have been connpleted a teaclher 
may wish to bring together the vhole class so that each 
group can report on their activity. In this way children can 
share experiences and offer suggestions and help to their 
classmates. Their teacher can guide their discussion sftad 
intervene where appropriate.

^• Recognising Individual Differences:

Children are individuals. Kot oniy do they vary in the^ir 
physical appearance but in the way 'they learn and in t̂ he 
rate at which they leartv, Iiv Qt4et to btlp all 
teachers need to recognise individual differeiices end to 
provide appropriate learning strategies. Here are some ld€;as 
of how this can be done.

a) Keep records of what each child does,

b) Use these records when selecting activities fox children. If 
a child is weak observing, make sure he does activities 
which give him more practice in this skill.

c) Form mixed ability groups so that children can learn from 
each other.

d) Ensure that children rotate roles within groups, so that all 
children have the opportunity of taking on different roles 
(leader, observer, secretary etc),

e) Provide extra learning materials (e.g. flash cards) to help 
slow learners.

f) Praise children for effort rather then ability.

g) Give all children the opportunity to display their work and 
to present it to others.

h) Encourage all children to talk about their activities
Talking means that they will have to think about what the 
are doing, it helps them to sequence events and allow
others to share ideas. Children who have talked about an
activity will find it easier to write about it afterwards,

i) Assess children on the way they carry out activities, not
only on their written reports.
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j) Reinforce different ideas by using role play, dramatisations 
and educational games.

(e.g. if children have been studying food chains this can be 
reinforced using a game in vhich pictures of a predator, 
prey and plants appear on the cards. Children play one card 
in turn and shout "snap" if one animal eats another (or a 
plant). The winner keeps all the cards already played 
provided they can say correctly what eats what.

5. Using the Local Environment:

The environment around a school provides children vith a 
vast wealth of opportunity for scientific investigation 
outside of the classroom. For example, children studying 
rivers, lakes and streams can investigate physical an<i 
biological aspects of vater. Collections can be made of the 
different creatures living on, in and on the bottom of the 
vater and their form and method of locomotion can be related 
to where they live. A measuring tape, a watch and paper boat 
can be used to find out hov? fast water flows. Watching 
houses being built can help children develop ideas about 
structures and materials. They can observe changes that take 
place when cement is mixed and as it dries. They can 
question why bricks are arranged in certain patterns to make 
a wall. Later they cotitinue to study in the classroom 
through practical activities such as making walls using 
model bricks arranged in different patterns and testing them 
for strength.

The local environment can also be a source of materials 
which can be collected and used for activities in schools.

Here are some common examples:

Sticks: For construction and support.

Paddy and beans; For growth experiments.
I

Cloth: For filtering and making parachutes.

Stoneg: For weights or for dropping experiments.

Old newspapers: For making darts and for making the outline 
shape of a child's body.

6. CREATING AK INTERESTING CLASSROOM

If a teacher makes his or her classroom an interesting place for 
children then ideas, questions and discussions will be 
stinulated, learning encouraged and the quality of work will 
improve.

Eere ere some ideas for doing this:

Ipierest tables: When starting a nev topic arrange objects on
a tcble and put question cards with them. 
Allow children f.c handle the objects. This
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will 3timulat2 childrens* interests in t^e 
topic,

Dicplavs: Display borne made or bought poBters to
brighten the vails sad provoke di scussio>n, 
Display cbildr^fls work to encourage tbs 
a y t b o r 5 a Q d as a a» e a n s of e h i r i n g 
ideas-preparitxg charts vhich children cbti 

fill ia.

C o l l e c t i o n of Display tbe ^ateri.al r.-;sourcc»H you hiv^;
:naterialB collected so children can use thsm in

their investigations*

S u s p e n d e d  Suspend kites, iaodel birde etc, from strings
difeplavs or threads pi.oned to the vsiling^

SO



TEACHERS' ACTIVITIES FOR CLOTHES WE WEAt Sc l a

It i6 recoaani'iided that teecber& vork in groups of two. Choose et
5 of thertc activitief. Do l A  first then you may do theiP iti 

am- order. Make en interesting cliaplfcv oi one activity (or two if 
yoi have enough time).

2- FabricB

Collect aitferent kinds of fabiite. Tnoee used tor flotheE* 
table clotas and curtains %?ill do  ̂ in fact any left over or 
old pieces that you cac; find»

Now CU-: a scmll (about 5 cm) square fros. efcch piece and see 
whc?" yoii can observe atic find oul.̂

1) Vfhat does it look likeT (Colour pattere etc«)
2) What doee it feel like? (texture, thickness etc..)
3) What does it smeil like?
4) Mow h£$ it been made? 1e it made like felt or knitted ot 

wovei:?
5) lilhal elbe can you observe about it?
6) iJhsc could it be used forV

Do it's fo* each piece and nuike mq interesting display
to bhov vhaf you nave fouiid out*

Clothes

hiikr a colietwion of fabiice.
Examine eech sample %'Xtb. £ hand lene tnd dr&v accurately 
M'upt yc'j see. Yow vill te€ thfat £li are made of thread£. In 
woven fi:.brlcf. the thrteiicif tie intertwined, wblist it* knitted 
fabrics they iiie looped togethtr- Compare thcBt ciaterî .Ife
vi.th compresced ffcbri.c tucb ce ftlt.



What can ve vg»r riiig?

Which fabric will be best for keeping uc dry? TTry this tcest. 

Choose three or four different kiads of fabricfs and time; how

Type of cloth Time to %QS^k thxoiu|h

Wool

Cotton

Flannel
_  ___________________________________________

Fill in the names of 
the cloth you chooce

Wliich is best in the very hot weather? Why? 
Which is best to wear on a rainy day? Why? 
Which is best for an umbrella? Why?
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gtropg are omtL

Collect different kinds of threads, cotton, silk, nylon and 
vool. Are different kinds of threads as strong as each 
other? You can test them like this.

Supporting pole 

\

Large tin can 
or bucket

Pour sand into the bucket until the thread breaks.
You can measure the quantity of sand used.
EITHER by counting the number of small tins (or tumblers) of 
sand you poured into the bucket
OR by using a spring balance to measure the weight of one 
small tin (or txmbler) of sand and then multiplying by the 
total number used
OR by weighing the total quantity of sand using a balance 
and weights.

Now try a different thread but make sure that you test the 
same length. Will the thickness of the thread make a 
difference? Hake a chart to record your results.

Type of Thread Number of cans of sand or v^xghts 
required to break the thread

vool
nylon
cotton
silk

Which thread is the strongest?

What kind of thread would you use to make clothes for work? 
Which vould be best for a pretty dress?
Say »vby you chose each kind.
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Vcrking clothes for school uerd to vtiar velle
They woE’t be ciucb ^^ood if they easily gc info hiol.es or
tear. f

You caD test fabric by rubbing.
Put £ piece cf serd paper round a' stone c>r bri-k. 
(alternatively ufee a lough etone or brick'’ end ruib th&. 
fabric under teetc The fabric should be cn t. biiooth surface 
(or or. old newepapcis) cad held t h-atid*- 2nd f eet.
How many rubs laake c bols?

Will my clotheg last for a long, t-jiae?

c:k

Test each ol the fabi ias in turn tc vbicb ? ■ best

Nov try e tear test like uhls- V’h'rh fabric ‘ - 5 be^t?

Vhich ffclxic is likely lo uLa.il vcar ^ad



Test 2 .ria»: pisc'ts o.c fabric as sbovB in the diagram
hil^xu

Will irr/ clothes stretch vit i vear?

S'apportliig poie Dravi-g piiig

Newspaper

Make a chart and fill in your finding*.

Type of fabric Amount of stretch
in cm

Vool’

Cotton

By now cuch^ioes each screcch?
Cocipsre »̂ tart and finish laErkSv
Do some fabrics stretch luore than ochzigl
For whst kinds of clothes woi'ld escr fabric be 8ui:.3ble?
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SUBJECT: ENVIR O N TAL STjrqES II

LESSON: CLOTHES WE WEAR Class III

Content ̂'Anr 1 y f i e

1. Ĝ othfc b are worn according to changes in climatic conditiions 
to protect the body fron: extremes of veathex. (A)

2. Clothes protect the body from dust and insect bites. (UO

3. Good dress gives a good impression, (A)

A. Usually two types of fibres are used in clcthes; natura.1 and
artificial. (K)

5. Cotton is obtained from the cotton plant, wool and silk ffrom 
animals/insects• (K)

6. Various characteristics of these fibres. (U)

7. The process of preparation of cotton fibres from dry cottton 
capsule; and steps in making silk. (K.)

8. Designing patterns for fabrics to create an. Intercast in 
dress patterns and styles, (Creativity)

Sc 1.2

Period 1: Our need for clothes Time: AO mims

Specific Obiectives

To help children realise the need and importance of cIolUieG. 
(See Content analysis 1, 2 and 3.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect and make up a set for each group:

- A small piece of cotton cloth.
- A small piece of flannel.
- A smsll piece of silk cloth,
“ A small piece of nylon cloth.
- A small piece of woollen cloth.
- A small piece of gorgette.
- A small piece of canvas cloth.

2. Prepare

- Short eveluation sheets.

~ Flash, cards vith pictures showing diff?:;rer,t typee of 
clothing (clothes foi different occ£sio' cViicrcn't 
clothes, clot-«^s for different seator'".).

3. Collect magazine pictujes nb lecuired for Ac .i\it:? 3v
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A. Prepare two matrices (or charts) as shovm belov: 

(a)

(b)

Fabric
sample

Fabric Appearance Feel Smell Drawing 
using hand 
lens

Picture No. Type of clothes Fabric Season Reason

5. leacher supplies pictures of different clothes, e.g.

fi) School uniform e) Working clothes

b) A beautiful dress f) Wet weather clothes

c) White games dress g)

d) Punjabi suit h)

Clothes for cold veather 

Clothes for hot weather

eache-r/Pupil Activities

1. The teacher Bho\;s the children* as a vhole class, pictures
(flash car’ds) of different dresses. He/she asks boys and
girls:

a. What names do you give each of these clothes?

b* When and inhere i-?oiild a person veer each cf these
clothes?

c. Why do people ve£r clothes?

d. Wliat Gort of c*lotbes do you wesr for a special eveot?

The teacher discucEee the repllet. with th^ childrea, laiad 
tries to get the concluEiotj th&t clothes are vorn tc protect
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the body from extremes of veather, from dust, scratches &ttd 
insect bites and to give a good appearance.

2, The teacher gives the children pieces of different fabrics 
and asks them to*.

name each fabric
observe each carefully using their eyes, fingers and 
noses
drav what each fabric looks like through a hand lens 
record all their obser’jsticras* in a matrix (as shown 
under 4(a) above)
glue s small piece of each fabric onto the matrix

(This activity should be dorie in small groups with the 
children recording their own findings and makiag a group 
record using the matrix above.)

3o The teacher should provide each small group of children,j^ith
old magazine pictures of children and adults clothes for
different seasons, ages, colour, uses, boys and girls, etc. 
Each small group should then be asked to decide;

which fabric vould be most suitable for each type of 
clothing?
in vhich season would each be worn?
on which occasion (working, a wedding, playing, etc.) 
would each be worn?

A summary may be made using a matrix like 4(b) above.

4, Children to observe in small groups different types of
clothes and record their findings in a matrix.

Activities are suitable for group work. Same however are whole- 
class activities between teacher and pupils.

The teacher then concludes by getting the children to draw 
the conclusion* that we wear clothes for different purposes 
and seasons.

Evaluation of children’s learning:

Teacher puts these questions to a sample of the children:

a) Why do ve wear woollen clothes in winter?
b) Name tvjo ways in which clothes are useful to us?
c) When and why do you like to wear attractive clothes?
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CcriDtDgnts by the Teacher:

What 'went well end why?

What went bedly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 2: Types of clothes

Specific ObTectives

To help children to recognise aatyral fibre and artificial 
fibres and k.now hov they are prepared. (See Content analysie
4, 5 and 6.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect;
- A dry cotton capsule,
- A cotton plant,
"■ Cotton with seeds
- Some silk thread,
“ A strand of wool.
- A thread of synthetic cloth.
“ A piece of fur,
- Cocoons.
•“ Hatches*

* Sufficient materials for the work of each group of 
children.

2c Prepaie an evaluation sheet.

3. Hatrijc for use in Step 2 as follows:

Threads which 
break easily

Threads which 
catch fire easily

i

Some activities can be undertaken in groups to encourage 
discussioa; some must be undertaken only by the teacher 
(e.g. burning threads). 69



1. Teacher asks the children about the preparation of a droas 
or a boys garment,

a) How are the clothes made?

b) What we do to make a dress or a boy's gament?

c) Who BtItches the cl«ythes?

d) Where does the cloth come from?

The taachers may obtain a variety of replies from the 
children. The stress should be on the type of cloth used in 
making up dresses.

2. Class activity. The teacher takes the following threads ia 
turn:

Cotton thread 
Silk thread 
Synthetic thread 
Woollen thread

In each case the thread is stretched and then lighted using 
a match.

Have the children write down what they have seen on the 
matrix sheets supplied by teacher (see 2c).

Evaluation of children's learning:

Questions put by teacher to a sample of children:

a) What is the source of natural and artificial threads?

Teacher/Pupil Activities

b)

c)

Teacher to determine other evaluation activities and 
how information can be appraised.
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ConnnentB bv the Teacher:

What went well and why?

«̂hat badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need aore help?

Period 3; Preparation of cotton and silk Time: 40 tains
clothes

Sp.ecjf ic Ob jec^^y
To help children understand bow cotton clothes are prepared 
from a dry cotton capsule and bow silk thread is prepared 
from silkworms. (See Content analysis 7.)

Teaching/Learainfc Materials Required

Teacher/Punll Activities

Teacher to detenaine the steps to fulfil the purpose of the 
period, together with the necessary materials and evaluation 
activities.

Evaluation of children*s learning

Comments bv the Teacher:

Vhst went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children require tnore help?

Which children have understood?
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TS.\CHERS® A G T i r m E S  FOT? Sc 2,1

. V o

It is recoininended that teachers vork in groyps of tvo. Choose at 
least 5 of theae activities. You xaey do them in any order. Hake 
an interesting display of one activity (or two if you have enough 
time). ^

V  V  __ .

1 Water drying u p

When the sun shines 
the heat causes the 
water to go into the 
air. "You can sea 
this if you watch a 
puddle of water 
drying up. We say 
that the water 
evaporates.

How long does this take?
You can find out if you make a puddle of water on a hard 
surface. Chalk round -t s;sid measure across it. Measure its 
perimeter using a piece of string. If the puddle is deep 
anough, measure its depth. . scale to measure

depth

chalk line 
to measure ths 
perimeter

—  ^  - 
to

measure across 
the puddle

Repeat your aeasureiaents ê very 5 or 10 aiautss as appropriate and 
make a chart.

Tisme Puddle Measurc^fcects

After 5 mins 
After 10 inius 
After 15 misis

Perimeter Depth f HeiiSureTnent across

. . . . . . __________

How long did it take to dry up?
Does it make any difference if the puddle is in the shau(:?
You could try again in another location to find out, bat tnake 
sure that you observe both at the same tiae to ensure the saaae 
enviroiuaental conditions. What elsci do you need to keep tie same 
to ensure this investigation is fair?
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Evaporation: Hov much? Hov long?

2,1 Evaporatioii from washing.
Eow ciuch water evaporates from a piece of cloth?
How long does it take to dry?
You can find out like this.

Hang a piece of cloth (approximately 60cm x 30cm) on a 
haager and suspend it from s spring balance (0-500 in 
Ig increments).
Record its weight at the start and then at five minute 
intervals until it is dry.

Hake a table like this.

Time Weight

0 mins 
5 mins 
10 mins 
15 mins 
20 minii 
23 mins 
30 mins

Spring
Balance

Hanger

Cloth

How long did it take the cloth to dry? 

2«2 Evaporation from soil

Put some moist soil in 
a flower pot, weigh it 
on a balance.
Nov put it in the sun
and weigh every 15 minutes
until no more water is lost.

Moist soil

Make a table and record your results.

Time Weight

0 mins 
15 mins 
30 mins

How long did it take to dry up all the available water?
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Does vater evaporate taore quickly in some places than in 
others? You can find out like this.

Fill a tin can vith aand or eoil.
Nov take a broom Etick and attach a strip of damp blotting 
paper to iib̂ vith a gem clip to make a flag.
Stand the broomstick in the sand/soil as ahovn.

Evaporation: Eov fast?

You can make lota of these end stand them in different 
places, in the sun, in the shade, in a vindy place, in the 
classroom and co on. Make sure that the blotting paper is 
eouallv damp. Check every ten minutefi to see when each is 
dry and time how long it takes.

Make a table to record your results.

Drying place Drying time

In the classroom 
In the shade 
Under a tree 
In a windy place

Add other places 
j you find

Nov arraT?ge your results in order to show vhicb dries first 
and last.

Order Drying place

1
2
3
A
5

Which conditions do you vlnitik help the v&v.er uo t^sporate 
quickly?
Why do you think tb:'s ie?
VTbst beppensi 74



How can you slow do%m the r&te cf evaporation? Try this 
test.

Wet two areas of a blackboard making sure they arc of equal sis^.

^ Evaporation: Sloving it

Now cover ore of them with a frame of daiap cloth. You can xake 
this easily from an old cardboard box and coisae cotton clcth.

Gotten cloth pinxied, 
tfiped or stuck to a 
cardboard frarce

frssae cut from 
cardboard box

Tiice how long it takes for each area to evaporate. Was there a 
difference? Why do you think this vas to? low does this relate to 
what happens in nature?
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Copdensation

Water in the air can also be changed back into liquid water. 
This is called condensation. To see this happen, the air 
containing the water must meet a cold surface.

Stand a shiny tin on some newsprint. You will be abje to see 
its reflection in the surface of the can. Now fill tiie can 
with cold %’ater and ica, a little at a time. Using a 
thermoaeter, note the temperature at which condensation 
oci:urs. Whan this bappaas, droplscs of will appear on

t\(2 outside of the can and yon will no iongax b<2 able to 
a reflsrtioi ol th2 aewspriivi*

1 '• t

caa filled 
with ice wa-:̂ ?

VTnat makes water ia the air t u n  into llqaii water?
Find out vh.tt clou<i« tta. Hiw io<is this avtlvity *relat=: to 
their fornvation?

6 Clouds and Tain

^ boiling kettl3 produute invisible stê ici which gets coolsr 
as it moves away fram the spout of the kettle. As it co-ols 
it condenses to become tiny drops of water to form a cloud 
which you can see.

Steam
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^ut some ice ictc b bag made cut of a piece of cotton material 
«ad tied vitb string. Hold this against the cloud produced by the 
ikettle to make it even colder. VThat do you notice? The drop in 
temperature has made the water droplets in the cloud run together 
to form large drops of water which are too heavy to stay up in 
the air. They fall as rain.

7 The water cvcle

Water f r om the 
sea and from the 
lend evaporates 
in the heat of 
the sun. As it 
sDOves higher it 
<:ondense6 to form 
clouds, ready tc 
i£ll as rain as 
these cool. The 
xain ffclls on the 
<f.ea and on the 
lando

The water goes round and round in c cycle.

l!ou can make water go round and round on a small scale by setting 
tip a bottle garden.

small plants large tr&nsparent 
plastic or glass 
bottle

large screw cap 
lid

Damp soil 
A-’S cm deep

A Bottle Garden

If you put it in m light place, the plants will grow without any 
further watering. Why do you think this is possible?



Water can he taade to tuna a vheel. You can laeke ocs like
of v»£tr

this: 4

X

X

X

X
Z. 0 ‘Scsw

Cw%

T

l« Crrt
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Cut this shape out of thin card. Fold all the dotted lines in the 
saxse direction.

The aeetions laatksd X will form the blad£4S of tha vater vhesl. 
Mak« & vrrtic&l fold in ,the xtlddle of tliese but in the OTs^osite 
direction to tbs original folds. Clue together the two tides of 
eacb blad^. The section marked T vill fon& the spindle. Pull it 
in a vertical plane to form a cylinder with a double wall. Glue 
together the two sides of the wall.

When the glue has dried» put a pencil (or stick) through the 
spindle. Fill a tin can with water and pour it on the wheel.
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SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES II ^

LESSON; VATER ClaBS V

Content Analysis

1. Flowing vater find still vster contain energy. (R)

2« Water exerts upward, dovxitfard end sideways pree^uie. (K)

3. The pressure of water Vi!irie£ with depth. (K)

4. Pupils collect picture*? o£ rivers in spate s.nd arrEiige them
in a way to show the damage to constructio:^&, uprooting cf
trees and loss cf life. (Creativity)

Period 1; The energy in vatei Tijre: 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

To help the c-hi.ldreL understand that water ic £ source of 
energy. CSee Content analycis 1 and ^.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect some pictures showing a river in flood and its 
effects like the collapse of houses, uprooting of trees» 
etc,

2. Prepare one large tin cylinder with three holes of the same 
sire and at the seme height irs different places around the 
sides of it.

3. Prepare a large board marked with concentric circles about 
2cms apart from each other.

A. Activity 1 Suitable for class or group, activity, also
Activity 2,

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. Ask the children the fol loving quest icns by showitig the
pictures related to floods^

- What do you see in these pictures?

-- Why do you think the trees have been uprooted?

. - Why have the houses coll&psed?

Children discover, through discussion thst there it Piiergy 
in flowit-g water.

Sc 2.2
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T«scb«r asks, '*Do you know whether still v«ter contains 
energy? Let us find out”.

a) Activity -

?lace an empty tusibler in a child's bands. He feels that it 
has weight.

Fill thtf tumbler j tb3 child what do you feel
no^/ (Tha increase in weight of the_glass.) Why has the
weij'i" incrfias3i?

.! to taach^Ti '*

Chlldrer wiM gl. 3 se 'I ii, a-̂is'joir but you
licps that 30®^ calldrar. san ys’a why,

l:;ni ”

Tin wat.̂ r has Df tfc/j tumbl'jr
incx2J35d »bea li; ij fillsJ di!i wat^r. The gl&Bti of
walar axsrcs pt«s^?iie o*i itftcj e;hild̂  i hands.

b) Activity -

Take aa improvised c/lladrical ti:a vessel with 3 holes at
the jame height in difier^at places around it. Place it on a

board narkad viib. cr>ncentrxc »:i,*cl*s jibout 2 cms

The children close ch^ biolss ^itb their fingers and fill the 
cylinder with water, Tb<? cMldreu release the 3 holes and 
observe that ihe vate>r flowi out ia jets. They notice that 
tbe 'i/ater flows out with equal pr^aaare ia all three 
dir>Dtions. The chiUrsTx nark where the water fallf. This 
should be ibout equal distance from the tin.

It is likely that tbs children will observe what happens to 
the jets of water as the tin empties. If they do, ask them 
to explain what they see.

They will notice that the jets fall closer and closer to the 
t:ir. and finally stop flowing altogether. The explanation is 
that the water pressure is caused by the weight of water in 
the tin above the holes. As the jets flow, the amount of 
water becomes less. Therefore there is less jsnd lees 
pressure to push out th^ water.

Explain to children that the pressure of water is also 
called "water pressure^.
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Evaluation of children*8 learTiiag;

Teacher to put questiosis and appraise the results, [orally 
or in writing]•

a) ¥hy *re trees uprooted in the floods?

b) Do you think that water faas energy? Give fome crSteples. 

CoBroents bv the Teacher:

What ŵ int veil and why?

What went badly and vhy?

Which children ha'̂ e ’imdersfsod?

Which children need !aore help?

Period 2t Water exerts u!;vards and Timet 40 mlns
dovTivards t>ressure

Sj?ecif_ic Objectives

To help children to understand upward and downward pressure 
of water. (See Content analysis 2.)

Tescbing/Learning Materials Regyixed

1. Children sit around the teacher cn the floc?r, in step 1.

2. Collect Uaicbco sticks open at both ends £nd a metal lid.

3. Hollow cylindrical container with a piece of rubber hose 
pipe attached to one end.
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1. Take & bamboo stick open at both cs&da and take one metal lid 
and tie it to the end of the bamboo with thread as shovn in 
the picture.

2.

Close one end of the bamboo stick with a metal lid by 
pulling the thread through the tube. Slovly dip the tube in 
a vessel containing vater and let go of the thread. The 
children observe carefully. Slovly move the bamboo stick 
into a different position. What happens to the lid?

Ask the children: -

Does the metal disk fall into water?

If not, vhy does it not fail?

Explanation: **

Water exerts pressure on the tt'<etal piece ^nd keeps it from 
falling dovn.

Ask the children: -

What do you understand by this experiment?

Teacher: Encourage children to discuss among themselves to 
arrive at a conclusion, but be prepared to join in to ensure 
children's understanding.

Teacher to devise additional steps and r'"*'trials to fulfil 
the purpose of the period.

3. .

Evalnation of children's learning:

The teacher put questions orally or in writing, e.g.:

(a) ^ y  do you think that water exerts upward pressure? 

(b^

Hc/she then appraises the results.



CoTnmentJ bv the Tgscher: 

'ihat went veil aad wby?

What vent badly and vby?

Which children have understood?

Khich children need more help?

Period 3: Water presaure varies with Timfe; AO wlas
(gepth

Specific Objectives

To help children to discover that the pressure of water 
varies with depth, (Sae Content analysis 3.)

Teachlne/Learrdng. Materials Required

a)

b)

c)

Teacher/Pupil Activitiee

1.
Teacher to devis® steps and collect materials to fulfil the 
purpose of the period and dra'w up an evaluation activity.

2. . ^

Evaluation of children*c Igarning:

Cotnments bv the Teacher:

What went well and why?

What went badly end why?

Which children require more help?

Which children have understood?
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’m c asRs* ACTintT^s for h a s t

It is reconsaeaded that teachers ^ork In $rc»upft’ of two jPl9«)ose at 
least 5 cf tbsse activities;, You may do thsm in any or4<jr» Kake 
in interesting display of one activity (or tiro if you fe»ve enough

3 LLswfiij.

What flover8 can you find growing in your nili^hbourhood? 
Walk arsucd and iŝ ake a Sizia 11 collection. Be easr^ful to pick 
or cut them and not to pull them up by U»e Kcots, Kake sure 
you leave the ttea attached to the head of the flcr*?er eo 
that you can put it in a tumbler of vater to keep it fsresh. 
Try not to pick too many plant#^ others '̂ ill like to enjoy 
them too.
Arrauge them In sets lik« tfeis»

Thoee planted by 
gardcnera

Cm.TIV^.TED

Those grovifzg 
without a gardeners' 
help

Those growing in 
places vhere they 
are not vanted

WEEDS

tif-fie difvplF.y.

fco v a  vQfcxi h&y th a t  t-l«nte e r t  ‘ conBuoc't

Z>Q axiy liitn'cS -3.i:-pc.ftr SiOrt tbr̂ i t>ns Sf̂ tt



What grovs vhere?

Plants can grow in very str&nge places. Some can grow in the 
smallest cracks, others spread themselves on the ground or 
climb up the nearest support. Some are called herbs, some 
shrubs and some trees.

Go outside and look around. Fill xn this chart below to show 
what you have found out.

What grows where?
Tick the chart in the appropriaie pl&ce for each plant name.

Name
of
Plant

Type of plant

Tree Shrub Herb Climber Creeper

Where foucd

Cultivated ground

Planted Weeds

Waste
Ground

Cracks in 
vails and 
paths

Do some plants grow in many kinds of places? Which? 
Do some grow only in a few places?
Make a list of there.
Do some only grow in one kind of plf̂ ce?
Which are these?
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Hov much shade?

Make a record of shade patterns oti the ground.
Compare three places vith different amounts of shade.

Place a ^heet of vhite (or light coloured) card on the 
floor in a shady place. Nov draw around the shade patterns 
cast on the vhite surface. Do■the same again for the other 
shady placiis. Make a chart.

Site of Shade Estimate of space betveen leaves

Kore sky than 
leaves

About 
half and half

Very
little

1
V 1 ) Ti

* u T

2

A

3

Eov much sky cau you see betveen leaves? For each, try to 
estimate the amount of space betveen leaves. Put your estimate on 
the chart.
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Sunny and ad-/ place's

wbat ere the differences between asd sh.Miy places?
Go o u t s i d e  s a d  c h o o s e  t ^ D . pljces i#be?e y o u  fsfike
o b s s r v a t ic :G 5 , OTie very jjucuy asii ths other very *h®.dy, M^k« 

a cb<irt l ik e  tha one b e lo w  and i i l l  i t  ia  its ycy go a lo n g .

I Stand for five 
ini nut 4; s in tbe 
ami &nd then tor 
fivg niriutcs' in 
tbe sbsdy plsvi?* 
Desicrlse hov jon  

. feel it? esch pl.scf*..

OBSERVATIOll^

A Bvnny place shady

3 leet how loitg & 
wet cloth tfsKes 
to dry.

wet
sponge

broom
stick

t

=0 ii 12 13

i
i 30 ! 30 1
1 23 25

Plsce tbe'AT̂ic*ts€f srs 20 f 2C
xkS'MT the groind in 15 11 15 S
esch plac-?=. lt«c,ord 10 \ j
«;he texsf'eratur̂  eficli 1 D̂fcour* ^lot 2,%aT>bs* 0 ̂--- —  i

ID 11 12 13

T1ki6 I Wet

10,30
10.40
10.50
11.00

Dry Tî ae \ Wfct I lijy

IC.30 
10. AO 
10.50 
11.00

sn



L'o grov csnly in fchc shade and othere only In the
BUD?

Go O'ct &nc iavsstigste £oine vast~‘ ground.
Record'your obssirvetiocs. on th^ chart.

5 Plaiivs gro^lcg in suv, oad snade

Hasic of plant Where groving

fall eua | feligbtA^
I sn&d.y

n

rfull shade

Do sotae plants grov it» both sun 
thfit do.

sh«de? Make a list of those

6  Leaves

Leaves give out vat«r. This is called transpiration* You can shov 
this by p4ittin£ a large: polythene bag aroimd some leaves growing 
on a tree or sbiub and then sc&liag it* Aftei* a vbile you vill 
notice water droplets forcing on the inside of the bag*

Cbocse a large tree which has some branches that you can reach 
and use this pethod to help you work out how much water the tree 
loses in an hour.

CLUE ~ You need to think of a way of estimating the total number 
of leaves on the tree. 0 ^



Sc 3.2
SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES II

LESSON: PLANT LIFE 

Content Analysis

Class IV

1. Plants prepare their own food material with the help of 
minerals, salts, water, carbon-dioxide, sunlight and 
chlorophyll. (K)

2. Animals depend on other sources of food whereas plants 
prepare their own food. (D)

3. Plants require sunlight to prepare food. (K)

4. The green leaves contain chlorophyll which is essential in 
the preparation of food. (K)

5. The plants absorb water and mineral salts with the help of 
roots. (K)

6. Only the green coloured leaves prepare starch, (K)

7. The products of plants will be collected and exhibited in an 
orderly manner in the class. (Creativity)

Period 1: Plants T>reT)are food

Specific Obiectives

Time i 40 minB

To help the children deduce that plants prepare their own
- food whilst animals eat other things for food. (See Content 
analysis 1 and 2.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect pictures of animals (including man) eating food; 
also pictures of plants. You will need enough for each 
group.
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2. Collect foods that ve get from plants - e»g.: groundnuts,
LamBrind, bansDa, valnut, gusva, brinjal, toiaato, carrot,
spinach, cauliflover, rice, dall, grf̂ tn, and sugar-
Bufficient for vork in groups.

3. Collect: sioall quantities of cooked rice, dall, and
vegetables.

Prepare labelled strips * e.g. roots, stetcs, flowers, seeds, 
fruits find leaves.

5, Prepare matrices as in the following disgrains for noting the
results.

Some activities ere suitable for group vork, some for whole 
cle.KS treatroent.

PICTTTRE DESCRTPTION/OBSEI^VATION'

1 .

2

5

4

™  .......
Rice 1^11 Graa:E Green ] 

'Vegetable I

Cooked

Kard/soft
■

1 o  ^CoIofiX

Taste
. —

Uncooked
Rard/soft

 ̂ Colour .
1 Taste I !



1. The te&chei givet etch group pictures of a humans and
aniiaalf ctting and a picture of a plant. He/she asks the
childrec to discuss two questions for each picture:

What food doer it eat?
Hov does it eat?

The children fill in their observation*^ on a sheet provicled 
by the teacher.

The teacher then askt the following questions to the whcle 
class:

What do people eat?
What do animalE eat?
How do they eat th€>ir food?

Conclusioas: They cat plantr or food from animals (eggs, 
milk, meat). They have a mouth or a beak to. take in their 
food. The food is then swallowed.

The teacher then ask& the children what happenB if people or 
animals do not get enough food?
Conclusion; People and animals need enough food to give tiem 
energy to help them grow aad to keep them healthy.

2. Each group it given sefedK, fruits, vegetables, rxcc, grm, 
and a little suga;^. The groups name the foods and sort t'aem 
out into setF according to what parL of f. plant they came 
from. Give out labelled strips so that the group can mn:ch 
the strip with the contents of each set (stemF., roo:e, 
leaves, etc)»

The teacbpr then askc tb following questions to the wh>le 
class.

a) What parti of plants are vegetables?
b) Where does sugar come from;
c) Do we eat any flowers?
d) What parts of plantt do we eat?
e) If we can eat leaves, flowers, rootr, fruits^ seeds and 
stems, what must they all contain?

Conclusion: People eat foods Jthst corve from fill parts of
plants. Leaves flowers, roots, fruits, seeds and" steins mst 
therefore contein food.

The teacher then asks the children: Ve hsve found oist that
all parts of plents contrin food and we need food to grow,
to give us energy end to keep us heallhy. But we else >now 
that plants don't eet. Where do you tbink the food they 
contain cciaes froc*'
Cone 1 us ion: Flanfs sofrehow wake tbei i ov;

Teacher/Puril /cli-yities



Give out stoall quantities of cooked and uncooked ^ice, dall 
and vegetables. The teacher iiay ask the children, to compare 
the hardness, softness, colour ind tastz of the cooked and 
uncnoked foods and record them ia the inatrix prepared above.

The group fill in the chart saying whether the items are 
hard or soft« They write in the colour and write about 
anything else they observe (e.g. taste, smell, size, 
texture). Ask the children why ve need to eook food.

Evaluation of children*s learning:

Give questions to a sample of children as follows:
. /a) What parts of plants do we eat?

b) Can an animal prepare its own food?
c) Can a plant prepare its own food?
d) Hhy do we cook food?
e) Why do we need food?
f) How do plants get their food?

Teacher to assess and appraise the results of the 
evaluation.

Comments by the Teacher:

What went well and why? _________________________________ ^

4

What went badlv and whv?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Period 2 : _ plants prepare food Time: AO mins

î .e;,cific Obiectives

To discover that roots absorb water and that leaves require 
light to remain green and take in sunlight in order to 
prepare food with the help of chlorophyll. (See Content 
analysis 3 to 5.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect

- Eight potted plants.

- Card-board boxes sized big enough to cover the potted
plants.

“ Beakers.

- Bals^am plants.

- Red ink.

2.

- Green leaves.

- Red coloured pet&Is.

Playing card sized pieces of cardboard, and a collection of 
leaves and flowers.

Some activities are conducted as a whole class together and some 
in groups.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. On one day following discussion with the class place tvQ 
potted plants outside the classroom - for about five days. 
One potted plant should be covered with a card board box and 
the other i^left free. The same is to be done by all

The following questions are asked inanediataly on return to 
th)B class, these ara asked again at the end of five days.

a) What happens to the plant which is covered by a box now 
and after five days? (Questions askad on both 

Children should be invited to predict whit 
to the plants on the first time of askiag 
days; for example the following questions:

occasions) , 
will happen 
and after 5
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b) Vfby 4o yoa thiiik will happen?

c) i) What does the plant need to grow?

ii) Can you guess?

d) Which part of the p3.ant can/cannot absorb sunlight? (2 
questions)

e) Which part of the plant can absorb water? Can you 
guess?

2. Give a few green leaves, red flowers petals to the children.
They crush these on white paper to observe the colour
extract. The children may record their results either on the
cards provided (aee 2 above) or in their notebooks.

The teacher shoold put questions to the children orally as 
follows: -

a) What colour is the leaf when crushed?.

b) What colour is the flower?

c) What colour do you get, when you press a flower?

Note: - The teacher may tell the children the green colour
of the leaf is due to chlorophyll, which absorbs sunlignt to 
prepare food, which is stored in the form of starch.

3. The teacher to devise additional steps to fulfil the purpose 
of this period.

Evaluation of children*s learning:

Teacher to devise evaluation activity.

Comments by the Teacher:

What went well and why? _________________________________ ________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Obiectives

To help the children understand tkat only green coloured 
leaves contain starch. (See Content analysis 6 and 7.)

Content:

a)

b) 

c)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required 

1.
2 .

3.

T^acher/Pupil Activities

Teachers will have to prepare a list of steps to fulfil the 
purpose of the period and also provide necessary materials 
and an evaluation activity.

Evaluation of children’s learning:

CoTnments by the Teacher;

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children require more help?

Which children have understood?

Period 3: Plants prepare foo4 Time: 40 aics
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TEACHERS* ACnVITIKS FOR A H Sc 4.1

It is recommended that teachers work in groups of two. Choose at 
least 5 of these activities. You may do them in any order. Hake 
an interesting display of one activity (or two if you have enr b 
t ime).

1 Air pressure 1: Submarines

Put a plastic tumbler 
upside down in the 
water. The air will 
not escape.

how see if you can make 
a model what will take 
exactly cue minute to 
sink. Diagram 2 will 
give you a clue. How 
could you make it 
surface again?

Dijigrj

Vnen you are ready, set up 
situation in diagram 3.
Can you explain why the 
water is not going into 
the jar?
How could you enable it 
to do so?

Air pressure 2; Breathing

Funnel 
plasticine

air tight
glass
tumbler

Diagr» 3

Bow much air can you breath out?
You can find out how to do it by looking at the diagram
below.

;SAf ETY J-OTE ; To avoid contarrinat io-u, bold the tvibe in your hand 
I>o x.ot let it cou;e in contact vi«.h your lips,
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Compare norroal breathing vitb taking deep breathsc 
Do men (boys) take deeper breaths than women' (girls)? 
Does your height make a difference?

3 Air nresBure 3: AutoRvros

Make an autogyro like this.

12cm

9cta
Use writing paper

[ J

2
•

n
£

i ^ 1 3CCT

/ \
cut cnt

now fold like this

Gem clip fo: 
ballfest

Now drop your auiogyro, WhaL happeiis?

A Does it make a dlffereiote if you uRe different material? 
Try making^ oue from cavd or blotting paper.
Try them out fee vbicl' one ie best*

CLUE: Flret define what you mean by BEST.

Mater ial Good F^lr Ko use

r̂ iper
'u-tttmr*' j_y.yy

Make autogyros of tbe ’ »oaterj.al but diffeicnt; Elj.es,
Docs fii?.e umle a difftience? Brsw a tabXe to recoro your 
lesults.

Size Good

Large

Medium

Snû l̂l

Fisir. Ho ute
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Air presBure A: Parachutes 

Make a parachute like thiso

S ilk/poly then©/cotton

Thread

Test it by throwing i 
in the air.
Does it open and droj

Alternatively you c 
stand on a chair and 
it open before you

Try to explain- 
happens when it w 
veil.

There is a way to make it work better.
Try cutting a hole in the top of a siiaiiar parachute like th

Ib there a difference in 
the falling time? Does the 
one with the hole fall 
any better?

Does the size of the hole 
make a difference?

>Uke a chart of your results.

hole

Type of parachute Falling time

No hole 
Small bole 
Medium bole 
Large hole

Very slow slow fast
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iiow m^kl,ag y o n r  o f
is>#ierî .!s.. s ' ’. , ■ '. '. ... ■ ’.̂

-?"ax' .,chu cis-.. Si;. ^r iaii^A tir&y

V e i- Y :s 1 ot? 1̂  . ' :n&t-

» ix 5 wax«* a d i f f a r ? vice? Ch^itte^ gjie. '© .a.taria l' sad mK?! 
p#,i;a€bn»'--2 tot?-^ .,;25s?a SOtii s»"5;iJ.ar£ 9 Siq'iAar'3, aLLd 50sga‘
square« l£St 1-i

f&xacbut-:? s i s >2 . S 'a ll lp .g  t iia «  . ,, ,

2  ̂  C£)i 8i \J 0

30c.» 3*̂ 0 I 
40c3i s q ,
50ĉ -ii ”sq 5

V e ry  ii b1c<̂ I 's s t

1 ‘
1

1
P ‘

!
I „  _ J

')?l3ich f£st.K03rs make tihf̂  parachutcs?

Blr.yr- up a .bsl looTi -jrelê ss it«. F m r  happft̂ fei Vlhy? -

Would If;. be'bfcttar to trf r.o control ths- the ballb^a
t>>ikss?' The diagr'aa -̂viil shoi./ yo’-i hat? to do, this.

Eow weii does £hs balloosi travel cow?
How long does it tRkfc to go up tbs string?
Does it matter how hard you blow up the ballooQ?
Try tc ans'wer thtfe questione and explain your reeulte. 
Doo't forget to isiike & record of your findings.

Does the balloon travel faster uphill or horizontally? 
■̂ ind out the answer acd explain it*
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6 />-lr >o’'€r ■ 2 i :  Titt?.-.

Hake .'i paF .̂ '̂ 'Oca your, , d c fc ig c  o r cae  l i k e  .ch.?
f>oe the picsux'e^ . ' • ■-*

vSi 
■ \

Tibd cut .hap.peiiS i-f your-kite coegn't htve a tail, keeping
to' yoiit brigiaal

'Hake mere kit^B vising different typee of papsr, polytbene or 
caid* Test, your-k-ites* to see wbiclti laaterial is bfcst« Wbat tb.inj;,s 
do you need to keep the came to uake thie a fair teet?

Make a diagram of your design and record your results.
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8 Air ^ver 3; VjiEdmillg

Take a square of stiff paper (light card) of side 12cm. Draw 
in the diagonals to intersect at the centre, 0.

Cut along the diagonals 
towards the centre, stopping 
short about 2 or 3 cai frc»Q the 
centre•
With « pin sake holes in 
Alternate corners and in the 
centre at points A, B, C, D 
and 0 in the diagram.

Nov take a pin, and folding 
the narked corners over in 
turn, put the pin through the 
holes A, B, C, D and 0 in 
turn.

Bold the sharp end of the pin 
in your hand and you ha^e a 
paper vindmill vhich will turn 
as you ncnre your hand through 
the air.

Refinemepts are to make a 
handle, and put a aiaall bead 
between the wiodmill and the 
handle before fixing the pin 
firmly into ttie handle.

Explain wiiy the windmill goes 
round.
Bov would you make a win^d.11 
which turns in the opposite 
direction?
Is there a relationship 
between the speed of the 
wiudmill and its sice?
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SUBJECT; ENVIROMMEHTAL STUDIES II 

LESSON: AIR Class IV

CoDtent Analysis

1. One of the properties of air is pressure. (K)

2. With the help of air pressure an ink filler takes in ink.
(U)

3. The rubber tube in a fountain pen takes in ink with the help 
of air pressure. (U)

A, Taking in water through a straw is due to air pressure. (U)

5. Breathing causes lungs to take in and give out air. (U)

6. When a balloon is blown up it takes shape. (U)

7. Air occupies space like solids and liquids. (U)

8. Air expands when it is heated. (K)

Period 1: Ait Pressure Time: 40 mine

Specific Obiectives

To help the children discover that pressure is one of the 
properties of air. (See Content analysis 1 to 4.)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required
♦

1. Collect pieces of papers, cotton, beads, stones. Also,

- five ink fillers.

- an ink bottle.

- a fountain pen (with rubber tube)

- ten glasses with water.

- twenty-five straws.

Sc 4.2
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2, rit-pirs a cL*art £or © » 2  1.

vZB.Y
wyVKO:

SC;:iE liXSTi^^CE- ulT>_ SOX. «^ E,

i i f X E S  o r
TS^tK

CO.TTOK

------------------- -̂---

B M ? . _ ■

sitoNi:. . ! ........... ■■ 1

The cblî r̂sa. tici'k la fcr̂ r ^w.r.s.aio^'^lly ??s. s vmole; >tlsss
U jS. ■?;sseh'̂ r.

^ Hater^sls i.Q icietic. ror ;̂as'l

I- Give picccs of p^^per^ cot tied r^oms : o :be ••
in rtvur gtf'upc, "bXô  t-T̂ the ^bo^e m̂ ŝ tloî ed

, ■ things e '■ • - '

They obr-€'rve. G'ld 4o-;'fn the x»?rult8 on i:be s h ^r t -

. pravidadn

The teacher puts qtsestioES to tUe cb̂ AAdrssn ajsjch as: --

a) Why did tc-t frl'ia ss:c k & pove*/

b )  Fb.at c o u l d  i?̂ . r e a r o a ?

c) Whicb co»j'ld yoii ac.vs by blov'iiag?

d) Vfhat meae tb.ese ^:hlr%s 3 0 ve?

The teiacbet: bopfes to get tue, answer "Vilr prsssijre*' or 
smiXar response from th-e cbiidrea. •

2s Give each group sn inV. t il le r  .«-:iid : tutabler of-, vater , £sch 

group shou3d carry cat the following sc tiv itie c  and c-bŝ ^̂ rve 

vhat happens;

a) Hold the bulb of the ink f i l l e r  ia oiie bat'd« placicg

Ihe open end cios® to the back of bis/be?, liaod,* and

squeeze,

b) Place the glass tube of th: ick filler iî to a tiixTiblsr
of water and squeezsa

c) ReiTiOve the ink f i l l e r  fioa  the vatr-r, k«^iprrig it close
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> . An I-r=l̂ ir'iUet

As tblldrgt. g,*s pKijexit;iJ.K€: tbi&
sctj.viŝ r* . ■ ’ • ■ '

Tb.e teEcber then puts t.bees q'asstioiss,

e) Whst ■ ig tb«' ss2-̂ i»em*e -̂ f. 'sctivity %»Uicb eikables ,thf pen 

filler to take vA^e.T :̂h£ f.uiJibler,?

L) V/bst do you thipk makss the jea filler t&V® v&tcr 
tbs tumbife^?

c) Wli&t bspptiti  ̂ if tbe x^dhheT bulb of. tbs pen f il leiir. j.r» 
replaced hy-& rl^id !̂ <5tal t’̂ be?

In tbife st&i the te£cb.£r If trying tc sbo* that £.ii: preBSure 

foxces tbe '%'Rt'tr into the peu filler, Kfbeii the bulb is 
released.-

T b e t £ £ c b Ii X
K h P u 1 d t b e a 
d &Bioct>trRte ihii 
e c t i o n of t. 

£ 0 u n t 8 i c. '̂ € Ii 
w b e E it i g 
flll'e'’. &
bottle, cf ink. 
B e /  & h^ febcialci 
SBk the cbildret: 
to coiapere what 
they observe 
V i t b t b e i x 
obfifc*rv ations 
sbouj: tbe xcX

filler.

Pei.

/>jQ Ink Eott:l£
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-3. The teacher distributes straws and two glasses of water to 
each group. The children use the straw to suck water from 
the glass.

The teacher should put questions^ aimilar to the following: -

(a) What do you think makes the straw take up water?

(b) Vhat do you do to take water through the straw?

Note: - The teacher should explain to the children that 
when a child sucks in he/she causes a fall in air 
pressure at the top of the straw so that the straw 
takes up water lower down due to air pressure on 
the surface of the liquid in the glass.

The teacher and the children drawi diagrams to illustrate
what happens, and record their observations.

Evaluation of children*s learning:

Teacher gives these questions to a number of children:

a) What happens when you take in water through the straw?

b) What happens when you take in water through an 
ink-filler?

and appraises the results.

Coimnents bv the Teacher:

What went well and why? _______________________________________ _

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Obiectives

To help the children discover that air occupies space. (See 
Content analysis 5 to 7,)

TeacbinR/LearninR Materials Required

i« Collect

- Balloons.

- Sponge pieces.

‘ - Clfiy or rubber pieces.

“ Containers - from the science kit.

“ Strav.

- Soapy water.

- Water.

Children work in groups in step 1,

Children to work individually in step 2.

Teachffr/Pupil Activities

1, Each group takes two Emsll equal sized containers A, B and 
pours equal quantities of water into each . They put a . piece 
of dry sponge in container A and a piece of rubber or clay 
in container B.

Period 2: A i r  occupies Space

Sponge

A B

Cley or rubber

The tetchor fchould put queBtions as following: -

a) What v a s  the vater level ir. both the containers A t B?

b; Khat happened to the water level in contairer A, after
adding s piece of t;ponge? (Kor>e and fell)

c) V7hat  happened to the v̂ ater level in container ' B '  after
adding a piece of rvibber or clay? (Rose),
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therefore the wster level in that contticer falis. The 
rubber or cley does net soak up water £nd the vater level 
rises,

Notice the difference vhen the sponge and the piece of clay 
or rubber are squeezed. Children to illustrate themselves.

Sponge Clay

o
When squeezed

Water

•.4 4 «d d 4 «
-  - - - - - - -

No Water

2.

The children may each say that there are spaces in the 
sponge and no spaces in rubber/clay. When the sponge 
contains no water what do its spaces contain?

Give balloons to each group and ask them to, inflate the 
balloons.

3.

4.

Teacher to prepare additional steps to fulfil the purpose of 
the period.

Evaluation of children's learning:

Teacher asks a number of questions tc a sample of pupils and 
appraises the results.

What questions should these be?
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CommeritE by the Teacher:

What went well arid why?

Whet went badly and why?
'

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: The expansion of air Time: 40 lains

Specific Obiectives

To help the children discover that air expands when heated. 
(See Content aralysis 8./

Content;

Teaching/Learning Materials Required 

1.

2. .

3.

Teacher/Pupil Activitips 

1 .
Teachers to prepare steps to fulfil the purpose of the 
period, to supply raaterials and an evaluation activity,2.

Evaluation of children’s 1 earning:



What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children require more.help? 

Which children have understood?

Comments bv the Teacher:
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8 . LAJSgftCl

APPEP PRINCIPLES AND LANGPAT.F 

1) Providing ..learning activit^Pn

To make learning effective, children should always' be kept 
active. Active involvasent is always helpful to learning. As an 
encouragement to active learning, the teacher should consider 
carefully sppropriste activities and questions related to them. 
For this the following examples may be helpful:

a) Stories: Teacher prepares the main theme of a story content 
with simple sentences on a chart (or work sheet). In between 
the sentences ^ space is left to fill in with appropriate 
word cards.

Egi

5* So 4.

S'S

;Scb _______

ii&z

53.̂ 3

t>) Picture stories; Based on picture cards, a complete story is 
framed by putting the cards in sequential order or the 
teacher elicites some sentences on the displayed picture 
cards to form the story, children write/tell simple 
sentences. This activity is also helpful for work in groups. 
Children discuss amongst themselves, write sentences about 
the picture.

The scall trick, the lion and the mouse are possible picture 
stories,
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2 . Proroot jpg Learning b-’-' Doing :

Children learn quickly if they are ADle to vise the , laiiguc.g?? they 
have acquired.

Eg:

a)

b)

c)

Organise activities vxtn varied obiectives: Children vi?it a 
shop and prepare a lisl of objects and discuss with the shop 
keeper their cost, their L-ources, their transpvrt etc. 
Children enjoy the converEacicn sud write the names of the 
objects or their descrip^iori. Theri they try to sketch them. 
In this way they ?ain experience and pleasure.

Children enicy visits, t.r,,  ̂ >les bp.th local and more
distant (e-.g Tirupathi,, AiLarana^b), tc Zot parVfe, etc. Help 
theiQ to w.rite about - neir ir>.f orr-ir-1 ■ on with simplr* iskeccheB. 
Children themselves engage in diEccesicr. Vjutb the people 
concerned and collect inforniatioiti. .....

The chilcl writes about himself undsr various captions with 
simple sentences in a series of I'ttle books.

- My family
- My friend
- The thiiig which I like best 
'• Ky good work» etc.

Developing individujl. group and whole-class activity:

 ̂"01-”̂  work

i) Developing conversation: Children of a class are divided 
into groups for learning and f.o de%elop conversation. Making 
the work enjoyable in xiroups Dy talking to each other in £ 
learning situation also provides encouragement*

ii) Domino G&rr̂ e: Prepare question - answer cards, the first 
card contains a question', the answer vill be op the next 
card. These cards fhould be arranged In series carefully to 
get the correct sequence.

Eg: '

^ 4 -  CJ>
tCT'ti eo ✓

S

2,)
5.) (0



note UOUK6;, i.nc group xeader of the group which finiehes 
firEl reads vne arranged v:itten matter to ail. In this way 
fiom the very earliest stage children learn to speak 
fluently aud without tehz

iii) CoiTfpletion of a story ( with group thinking)

Eg: The teacher tells av incomplete story and asks the
children to complete it. The children in groups share their 
ideas and all the group ideas are put together. The story is 
then completed. This activity develops creativity and 
original thinking.

c>) Deve loping clflssvork (individually)

i) Woi: d bull dine. g.ame .

- The teacher prepares Ifclvercards and keeps them in a basket 
(known as a letter ba^kei) The child takes a card from the 
letter basket. The r* a^uing children of the class listen to 
him read out the letter, and then write the words which
begin with that letter only. Let the child write as many 
words as he can. Here :ach child of the class is doing the 
work instead of in group.

■c ) Whole class work:

i) Rhymes and songs can be taught to a class* Let the whole 
class read them through. In this way reading skills can be 
improved Checking of reading can be done in pairs,

ii) Dramatisation - The whole class organises a playlet
after the topic has been introduced by the teacher,

. 4 . Rec0c.n_i s i i n d iv idua 1 dif i erences :

The teacher must identify the abilities of each child in 
language. For example, one child may not be able to write a
sentence while another can. WorX has tn be ^iven co each. All
children's vork is checkea and separate exerciseb givea for those 
who need extra help and thofce who can go ahead to the next task. 
Some exampleE are given below.

ffi) The teacher nake*; sure that a child who can do well is
involved in each group. Thip child helps the others by 
checking the work of the group, e.g. putting the strips of a 
story in the correct order, in arranging pictures to tell a 
story.

fc) A child who is not good in reading is linked with a good 
reader. This paired activity helps both children to improve.

c) The group leader checks the written material in his group
and the teacher checks and guides the m^iterial before it is
displayed in the classroom.

d) The teacher provides extra help for a child who cannot write
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a Fentence. Other children vho can vrite eentences prepare a 
story.

5. Using the local environment is quite helpful to both ctild 
and teacher in the teaching-learning process.

a) Using real obiects

Pebbles, seeds, bottle tops etc., are very useful. These are 
helful to learn the shape of letters / words / i?iicple 
sentences.

Visits

Arranging for the children to visit temples, forts, rivers, 
tanks atc» to gain first hand information.

c) Searching for language

Encouraging children - o look for things in the local 
environment which they caii name, describe, talk about.

d) Collecting information

Asking people in the locality questions, listening to the 
answers, recording the information collected.

6. Creating an Interesting; Class Room:

a) Providing Displays

The more attractive the classroom is, the more interest and 
attention it creates. Children feel proud of themselves to 
see their material displayed. The display of certain 
activities like dominoes, snap, Bingo, Turn it over, Snakes 
and Ladders, Who reaches hands first. Lotto etc., in the 
class room all help tc m^ke the children enjoy the learning 
situation.

Benefit of Display:

Display creates an interest amongst children in the 
class room, anc maintains a pleasant atmosphere for the 
teaching - learning process.

Language is developed through d'. ecuesions aboit 
materials on display,

) Story tel 1 ing

Story :.elliug Cthrough conjplctioa, Uhrough pictures, picture 
dialogues etc.), picture stories vith children's consnents, 
head-liX1-36 nows-paperg , good hand writing (c ligraph/)
dialogues prep.'ir<-d v'ith pictures by the childifn;^ b'bculd’all 
be displayedo

c) or i\er

Oao corner . f the room is calle:! the la^gu; £-? ccrner, oad 
becorf.-s inore in;portant cay by day as c .re li-rought by
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the children. Notebooks containing stories/esBay s/poems/ 
pictures will be made in the form of zig-zag books and 
displayed in the language corner.; .
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TEACHERS* ACTIVITIES FOR COURAGE
La 1.1

1. Whole group activity (10 people): Think about an incident
you know which would explain 'courage*. Everyone has either
participated in an incident like this or has heard of one. Now 
tell your story to the whole group.

2. Individual work: Select one of the stories you have heard.
You rniist now think about how you could use the story with
children in schools. How would you present the story in words? 
How could you present the story in pictures? If you are not a 
good artist you could use 'stick* illustrations. Here are some 
examples:

A person 
standing

A person 
running

A person 
sitting

Make your illustrations simple.

3. In groups of five: Prepare a flannel board. You can make 
this quite simply. You need a piece of board. This you cover with 
white cloth.

Fold the cloth over 
and pin it.

Now prepare your illustrations.

and on the back
glue a piece of sandpaper.

Now place your illustration on the flannel board.

You can easily tell a story this way by using different pictures.

Using d|yies: In groups of 5, choose one of the stories
developed in activities 2 and 3. Now look again at the story and 
discuss l^^it could be improved or lengthened to m^ke into a 
booklet. BosKJide first which age of children the booklet is 
intended f®r. Now go ahead to prepare the booklet and cover page, 
which should hailfe an illustration and a title, Conplete your 
booklet pass it to the other group. Discuss the other group’s
booklet. %\ic)a do you think is best? Why? Have a joint discussion
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vith the other group about both booklets. Can you think df good 
criteria for judging the booklets?

e.g. the story is clear and understandable 
it has suitable illustrations 
it is attractive
the language is suitable for the children for vhom it 
is intended
(add ioine more criteria of your own).

5. Pair work: In pairs, you.-Are to develop a dialogue on
courage. Discuss with your partner what you could select at the 
theme of your dialogue. Then prepare a dialogue. Each pair will 
present the dialogue to the whole group. Which dialogue is best? 
Hov can you decide which is best?

6, Wpr<j bull ding: Prepare for class use a copy of the following 
chart, together with separate "flash cards" of the individual 
letters indicated.

This may be used in a variety 
of ways:

§

V 6

?o oS

(i) In Class I it may be a 
simple "matching" of letters 
on card and chart.

(ii) By reading down, across 
and up, find three letter 
words.

(iii) Using some of the 
letters and in any order, what 
other words can you form?

More word-building games

Using the same format, but using different letters, make your own 
such games.

8. Making up words

Select one word which is quite long and which everyone knows. Now 
try to make smaller words from the longer one.

Here is an example.

From vi iayanagaramu

<^5 2 G o l ) ^

come vi ]ava 

naga

munaga

ravi

I'eFign a chart tc shew your voids and lllufetrate each vord with a 
ptẑ aII picture.
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i) Take a piece cf coloured card measuring 56 cm by 21 cm and 
mark off lines as below:

9. ^Haklo£ a S&ptency .

ii) Carefully fold along the lines:

iii) Now stick down the ends at the first fold:

iv) Next fold the lower edges inwards and stick the® togsther:

v) Word cards' should be 7cn iiigh. The lower 2cm will be hiddes 
in the sentence mker:

\  \

\ \

> o o k
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SOBJECT: LANGIIAGI
L« 1.2

SATI4SA BATUPU C H ^  CouraSLeouft Bo y) CX^rs II
Coatent AnalYaie
The Story of BA&ILAL TADAV, vbose conrsgc w»s sobsequeittly
recogoifred hy the sovenoBciit.
Tbroogh tbis ttory,
1. To the Qtt&lities of coorage «sd neighbourlixtess

(A).
To practice language tkilla as follovs:
2. To put words beginning vith different vovels in slpbabetical

order (U).
3. To recognise and uae the secondary fonts of a ( ̂ ) and i

( f) ) in the construction of %»ords (K>.
4. To order a series of events presented haphazardly (U).

5. To develop listening tikills (S).
6. To practise reading and writing skills (S).

Period 1; The storv of Sanasa Baludo Tiste: 40 icins

Specific Obiectives

1. To arcuse the curiosity of the children to listen to end 
read tbe story.

2. Tc inculcate the concept of ’courage* in children (see i aud 
5 of content analysis;

Teacbine/Leerning Materials Required

1. Collect pictures about the story of Sahasa Baludu.
Picture 4/1

4/2
•r 4/3

4/ 4
4/5 ~ 1 copy per group,

2. An evaliiation ’'butterfly"

Tfcacher/Pupil Activities

i- The children sit in a horse shoe shape and listen to the
teacher telling the story of Sahasa Baludu using simple
sentences.

2.. The story is then read from the text (first third) with the
teacher explaining any unknown words. The children follow
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the text word by word iind line by line.
3, Tbe children in groups discuss this part of the story and 

group leaders recount it in their ova vords.
Evsluatiop  J ^ ^ i l d r e n ' j  le^rni^i^

Issue the evAAUstion ’Imtterfly* for children to complete in 
groups, folloving tiiese instructimis

(i) Colour in red the vords contaihing s long a (*^)
(ii) Colour in blue the words containing a short i ( ^ )

Coanents bv the teacher

What went well and wfeyt ___________ _____________________

Vhat went badly and vhy?

Which children have underatood?

Which children need «ore help?

Period 1: Cgur«Reous W^|c of Saliajsa Baludu Time: 40 mins

Spficjfjic Q]Pigc,tiv?§
1. To encourage tbe children to enjoy the story.
2, To encourage them to read the story. (See content analysis

1, 4, and 6)

ISftcbjn̂ LeitrniM

1. Hand (paper bag) puppet of a tiger.
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Illufitratioc!^ lot Pe?ioc I,

Prepare card garner: sequential orde? , slphabe* i <;« 1 order. * 

Prepare.card g£j»f;e tor groaps to the *‘streyeing words'-.

1. T<he teacber briefly yeoterdsy'f stoty again. The
teache;. askfc the childrer t c  work In groupc. The children 
group tbe wordfc whicb ere supplied to the® in alphabetical 
order. Cbildrei collect tbe ' ’ words together^ and
arrange them ir & line,

£.g.

.111

2.

After completing the arrangement the group reads the words 
in alphabetical order. The credit goes to the first group to 
complete.

Children move into a half circle and get ready for today’s 
story.

The teacher reads the story very slowly and clearly from the 
text. After enjoying the reading the children again return to 
small groups, and work out a sequential card game.

'SiSb C ) 6 J T t t S S

6 5 ^ 3

© d a

The group reads the words and arranges them sequentially. The 
first group which arranges the words correctly is rewarded with 
applause.

3.
4.

Teacher to add stages
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Evaluation of children’s learning 

Teacher to add evaluation 

CoTonents bv the teacher 

What went veil and why? _____

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: Supix)rt of Neighbours Time: 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

1. To encourage the children to write the story.

2, To encourage the children to use their own sentences. (See 
content analysis 6)

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Evaluation of children*s learning

Cormaents bv the teacher

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Lfl 2 .1

TEACHERS* ACTIVITIES FOR INT>EPENPENCE DAY 

Eftch group does «11 the activitie#.

1 • Picture Word Games

«) The following is a sitaple example of what is meant by a 
picture-word game;

was very hot and the tiger wanted to find some

« He rested under a

b)

c>

Soon c. cesne along.

Individually think of some short incident related to what 
happens on Independence Day, or what it means, and write it 
out in pitture-vord gaise form.

In pairs, exchange your vork» and write out the account of 
your colleague's "story** in full. Ask hie or her whether you 
have got it right! If not, suggest some modifications.

In sub-groups of 5 make a booklet from the stories written 
in the previous activity. One person make a cover page using 
a piece of chart pap^r. Draw a suitable illustration on the 
cover. Display the booklet, e.g.

Judge which is the best booklet. Why is it the best? Discuss and 
agree criteria for judging the quality of the booklet. Use a 
needle and thread to sew the booklets, or make a zig-zag book 
like this;

C^lue the pieces of paper together, or better still, decide bow to 
show this information yourself.
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2 • I m s l M i

a) Indiv I iiiisI ly, write t,h«a £if«t Saif jf »Ji account «x isow you
mLght *«̂ lebrate Xndep#»nde.)ace Not'̂ : this 15 :b<2 :: j.;r u
h&lf oaiy,

b) Exch&x^ge your «tory with sejmeone else to c<jmplete, 
everyone tries to complete the story they have received. Try 
to use the same style as the first writer and try to dewide 
how you think he/she intended to complete the story.

c) Stories should then be read to the vhole group vho should 
coiament on style, continuity, appropriateness, etc. Choose 
one or tvo to be displayed.

3. Planning for Independence Dav

a) In ̂ groups of 5» imagine that you are the planning coicmiTte^ 
responsible for drawing up the programme of ceiebrationti at 
your school for 15 August snext year. You are asked to 
prepare not only a schedule of events, but also any linked 
material such as Invitations, Reports, Head-teacher ’ s 
speech, etc. Design a poster and a leaflet for the 
celebrations.

b) As part of the above, prepare a mini-play for performance on 
Independence Day. You will need first of all to agree a 
story, or plot, the main characters, and the number and 
description of the scenes.

Individual members should then prepare different parts of 
the play. These should then be brought together and the 
group agrees on the play. Now practise the play so that you 
can petform it for the others. Perform your play for the 
other groups.



V/t« 2.2

m m  i m  ‘ citM-iu

Content AnalY8i»

1< To aelp (ievslop a tense of naciooAl pride «Bd Identity (A).
2. To identify why we celebrate certain eTents, e.g. birthdays,

marriages, religious and national festivals. In particular, 
to identify the importance of Independence I>ay as the 
national birthday (U).

3. To recognise pictures of Indian heroes and to know of their 
involvement in the struggle for independence - Mahatma 
Gandhi, Javaharlal Hehru, Balagaogadbar Tilak, Jhansi 
L^kshiui dai, Subaschandra iose..»<. (S[).

4. To mexDorise a particular soag (poem) (&)<.
LanguaRg Development

3. To practise listening and speaking skills (S)
6. To engage in simple dramatic presentations' (S)

Period 1: Fla^ hoisting on August 15tb Timg;,_40_ mins

Specific Obiectives
1, To make ihiliren iv&re .if va&t goes oa nn I^&dependence Day 

and to f^ei part of t^e Indian lacion.

2. T j learn a particular song (poem), (See content analysis .1 
and 3)

T;vi;:hir:</Learning Materials Required 

1 , A *ong 4l,out 'le 'l̂ atiooal e.:5»

ss&o15:o ’ 5 ® ^
■■ li.'V'- -■ ' '■'.it-



2. Find pictures of hoistlsâ '* at Red Fort. If aot pre^re
a chart.

T c n x r & r r

Teacher/Pupil Activitias

i* The teacher seks the children to givt*. the n%iaes of the
ccticnel festivals and some religiotue feetivaXc. The 
chiJdren are to say what the difference 1& betveec the tvo,

2. The teacher scks the childrec. to write in tbeir exercite
books the namss of the national festivals which are 
celebrated in the achool.

3. The fcescher asks the childreu to listen to thf> rbyrss about
the national flsg and Irdependencs D^y on the tape recorder 
(if tape recorder is not available, the teacher hixsieelf 
sings the rhyoe). Th© teacher eDCourages the children to 
sing the rbyse aloBg with the tspa (or teacher) for tbe
second tip.r;. Then the children sing the SEice rbyaie fox the
third time vitbout tbs? t£-̂ e (or tcscber).

Evalufitiop of children * learRiRk

The children sre ssksd to vrite the rhyme in their note books. 
They can also write other rhyroes if they knuw the® aiid if there 
is ticve.



Cocroeats the teacher

¥hst went w«ll axsd why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 2: Patriotisia 

Specific Objectives

Timg; AO nins

To develop the spirit of patriotism in the children through
a) Story of freedoa
b) Role of Cfindhiji i»nd other leaders.
c) Satyagraha, ■ and its cleaning.

Teaching/Learning Materials Reguired

1. The teacher prepares the following pictures: liahatma Gandhi* 
Javaharlal Nehru, Balagangadhar Tilak, Jhansi Lakshmi Bai, 
Subaschandra Bose etc.
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2 .
3.

A.

5.

The te£cker prepai:@c & oi Indi& &ad a Hstion&l Hag. 

Dialogues used for *Guesa I* are to be prepared*

u.s.s.u. « I IK K t Jt 00

^  f -- >^  I I •f ■ J A M fc- C /%■ #-•«<>■ \\ ; KAS«**1R cJW f V

A
T'\

-----  Cv

 ̂ ■'4*? ( >Sk -»»«■»'
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1. The teacher reads the lestoii from the textbook (about 12 
lines) «Bd asks the children to repeat the dialogue.

2. The teacher shows the pictures of the national leaders and 
asks the children the nasses of leaders in the pictures. The 
teacher explains their roles in the fight for independence.

3. The teacher asks the children to play the game * Guess who I 
an* •

E.g.

( 1)

^ o & 7 a r ® o » t i j e  ?

»j» 18 &T> g

Teacher/Pupll Activities

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Evaluation of children's learning

Cogroents bv the teachcr

What ^e.nt well and why? ________ _

What went badly and vhy?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Objectives

1. To help the children learn abcut the national flag. (See 
item 4 of content analysis)

TeachinR/Learning Materials Required 

Teachei/.PupU ,A<?tiyUiLtI 

Eva;ugtioP-J2Lj;hiii£.<iP*«l lear^ii^

Comments bv the teacher 

What went well and why?
*

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: The national flag Time: AO miis"
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TEACHERS* ACTIVITIES FOR »DFEPAVa,t T»»

Everyone will participate in all activities.

1. Preparing the fttory of Deepavali vitb pictures

li:i iiaall groups discuss how to tell the story of Deepavali 
using pictures with words. Decide the sequence of the 
pictures to be drawn and who will prepare them. One aequence 
might be this:-

La 3.1

Do not copy thiis; make up your own sequence, pictures and 
words.

Prepare your illustrations.

Each group tells its story to the rest and the best story is 
sel'ected. How can you judge the best? What criteria will you 
use?

Display the best story.

2. Writing a poein about Deepavali

In the same groups discuss bow to write a poem about 
Deepavali. Write and agree your poem. How could you 
illustrate it? Each group reads its poem to the others. 
Which poem is best? How do you judge? The best poem is 
displayed.

3. Using Deepavali to learn-about.£0 0 d. and bad

Ip pairs, think and discuss how the story of Deepavali helps 
develop a sense of good and bad. Uae illustrations of Lord 
Krishna and Harakaaura. Vhat actions show good ^ d  
Which values will thia activity help to^develop?

Each pair presents its ideas and displays its illustrations.

A. Telling the story of Deepavali without words

Each person in a group thinks about how to tell the story of 
Deepavali without words. You use actions to illustrate your 
story. Think about the story carefully and how you can 
'tell* the story by actions. Each person performs bis story 
and the others guess what the actions mean. Whose actions 
were best? Why? Were they the clearest? ,

3 , Contrasting, playlets

In groups of each gi oup produces a playlet. One group 
deals v:irh the story of Deepavali* The other shows how 
Deepavcli i.t r e 1 el'7 j? t ed r.cwr Ksch group discueset and
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develops its playlet, thinking about the words, the actions 
and the things needed (like hats made of paper perhaps) to 
use during the acting of the playlet. Each group then acts 
their playlet and watches the other group. Discuss the 
playlets and decide which you thought was best. WViy did you 
think it was best?

6. Celebrating Deenavali next year

The groups recall how they celebrated Deepavali last year 
and draw up a plan for next year. The plan should include a 
timetable of events, a list of people who might take part, 
and some' suggestions as to where it might take place. Who 
should be invited to attend? Make a draft of all the 
publicity that would bs needed: a poster, a leaflet,
invitations.

Show your plan to the other group. Which plan is the most 
interesting? Why?

7. Making puppets and performin2 a puppet show

Puppets are always enjoyable no matter what the age of the 
performers or audience. Decide how you will make a puppet of 
your own. Uere are some ideas:

Draw on a 
finger or thumb

Cover your finger with a small 
piece of cloth. Paint a face 
on it.

Use your hand. Draw teeth on 
the top part of your thumb aad 
bottom of youT finger. Open 
your finger and thumb but 
keeping the tips together. 
Your hand will look like a 
mouth•

Paper puppet - put your hand 
inside a bag.

Can you think of any other ideas? If so, make your puppet.

To perform your puppet show make a small theatre like this:

Stretch a piece of cloth 
between two chairs. If the 
cloth reaches the floor it is 
better but not necessary. 
Stand behind the cloth 
(screen) and give your puppet 
show.

Whose performance was best? 
Why?
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE 

LESSON: DEEPAVALI FESTIVAL < Class IV

La 3.2

Content Analysis

1. To identify the historical events of certain festivals like
Dasara, Beepavali, Ramzam, etc. (K) .

2. To help develop an aesthetic sense of celebration of the
Deepavali festival (A).

3. To ®ake the children xmderstand the story of Deepavali, in
particular the bravery of Satya Bhama (U).

Language Development

4. To practise listening and speaking skills through story
sequencing, rhyme, dramatisation (A).

5. To practise writing through greeting cards (S).

Period 1; Why do ve celebrate Deep&vali? Time: AO mins

Specific Obiectives

To help the children understand the importance of the Deepavali
Febtival. (See Content analysis 1 and 2).

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. The teacher composes a rhyme about Deepavali to help the
children to enjoy the learning situation. The teacher
prepares paper strips each containing a line of the rhyme*

2. The teacher collects greeting cards/pictures of various
festivals of India, e.g. Dasara, Deepavali, Ramzam, Xmas, 
etc.

3. The teacher makes a flannel_biiaxjd.

Teacher/Pupil Activities
H #1. The teacher asks the children to name some festivals. The 

teacher shows the greeting cards and pictures of various 
festivals. Which festival do you like most and why? Place 
the cards and pictures on the flannel board.

2. The teacher sings a rhyme about Deepavali twice and shows 
strips of the rhyme to the children one at a time and asks 
the children to read the strips. These are then displayed on 
the flannelboard. The children read the whole rhyme.
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3. The children 1b pairt read the story to tLch other from the 
textbock.

Evaluation of children’s learnxPE

The children £&k the vhole cites questionfe on the story to aee if 
everyone has iznderflood the etory.

Comments bv the teacher

What went well and why? _______ __________________________________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?



Period 2; The Btorv of Deepflvali 

Si^ecific Obiectives

Time; 40 tains

To help the children to understand the bravei^ of Satys Bhama. 
(See Content analysis 3)

TeachinR/LearninR Materials Required

1 .

2.

3.

4.

The teacher prepares a picture of Narakasura fighting with 
Lord Krishna and Satya Bhaxaa.

The teacher vritea an action song about the story under the 
picture.
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Tfac^ey/Pypvl Agtilitiui

1. Uiing the picture of the battle and the actioa socg the 
teacher asks the children to read the rhyme* Tvo" children 
read the rhyme.

iRt Child

2ni Child

lit Child

2nd Child

u t  Child f S ^ 6 d t i ' ^ T ? ^

2nd Child 

1st Child

< ^ o ^ ^ o e S S ^ O  & « 6 i5 < F ”
9 ^

2*

3.

Evaluation of childrf^*t learning

The children each vrite three sentences of theii- own about the 
fierce battle between Satya Shama and Narakasura.

Copipents by the teacher

What went well and why? _________ _______________ _______ ...

2nd Child 

1st Child

2nd Child

What went %, dlv and whv?

Which children have understood? ------------- — —

Which children need sore help? ------------- -------
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Specific ObiectiveB

To enable the children to write their o%m experience of Deepavali 
(See Content analysis 4 and 5). /

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Evaluation of children’s learning

Comments bv the teacher

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: Hov ve celebratc Deepavali Time; AO mins
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a.3' ACTIVrrigS FOR "FISTWT r.nrrp- fniE MISER)

Everyone takes part in each activity.

 ̂ -g-P-f-Jgggd jpg^

Each person of miseriinsss (greediness)
tiftoC theĝ  in th«ir live*. S»ch person tells

clcss feMHr thich *tory is best? Why? How can you
jw%«? W«s it trMt, realistic, very probable, very funny, 
quite impossible but very well told? ’ihat makes 11 good 
story?

La 4 .i

2. Making a vord*umbrella

^ a t  words do we associate with misers? In groups of 5 make 
« list of words. Write each word on a separate piece of card 
and draw a picture to illustrate it* Make a word umbrella or 
par&chute. Take a piece of cloth and hang the cards from the 
lower edge*

Hang your umbrella/parachute from the ceiling. Which word 
umbrella is best? Why?

3• TellioR the scorv of Pisini Gottu

In groups discuss how you should cell the story of Pisini 
Gottu. You are to 'tell' the story in pictures. Which 
pictures should you use? Here are some ideas:-

0
£ ; j ^ 6 ; 6

^30

your pictures. Which display tpllh- the story best? Why? 

Wtiting the story of ?\s ini Gottu

Each group nov ‘vrites the scovy of Pisial Gottu and cues the 
story into strips. Each group jtxnbles the Gcripj and gi/ec 
them to another group. The second group rearranges the stoiy 
to put it in the correct order, Ŵ io did it first? V.'ho got it 
yrong? Was there a reason why e r,\stake was rLade?

Display your sr cries on cr.arts lor all to see.
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In groups of 5 try to think of a uev story to illuistrRte 
greediness. After discussion the gxouf prepares tor l 

dramatisation of the story. How many ^«rtf will there be? 
Who vill play vhich part? Are specie! things needed, like a 
box to bide money, or a big plat* vith balls of p#p«r to 
represssnt food? The group collects these thingc.

Perform the pl&y to anothe:? group. Whos« p.Ir.y is ths usi^ 
original or int<ire»ting or astusims? pley was act»^
best?

6* ?rep § rin g  I t..^^_ jg b g u l.m ist3riip fts j

In three smll groups prepare a poeB about miserliness. Do 
not loake your poem too long - say 6 to 10 lines. Prepare to 
read your poem to the class.

Judging is a very important part of learning. Hov can ve 
judge things? Poems are difficult to judge. Can ve devifs a 
form to use for judging? What would be the criteria? Good 
use of words, poem rhymes, lines of equal length, conveys 
meaning? Some of these you may agree vith, others maybe you 
disagree with. Which criteria would you use? Draw up a table 
in your groups like this:

^• taking up an nev storv

Criteria Assessment of poem

liicf this judging; Did _iJ:_help? If not, %#hy act? 3ov
c a  I d i n b '3 i ̂ pr ov ed ?
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SUBJECT: LAi^GUAGE
La 4.2

LESSON: PISINI GOTTU Class V
i

Content AnalvEis

1. To use narration as & stiisuluE to concentrated listening
(U).

2. To help the c-hildren to understand and enjoy the story
through poetry (U).

3. To instil in children a leeling against miserliness (A). 

LinRutRe skills

4. To practise listening and speaking through poems, sequential 
pictures/sentences, neat hand written work, etc. (A).

Period 1; Greedy old man and his gold Time: 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

1. To use narration as a stimulus to concentrated listening.

2. To help the children enjoy the story of Pisini Gottu. (See
Content analysis 1 and 2)

Content

a) Greedy old nan keeping his gold outside the village
pit.

b) Always looking at the hidden gold and feeling happy.

c) Thief taking away the gold.

Teaching/LearninK Materials Required

1. Prepares overall story in brief with simple sentences
written on pieces of paper.

2. Prepares pictures of the etoî y of the poem e.g. tree- 
digging, old man, old man burying his gold for safety, 
a thief taking cvay the gold, greedy man crying undei 
the tree and a blank space for filling with a moral.
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leacher prepares « chart of the poem in bold letters

^ 0 6  A ^ o ^ o u o ;6  

e r *  w  ; 6 & K  e r o  z ^ o S i X )  o ^

Teachei/Fur-il Activitiet

2» The teacher asks the children to recite/read the poem which 
it on the chart written in bold letters.

i. Oue or two of the best readers in the class will read
clearly the poett on the board,

3. Ine t££cher gives the meaning of the poem and of the Vinura 
Vemii poem. The greedy person never offers anything to anyone 
else and if asked never gives.

The teacher starts a etory of ’A Greedy Fellov' using the 
pifcpfcred strips. As he introdu"ss cach sentence the strip 
will be placed on the flannelboard. A complete story is 
crtrted for the children.

5. With the preparec sketches the teacher tells the story
a?,f ir.

t. ilie chilcie'K in groupt ere given sets of the sentences which
mtke up thfi story and they put the sentences of the story
i i.tc the toriect crct-i , Ait€^ arranging thec\ they write the* 
ttory e r, it ie *?ncl through the group leeder tubrit it to the 
<»;̂ .ch€r. 'ihe vtfccuer checks that the centecccs have been
f.r-r.a£ed correctly,

7. The lc.'?dfT the b^et handwritten story to the
v>o;®e CISC'S,

L v a lu f '- t io n  o f  c M l d r e n  ̂ s le<^rr.inR

The teacher looks for ths best of the children’s hAndvritten work 
without spellit).g nistakes and shows it to nil others to
observe. This ancourr.g£S children to write neatly And .iccurately.
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CoannentB bv the teacher

What went well and vhy?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

What went well and why?

Period 2: Consoling the Greedy Man Time; AO mins

Specific Obiectives

1. To improve reading and pronunciation,

2. To help the children enjoy the story of Pisini Gottu, (See
Content analysis 2 and 4)

Content

a) Neighbours approach the old man.

b) Consoling the old man and encouraging him not to be
greedy in the future.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Teacher makes use of the material already prepaied 
(sketches).

2. Prepares the day's poems (3) from the textbook in sh>rt 
cutouts for arranging in sequential order which he.ps 
reading and writing,

3.
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1. a) The ' teacher asks one of the children to arrange the
pictures of yesterday's story,

b) After arranging the teacher asks the group leader/best 
narrator to tell the story with the help of the
pictures.

2. a) The teacher reads the 3 poems for today clearly and
vith expression. The children listen and follow the
text carefully.

b) The children in pairs read the poems to each other in 
turn.

3.
Teacher to add additional steps

4.

Evaluation of children*s learning

Teacher to add evaluation

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Comments by the teacher 

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Obiectives

1. To ensure that the children have understood that 
’’greediness” is to be avoided.

2. To provide opportunity for the children to oiake up their own 
stories, or tell others familiar to them, to illustrsrc the 
same point. (See content analysis 3).

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Evaluation of children’s learning

Cotnments by the tsacher

What vent veil and vhy?

What vent badly and vhy?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: Avoid Greediiaeiss Tlae: 40 tains
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 ̂■ Ft w iiirjg learmirig activities!

Children are piovided t#itb boxc?» of objects to eorfc and compare.

i> Lcag fiiick ead vary ebort one

ii) Siaai.1 bucket ead I&r^e buc?:et

ill) Large bangles aud small b&uglet>

Large leaf find email leaf

Lai'grjfit fraction aad emalleat fraction

vi) S-2l ot ualika fractions
1/4, 3/8, 2/3

vii) R3,1.95 Pgj Rt>.l4„0i Ps; PvS.14,50 Pg

viii) Using a place value chart comparing 
d«icimal fractions

ix) Areas cl largj leaf aad Bmall leaf

x' A big rectaogle and a emali recf-ffngle

xi) Area of slate compared vith that of a 
tex'̂  bool:

xii) A large light bojc* a large heavy box

xiii) A potato and e tomato

xlv) FarcelE vhich vary ir> size and weight

Size and shape

Fractions

D e c i m a l
Fractions

Measurement of 
a':rea

and

weight
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b) Matching:

i) Pens with c&ps

ii) Cups find saucers

iii) Slates and slate pencils

iv) Match boxes without dr£vers and set of 
drawers

v) Matching fra^ction cerds with the 
appropriate fractions, i.e.

with ^1/2

N u m b e r  ard 
place value

Fractions

vi) Colouring fractionc according to the 
fractions

vii) Matching flash cards like DeciTsisls

1/10 . 1

viii) Identifying the decimal fractions on the 
number line

ix) Observing the areas of various objects 
like paper, leaf, slate

x) Observing and estimating the weights of 
various objects like paper, stone, stick, 
book, tin

Measurement of 
Area

and

Weight

2) Promoting learning by doing:

a) Using real obiects

Counting numbers with the help of stones, marbles, sticks, 
bottle tops, seeds etc.

With the help of objects, learning to read fractions, 
decimal fractions etc.

b) Using a balance to find out whether two clay balls prepared 
from a single one are mathematically half or not.

c) Making models cf vegetables, balls, slates, tins, toys, 
fruits, to understand the shepes of different objects.
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3) ^veIopin£ individual group aod vhole class work:

a) iDdividual vork
i) Counting of stones, sticks, seeds, etc, sorting and 

ordering them*

ii) Representing objects vith the appropriate numbers.

iii) Colouring to show appropriate fractions.

iv) Estimation and verification of lengths, weights, 
capacities stc.

b) Group Work:

i) Playinci card games on number and place value, 
fractions, measurement of length, area, decimal 
fractions etc. vis. snap games, domino games, matching, 
bingo, etc.

ii) Children in groups estimating the area of the floor of 
the classroom and comparing it with the actual 
measurement.

iii) Children in groups preparing clay models.

iv) Children ia groups recording the heights of their 
classxoatcs and representing their findings on grid 
paper.

c) Whole class vork

Introductions to topics are given to the whole class before 
engaging them in group or individual work.

Likewise rgvision sessions are often most conveniently and 
effectively conducted with the whol̂ e class.

4) Recognising In.Uvidvial difference 3 *

There are often considerable differences in mathematical 
ability betwean children. Below are four ideas of things 
£x»a£ CdJ be done to help.

a) When preparing work cards, questions are graded in
difficulty, permitting all to complete the basic work 
necessary to .consolidate ths concept, but giving, additional 
activities £or the brighter children.

b) When working with models, easier models to make are given to
the children with lesser ability; more complicated ones to
the more able. All are used for claas discussion.

c) Likewise any measuring tasks - in length, capacity, area,
volume, weight, etc. can be graded according to children's 
ability to ensure that all are successful in what they are
asked to do.
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d) It fvOffietiiaee sxecf̂ t f-ery to prcvi.ce tddi.t3.ouai te.‘s*.hing for

tbcee having ycrtici-lfcr (3ifficulty,

!>) Using c? virooiTien.: :

I'£'it.r.c-^uc secCs, eticl.E, Icavt K, eiiipty laatcli hczcs^ weed
metch sticks, titc., for ccucilng uurabe: s. Trtrih'iig x'i.f e 
vtlue coTicepts by bcpdling the eticl-G rr imfti*'; evryiy .
bĉ -cs and eeeds, or by ti.tht-rî cL lU’ch ts oiie big
store “ XO smali f.tonfie (i^t, if occ bc:̂ iI i torx#̂  ic u.i cn us 

one uxiif., one big Ftone if taken as iC unite; fcitd e bt:H 
bigger etcrie * 6 1 0 1  ̂unite rt‘%)

UsipR Ifcfvef to ifcxcb ecurr.ii-g: i tit* fez i:see ti.d rlto ;'<'T
t eechi.tig tyiaroetiye

t) Vi>i\xs. f 1 1 1 c feed (chcppr. dtcLii) fc:-: pr t pa ring \i.ricMB

iccdels vize Cfirt, iibfrue., for tercbin^ circjfc, coui.t;rtg 
cumber s &nd jlfecfi vfj.ue.

d) UsiriR cti post cffic.fcg for ^ettfrig rnforri t ion ifrrdiiig
rates for sending poEtccrde, ini end }ttterf» prfr'rd tcvrrs 
etc. Estimating bow isuch it cofcte to puicbrfe . 0 p : c w: ;ce-, 
5 inlend iettcrG, 3 5 rr.Yelopef rtc*

e) VxfeitirK the Gretna PariChavat Mzir.crl Office fir
inf0rmi.t3 0ii rfcic.t.rding tbe tctal pciuXiripn cf vie vi.lf.te, 
KeDdal ett:.

1) i\ It.ci l tbor fc ,' c.rt iLiHtiii’’ rud c.filc\ U  t iiig \he
coElK ot Vf.rioue itCEC sha*> ere ifci.ritd in boui i :>*
the Bicuth,

6) CreatiiiP; gn ipteT»gtinr «1ttriooiv;

fl) Pi £ p3 €-.v f^il lof.f'-l’y i-vr; *'i-fc'.. o Xf-v lû-.'»:i ;;,i 1

f: t i c V. 6 !i- e c de , cattle 1 r- r; d , f X i .rt. ?;, " rv p « C'

b) Chf It s like the huncrcd-rqv&xe III* r 0 i.o * 9 i : -• .• .■'})',

nil 11 i r/i 1 t i on, - f.c d i t ior,

t ic) Card g atr.es i.cono o r
4if ferernt ccncepts li/.« acsbsr. ac-d  ̂ vslria, fr -; t i ,.i,s 
etc.

Â -̂saber ? ir?̂ ?s of various kinds, 

viz. i) from 0 to 100

ii) from •''̂0 to

iai) ir vm O3 0.1 to i .0

iv) crom 0, I/IO to iO/10 il)

e) Clay gicdels prepared by i.hilvr€n.

f) Selected clasuvork of children.
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TEACHERS' ACTIVITIES FOR SYMMETRY AND GEOMETRY 

HALVES AND QUARTERS

Ma 1.1

1* Given a rectangular sheet of paper, how many different vajs 
are there to fold it in half?

Any others?

Try putting opposite corners together and folding.

Does this make half? How can you be sure? (Cut along tne iiuc «uu 
see if you can make the two parts 'fit')

If we draw well these lines on a 
single diagram we see that they all 
go through a particular point, and 
if-we turn the shape about this 
point it fits in the other half.

On graph paper try to make halves by drawing lines through the 
'centre' that are not straight, eg.

1

\/

Draw some of your own.

?. How try to make quarters of a square by using the same idea ot 
drawing a line fron the caatre to the edge, turti the papar 
through 90^, draw the lina again; da iz a third tixa«; and finally 
the time^

Hers are some you can try; then make up your own.

/ /
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m
2. TEE NINE-P’̂N BOARD;

A 'nine-pin* board is e board with 9 
nails at the inter sect ions of

straight line&» making 4 squares as 
shown.

Hov many different triangles can you 
make using rubber bands * for sides 
and nails (or pins) as corners.

As the answer is very many more that you might, think (!) we will 
approach the question systematically.

1. Put a rubber band round three pins. Suppose they are A, B and 
D in the diagram. Draw this picture as one solution.

2. Nov put the rubber band round three other pins. If for example
I chosf F, F and C, I would NOT draw this again as A  EFC is the
same size and shape as A  ABC, but if it were a different
triangle 1 would record it on another diagram, eg.

3. See hov many different triangles (and so drawings 
make).

you can

4. Nov we come to an interesting and possibly more difficult 
question. How many triangles of each of the shapes you have drawn 
can you form on the board? As an example consider triangles like 
ABB.

In the bottom left hand corner I can make four as shown. SinceHthere are A corners, I can make 16 triangles like that 
altogether.

5. Now try the other triangles. Discuss the work in your group, 
and when you think you are sure as a group, ask the tutors to 
confirm your answer, or explain what you may have forgotten!
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3. WORK WITH A PAIH OF HINGED MIRRORS;

1. Experimeptal phase:

On a sheet of paper draw a straight line. Put your hinged mirrors 
so that they both cut the line and their line of intersection is 
NOT on the line, see diagram 1*

Look into the mirrors and see vhat 
shape is foned. Mow change the 
angle bctveec. the mirrors and see 
vhat^other shapes you can make.

Try putting the mirrors so that they are not symmetrical, eg.

Let us try to find a relationship between the number of sides of 
the shapes seen (n) and the angle between the mirrors A, in the 
case of reeular polygons.

1. Arrange the mirrors so that you 
can see an equilateral' triangle. 
Draw the position of the mirrors 
with a pencil, and measure the 
angle. Finally work out n x A

2. Now draw another line and arrange 
the mirrors so that you can see a 
square.

3. Repeat for 3 sa.des , h 7 sides, 3 . . • , •



4. THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF A TRIANGLE

We know in general in & triangle that the largest side is 
opposite the largest angle. Let*s examine this more carefully in 
a particular case.

Draw a line (ray) BQ, At B draw an angle of 30o and mark off A 
so that AB * 10 cm.

At A draw a series of angles which are succesive multiples of 
lOo. (The first two are shown). Mark the points of intersection 
on BQ by C2 , C3 , C4 , .... etc.

1. Draw a gtaph ot BC^ against^angle A, ie.

Different angles A along the horizontal axis (independent 
variable). Corresponding lengths of BC along the vertical axis.

Questioas:

~ What happens when angle A becomes I50o?

*- Vould ther? be any significance in ’'negative a’hgles"?

2, Dr IV aoother graph of AC^ against Xngle k.

Arvswar thi* saxn-; t v o  q u e s t i o n s .

VThwt is thf '.iticanc.j cf the

ISA



PREPARING GEOMETRICAL MODELS

Iransfer these shapes to coloured card. Cut out, fold &XoQg the 
dotted lines' and glue dovr> the flaps. For date sire moaels, 
double all the measurexflents of length*
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SUBJECT: MTHZMATIC3 

'LZSSCn 1; SYHHETRY Class V

Content Analysis

1 « (a) The definition of line or axis of symmetry

(b) Knowledge that sometimes there are more than one 1 ine 
of symmetry. (K)

2. Recognising line symmetry in everyday life. (K)

3. Forming symmetrical shapes (A)

4. Drawing different varieties of symmetrical shapes in (3) 
above (Creativity)

5. Being able to handle scissors, knives, paper and carbon
paper etc. Recording examples in (3) and (4) above (S)

IPeriod 1: Initial Ideas of Line Svragaetry T i m e 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

To help the children acquire initial ideas of line symmetry. 
(See Content analysis 1(a) and 2).

Tgaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Some ar.tivities may be organised for groups of children, but
some could be undertaken by children individually, given
sufficient materials.

2. Drawing paper, water paints/difrerent coloured ink.
\

3* Scissors, knives, rulers.

4, Sufficient number of *ira;̂ ings on paper as shown below for
the pupil^ to work in groups. Examples:

Ma 2.1

Teacher should make other shapes which can show
synmetry and ciake many copies.
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•ynaaetry” and show that you thee see exactly the same 
picture when you look in the mirror ee you do when you 
take it away.

e) Mirror strips (small mirrors)

Teacher/Pupil Activities;

1 . It is suggested that children are allowed to make a sm£.ll 
blot with paint or ink on a sheet of paper, which is folded 
into, two along the edge of the shape. The blot must be small 
and placed in such a way on the sheet of paper that there is 
sufficient room for the mirror image of the shape to be 
produced after the folding has taken place. If working in 
groups the children should discuss amongst themselves what 
they have seen on the unfolded paper, and record their 
findings in a sentence or two. The teacher when talking tc 
individual students or the whole class should drav out the 
idea of symmetry and what it means, and in particular the 
teacher should use and illustrate the words "axis of 
symmetry". It is important that pupils understand these 
terms as soon as possible. (See * above under (A))

2. The children, in groups or individually, are then told tc
fold pieces of paper once only and then cut out a shape fron 
the folded paper. They should then unfold the paper and 
examine whether the two parts on either side of the fold 
(catled the axis of symmetry or line of symmetry) are 
balanced, and whether one shape has a mirror image. Once 
again the pupils should discuss and record their findings 11 

working in groups, or the teacher should question the pupils 
individually or as a whole class about what they have found 
and the pupils should then record their findings. It is 
important that the pupils describe the example of
symmetrical shapes in their own words.

3. Using shapes as in (d) above, all pupils should complete the 
symmetrical picture. They cannot do this unless they 
understand what symmetry means, and the teacher should spend 
some time discussing the t«r’A with the children. Again it is 
important that the teacher finds out whether the children 
understand what is required of them, and what the task 
illustrates. The terms "axis of symmetry"/"line of symmetry” 
should be discussed in undertak this task.

4. Children shQuld be asked to fold a piece of paper more than
once, cut out a shape froiu the folded paper, and, upon
unfolding, examine the result. They should discuss the 
results with each other and record their findings. Teacher 
should also discuss the results of folding and cutting with 
individuals and with the whole class.
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Evaluation of children's learning:

Children are asked to find out whether there is a line of 
symmetry in a shape and to show'vhere this line can be found 
by drawing a diagram. Teacher to provide examples of shapes.

Next, using a mirror, children should record the image of a 
shape (to be provided by the teacher).

The teacher should try to draw out from children that the 
two figures on each side of a line of syinmetry are identical 
but one is a reflection of the other, and that the image of 
a shape viewed in a mirror is identical, but one shape is a 
reflection of the other.

Comments bv the Teacher;

VThat went well and why?_______________________________________ _

What went badly and why?

VThich children have understood?

WThich children need more help?

Period 2; Symmetrical Drawings and Time: AO mine
Symmetrical Obiects

Specific Obiectives

1) To enrich the children's knowledge of the concept of 
symmetry and axis of symmetry, and
2 ) to develop their skills in observing symmetry in their 
surroundings.

<See Content analysis 2, 3 and 5.)

CoDtent:

How to draw symmetrical shapes.

Finding symmetrical objects in the environment. 

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. All the activities in this period plan can be organised fo. 
groups to encourage discussion amongst the children. Foi 
activities (2) and (3) children are to be allowed into the 
surrounding area for the collection of leaves and insects.
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2, Grid paper, sketch pens, rulers^ thick cardboard, adhesive

3. Drawings on paper as shown below.

4. Two ̂ identical pieces of card.

5.

6 .

How many different synmetrical shapes can be made with then?

To be supplied by the teacher.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. After discussion with the whole class, the children aie 
asked to draw symmetrical pictures on grid paper acd 
identify the axis of symmetry in each case.

2 .

3.

4.

Children collect some leaves which appear symmetrical acd 
some leaves which do not appear symmetrical (not- 
symmetrical) and paste them on thick cardboard with labeî s

What other steps should be incorporated in the lesson to 
satisfy the purpose of period 2 (above)?

Evaluation of children*s learning:

How can the teacher organise an evaluation? What activities 
would be suitable?

Comments by the Teacher:

What went well and why?_____________________________:___________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood? *

Which children need more help?
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gexiod 3: Svimnetrical Shapes with Tvo or Time: AO mins
More Axes of Svtnrpetry

ISpecific Obiectives;

To reinforce the concept of sytnmetry and axes of synnnetry 
using English alphabet letters. (See Content analysis Kb),
3, 4, 5 )

Content:

Teaching/Learning Materials Required 

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1 . 

2 .
What steps should be incorporated to satisfy the purpose of 
period 3?

3«

Evaluation of children’s learning:

Ciomments bv the Teacher:

Wlhat went well and why?

Wiiat went badly and why?

Wliich children require more help?

Which children have understood?
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SUBJECT; MATHEMATICS

NOTE: Teaching activities for Geometrical Shapes are the same as 
for Synnnetry.

LESSON; GEOMETRICAL SHAPES Class III

Content Analysis

1. (a) Recognises the plane and 3D geometrical shapes
rectangle, square, triangle etc., cubc, cuboid, 
cylinder, cone etc. (K)

(b) Recalls the names of the plane and 3D shapes and their 
behaviour, (K)

2. Compares and sorts the plane and 3D geometrical shapes 
mentioned above. (U)

3. Looks for the geometrical shapes in hi^ daily life situatioc 
and observes their properties and compares vith those of the 
standard shapes (A)

4. (a) Prepares the clay models of those geometrical shapes 
(b) Draws figures of geometrical shapes (S)

Ma 2.2

Period 1; Behaviour of geometrical shapes Time; 4

Specific Obiectives

To help children recognise that 3-D shapes can either roll 
or stand still or both; and recognise curved and flat 
surfaces.

Content;

Behaviour of geometrical shapes and their sorting according 
to certain properties. Learning appropriate vocabulary- 
e.g. parallel, perpendicular, _plane and curved surfaces, 
vertex (corner), face, pyramid, prism.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. The teacher has to have ready the following shapes in 
sufficient number.
Clay or wooden models of cube, cuboid, cylinder, cone, 
sphere together with prisms of different dimensions, 
together with everyday objects such as boxes, bottles, pots, 
etc,

2. Beads, balls, cylinders (empty or full cans), containers, 
boxes, bricks, in quantity.

3. A lump ot wet clay, stiff cardboard, scissors, etc.
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To prepare a big summary chart as sbovn below, and others as 
necessary. This should be made from a full sized sheet of 
coloured card.

Activities 1 and 3 below are suitable for group work to 
encourage discussion. Steps 2 and 4* are suitable for work in 
pairs.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1- The children are each given a 3-D object and asked to find
out whether it can roll or remain static. They are then 
asked to put the shape into the right space on the summary
chart which is placed on the floor.

2. The children are asked to sort out the given 3~D shapes
according to the following criteria:

a) 3 dimensional shapes which can roll and shapes which 
can stand still.

b) Shapes with corners and without corners,
c) Solid shapes and hollow shapes.
d) Shapes with flat faces only and shapes with curved 

faces only and those with both flat and cxirved faces.

3.

They then should make a list of itens under each heading.

The children are asked to try to prepare models of 3-D 
shapes using wet clay.

Evaluation of children's learning:

Children are asked to list objects from their surroundings 
sicil'-ar to the geometrical shapes they have studied and 
having the properties of rolling, standing still, fitting 
together, and fitting inside each other.
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Comments bv the Teacher;

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 2: 3-Dimensional Shapes Time; 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

To learh the names; sphere, cylinder, cone, pyramid, prism, 
cuboid, cube, and know some of their properties.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Collect bricks, books, plates, jugs, toy clocks, bangles,
tins, boxes, etci., and the matrix sheets similar to those
used in activity (2) of Period 1,

2. Collect sufficient numbers of rulers, sketch pens and
drawing sheets.

3. Have available wet sand (or sand and water) and a collection 
of empty containers, like matchbox drawers, cylindrical 
measuring vessels, etc., wet clay or plasticine.

A. Standard shapes made of clay or wood (cylinder^ cone,
sphere, cube, cuboid, prism, hemisphere, circlc tziangle, 
square, rectangle, 6 tc.)
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5. A matrix sheet frs shown below.

STANDARD SHAPE OBJECTS OBSERVED SIMILAR IN SHAPE

CYLINDER

CONE

SPHERE

Note: All activities are suitable for group work to .promote 
discussion amongst the children.

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. The children are asked to sort the following items into 
those having straight edges, and those having curved edges, 
and to record the results.
BRICKS, BOOKS, PLATES, JUGS, TOY CLOCKS, BANGLES, TINS, 
BOXES.

2. The children to draw three other items of their choice 
having straight edges and three things having curved edges.

A.

Teacher to determine additional steps to fulfil the purpose 
of the period.

Evaiuation of children's learning:

The children to go out into the surroundings of the school 
and look for shapes around the school and match them with 
the standard shapes, and record their findings on the 
matrix, example as above.

Comments bv the Teacher:

What went welj and why? ________________ _________________________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Specific Ob^ecti^es
To ezoaniiie iK »e  o f the properties of two-'dimensional plane 

sS&apec: sq u a re , recta ngle  e t c . and shapes w ith  straight anc 

cstrvcd e d g e s . (S e e  Content a n a ly s is  1 to 4 . )

Comteat:

a )

b )

Teaclaiiag/Learming M a te r ia ls  Required 

s) .
Teacber to devise  steps to f u l f i l  the purpose of the 

p e r i o d ,  and  a l s o  to s u p p ly  a p p r o p r i a t e  m a te r ia ls  

together v it h  evaluation  a c t iv it ie s *  

b )  .

c )  .

Ac%iyi%i^s

1 .  

2 .

3*

Eygliaiifip IgftypiRg:

C om ep ts  bY the T e a c h e T ;

Vbat ve o t  v e i l  and why?

Vbat went badly  and why?

V bicb  c h ild r e n  re q u ir e  more helpt 

Which c h ild r e n  have understood?

Peri<Bxfl 3: Plane shapes Time: 40 mins
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TEACHERS' ACTIVITIES FOR DIVISION AND PICTOGRAKS

1. PROPERTIES OF ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION

Ma 3.1

-f 1 2 3 4- 5 c 7 8 9 to

1 Z
\

3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 i(

2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

3 4. 5 6 , 7 8 9 10 II 12 13

5 6 7 9 10 II 12 13 14

6 6 7 8 3 "jo II 12 13 14 15

6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

7 8 S 10 li 12 13 14 15 16 17

8 3 10 II 12 15 14- 15 16 17 18

9 10 II IZ 13 14 15 14> 17 'l8 19

Jo 11 12 13 14- 15 16 17 18 19 20

\ 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 6 8 10 IZ 14 16 \h 2C

5 6
r- ■■

IZ 15 18 Zl Z4 11 3C

4 8 It 20 24 23 32 36 M
5 10 15 20 ZS\ 30 35 40 45 5(

6 12 18 50 3^ 42 48 54 6(

7 14 Zl 28 35 42. 56 65 7̂

8 l(> 24 32 40 48 56 72 8(

9 18 E7 3^ 45 54 63 72 91

10 20 50 40 50 60 70 80 90 10

ADDITION TABLE MULTIPLICATION TABLE 
/

Examine both tables and compare and contrast answers to the
following questions:

1. What numbers appears in the "leading* diagonal?

2. Why are numbers "synmetrical" about the leading diagonal?

3. Take any rectangle along the lines within the table

In (a) add numbers in opposite corners

In (b) multiply numbers in opposite corners Result?
Why?

4. Look for patterns of numbers vith4c the tables, eg.

The ”co\mting on” property in the addition table

The sum of the digits in the 9 times table.

5. In the multiplication tahle the X sign has been omitted 
since 1 times any ntimber equals that number and it seems a 
waste of time. Could the + sign in the addition table 
likewise be replaced by 0? What would the column to the left 
and the row above the present multiplication table consist 
of?

6 . Take an odd number of entries in any column or row;
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It is true that the "middle" cumber is the "average" of 
them all? Apply this to a full rectangle vith a middle 
number.

7. In the multiplication table, consider the Left Hand entries
2 and 7 and regard thest as a fraction 2/7. Where^ can yov 

find "equivalent" fractions?
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MULTIPLICATION PATTERN

Ueing a ruler connect corresponding points with an arrow to shov
the result of multiplication (mod 10) * ie the remainder when the
multiples of 10 have been removed. The first pattern for the 2
times tables has been done for you.

1 * ^ .1 1. a 1, a
2 ^ 2. . 2 “ 2, .2

3. . 3 3. .3
4. . 4 4. .4
5. . 5 5. .5

8 > C > C ^ 6 6. .6 6. .6
1 7. J 7. J

. 8 ^ 8. .8 8. .8
9. .9 9. .9

0, 0. .0 0* .0

X 2 X 3 X 4

1. .1 1. a 1, a
2. .2 2. . 2 2. . 2

3. .3 3. . 3 3. . 3

4, .4 4. , 4 4. . 4

5 , .5 5. . 5 5, . 5

6. .6 6. .6 6. .6
7 . .7 7. .7 7. .7
S. ,8 8. ,8 3. .8
9. .9 9. ,9 9, .9
0, .0 0. ,0 0. ,0 .

X 5 X 6 X 71 .i 1
0 A U ,1

2. ,2 2. .1 2. ,2
i , . .3 3. *.3 3. .3
A. .4 4. , .4 4. .4
J . ,5 5, C 5. .5 .

‘ 6 . ' .6 6 . ,6 6. .6
,7 7, 7 • / 7. J

8. .8 8. . 6 8. .8
9. .9 9. .9 9. .9
0. ,0 0. .0 0. , .0

X 8 X 9 X 1 0
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Investigate number chains formed by the following rules:
- If the number is even, divide by 2.

“ If the number is odd, multiply by 3 and add 1.
~ Stop when you reach 1.
Example:

3, 10, 5, 16, 8 , 4, 2, 1. (Length of chain, 8 )

3 is odd so take 3(3) + 1 * 10

10 is even so take half * 5 

5 is odd so take 3(5) + 1 * 16 

16 is even so take half * 8 

8 is even so take half « 4

4 is even so take half * 2

2 is even so take half * 1 

1 - stop

All this is by way of explanation. It need NOT be written. 
Simply produce the chain,

1. Which number give the shortest number chains?

2. Which number (less than 50) gives the longest number chain?

Let each member of the group take different itumbers and put 
your results together.

3. Can you analyse possible number chains from "the other end"

In th^ j|xample above, starting with 1, 2 must be the number
before. Likewise 4 must precede 2. However, theoretically 4 could 
have come from either 8 or 1 .

What then about 8? 16? ............

3. NUMBER CHATWS
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4„ WORKSHEET - NUMBER BONDS

WlheB ve gliby Bay "knows the number bonds up to ten'* I wonder if 
w «  realise just how much is involved.

Consider the number ot ways of arriving at a total of just

(1) Using 1 number 5 1 way (a)

(2) Using 2 numbers 1+4; 2+3; 3+2; 4+1 4 ways (b)

(3) Using 3* numbers 1+2+2; 2+1+2; 2+2+1; 1+1+3; 1+3+1; 3+1+1 6 ways (c)

(4) Using 4* numbers 1+1+1+2; 1+1+2+1; 1+2+1+1; 2+1+1+1 4 ways (d'

(5) Using 5* numbers l + l + l + l + l  1 way (e]

* these need not all be different

hLake a table as follows:

Record of the muaber of vays a given total can be nade

N O OF N U M B E R S  U S E D

I 3 - 5 a 7 a 9 loj

1
“1

§
z

3

A

5 j a H 6e %

6

V 7

& 8
-4
g 9

iO

The entries fox; getting a total of 5 when using 3 smaller numbers 
are shown respectively as a, b, c, d, e in the above chart. Try 
to fill in the chart for totals up to 6 . then examine the table 
for interesting patterns that emerge. If necessary talk to the 
tutor.

How many number bonds are there "up to ten”?!
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On successive number squares, colour in all the multiples of 2, 
3 | A , « » » » e t c *

5. MULTIPLICATION TABLES

o
~
I 3 S ' 4 7 g O 1 a  13 4-_ S ' 4 7 8  1I 9

fo II 11 !5 lU IS* / t 17 1^ 1 o u 12. 15 (4 IS- /4 17 , 1^ t9
i o a i Dll 03 lU- .IS :i4 2-7 72“ i o 2-1 21 2 3 2.4’ 2 S 24 27 22“ ■a9
so 31 S3 zh. 27 3£" s o 31 S2. S3 34- S5* 34 37 3S^ 39
U> 4-1 i a ku kS V 7 l4^ 4-^ i o 4-1 4 a .4^ 4 4 45- 44 4-7 kS 49
6 b s 'a ss 54- SS S 7 5 ^ 5 ^ 5 b 5-( 5 -3. S'S ^4- SS- 5-7 5 9
(aO %,! C,i». LS’ 44 47 41 (aO 4,1 {>2 43 44 45- 44 47 4’5 4=1
7o 71 7 2 13 7L 75- 74 77 7^ 79 7o 71 7 1 75 74 7 S 7i. 77 7^ 79
S o &2 S-S 8-k-SS |8 7 8 ^ S o e / 8 2 &-S ^ 4 8-5 n  ]87 89

1 u ^S'
1
941 ^ 7 ^8- 9 9 91 92 9 3 94 9 5 ’

... 1
94 9 7 9S- 99

o I a 3 4 S ' 4 7 s* o i a 3 /f 5 * 4 7 ■ ~

lo il l a 13 iS" iL «7 1^ ( o u l a 15 (4 IS* /4 17 !9
a o XI a i 0 3 34 X7 22“ > 9 2jO ai 2 1 2 3 a 4 2.S- 24, 27 22“ 2.9
zo 11 3>2. SB ^7 59 s o 31 B2- S3 34- SS" 34 37 3 ? S9
Lo U.I / a U3 Mf. k S U k7 4.9 Lo 4-1 4 a L3 4 4 44 47 US 49
5 b S'! S a S'S SS- S'{> S7 SS- S o 5-( 5*2 S'S 54-. S'S* S*4 S 7 S'S-

t o (,! (.2. 4=3 4.^ (>4 Q U1 k i - (sO Gi (.2 4 3 44 CS' 44 47 49
7o 71 72. 7S 7 .̂ 7 S 7(> 77 7^ 79 7 o 71 72: 73 74 7 ^ 7(. 77 7^ 79
•So BJ. 8-5 & 5 |^ 4  \2J |>g- S o S*7 ? 2 S'S Ŝ 4 1 ^4 js 7 ?S- |s^

Is 1 h s Si. 9 9  , 9D  h  I 92
1 ...
193I ^4 9S" 94 197 198“ 9 9

0 I X 3 4 S' '4 7
lo 11 12. 15 /4H 16 /4 17 19
OO 21 22 23 24 2 4 27 22“ a9
30 31 3 2 3 3 34- 35" 34 37 3 ? 39
ipo 4-f 4 a 4 3 44- 4 ^ 44 V 7 UF 4-9

6b 5'( 5-2 S'S 64- S5" 5^ 67 5 ^ 5^
4 o 4l 42 4 3 ' 44 4^ 44 47 4^ 4‘-7
7o 71 72. 75 74 75- 74 77 78“ 79
So 82 trs ek SS I[87 99
9 0 h ' 92 931 "14 95* 94 9 7 98- 9 9

0 I a 3 4- S ' 4 7 S
lo I I la 13 14 {S' 14 •7 1^ 19
2jO a i 22 2 3 2 4 n.S 24 27 22“ 2 9
3 0 31 32 3 3 34. SS" 34 37 3S^ 29
4o 4-f 4a 4 3 44 4^ 44 4-7 u^r 49

5 b SI 6 2 6 5 6 4 SS S 7 5 ^ 5 9

4o 4l 42 43 44 c r 44 Q 4'^ 49
7o 71 72 73 74 75* 74 77 ?«? 79
So €'/ e2 8-3 e v e 5 is 7

1
b'b' '̂'1

90 hi 9 2 193 ^4 95*94 j97 9K 1I'!':
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6 .. STATISTICS

1.. Within your group of 10 divide into pairs.

2.. . Within each pair, measure each other in centimetres
(a) Height
(b) Arm stretch

(a) Arrange the heights from lowest (smallest) to biggest 
in a list.

(b) Arrange the arm stretch measurements from smallest to 
biggest in a list.

Are these two identical?

Represent this inforrration pictoriallv (appropriate graph)

Send one member to the other mathematics group to find the 
heights of all the people in that group.

NAME HEIGHT

6 . Group the heights of the 20 people from both groups by the 
use of tallies:

Tallies Total

130 - 139
14U - 149
150 - 1!59
160 - 169
170 - 179
180-189

7. Make a block graph to display this information.
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SUBJECT; MATHEMATICS 

LESSON; DIVISION Class II

Content Analysis

1. Children will learn to recognise division
a) either as sharing equally
b) or as grouping (U)

2. They will extend their concept of grouping to that of
repeated subtraction. (S)

3. They apply their knowledge in problems within the scope cf 
their knowledge of multiplication tables. (A)

Period 1; Division bv Sharing Time; 40 mins

Specific Obiectives

To help the children to understand the concept of the 
sharing aspect of division. (See Content analysis 1(a).)

Content:

Sharing aspect of division up to 2 digit numbers. 

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. The children are made into four groups, according to the. 
activities mentioned in this period plan. Group activities 
will.be provided for this period.

2. Collect at least 50 (in number) of sweets, buttons, shells, 
empty matchboxes, marbles, sticks, plastic balls etc.

3. Prepare a peg board with sand or clay and collect at least 
50 pegs made of wood or plastic sticks or waste ballpen 
refills.

4. Collect at least 20 play materials like balls, bats, rings, 
carrum board coins etc.

5. Prepare 4 boxes with cardboard and some (say 30) counters. 

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1. The teacher gives 50 sweets to the first group of 10 
children and asks them to share them among themselves, on a 
"one for you , one for you*' basis.

The 2nd group (10) of children will be given peg boards, and 
30 pegs and asked to fix the pegs in rows on the pegboard 
with one row for each child in the group.

The 3rd group (10) of children will be given 20 play 
materials and asked to share them out equally. How many does 
each get?

Ma 3.2
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The 4th group of children will be given 4 boxes and 28 
counters and asked to put them in the boxes one by one 
equally in all 4 boxes.

2. The teacher asks the following questions to the respective 
groups:
a) How many sweets does each of you have? How have you 

shared them? (1 st group)
b) How many rows and how many pegs in each row have you 

made on the peg board? (2nd group)
c) How many play materials does each of you have? (3rd 

group)
d) How many courters have you put in each box? How was it 

done? (4th group)

3. The children should record their results, and the teacher
explains that since 10 lots of 5 * 50 we can also write 
50 10 « 5 meaning 50 shared equally among 10 people
results in 5 each. The te.ncher then discusses the other 
three activities and the results of sharing with the 
children.

Evaluating the children's learning:

With a small sample of children -

a) l!> things should be shared among 3 children equally. 
How many things will each child get?

b) What do you understand about the process of sharing 
equally?

Comments bv the Teacher:

What went well and why?__________________________________________

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?
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Period 2: D i v i s i o n  bv r e p e a t e d
subtraction

Time: AO rains

Specific Obiectives

To help the children to understand the concept of division 
as seeing how many groups of a particular size can be made. 
(See Content analysis 1(b).)

Content:
1

1. Division of a number by taking away groups of a certain
size.

2. Division of numbers up to 2 digit number using a number 
line.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

1. Activities will be carried out by groups.

2. Prepare number lines with cardboard ntimbers up to 20.

Collect 25 - 30 empty matchboxes, candles etc. of each kind.3.

4. Prepare diagrams showing a division problem through repeated 
subtraction. . t

-5 -5 -5 -5

20 

20
-5 A

TS

-5 . 2  

10
-5 .3

~5 
^ -5 .4

0

hops

5.

6 .

Additional materials as required to fulfil the purpose 
of the period.
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1. Empty matchboxes (say 30) will ,be given to the children;
they will be asked to take away six matchboxes and put them 
in a bag, and again take away six matchboxes and put them in 
a separate bag likewise until all the boxes have been used.
Each child in a group should experience this activity, the
remainder to record in words and symbols (as in diagram).
In each case the teacher tells the class that 20 t 5, or
3U 6 , are ways of recording the division using repeated
subtraction.
Teacher also refers to the differences and similarities in 
carrying out the activities in periods 1 and 2 , and in the 
way in which they can be recorded.

2. Using another number of counters, say 12, see how many
groups (sets) of A counters can be made. (12 A “ ?)

3 . Place the cardboard number line on the floor (or draw the
number line on the floor). Children are asked to hop back 
starting at 20, hopping in fives. Each child in each group 
performs the activity, the remainder record the activity (as 
above).

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Additional steps devised by the teacher.
A.

5.

Evaluation of children's learning: 

To be supplied by the teacher. 

Commentb bv tne Teacher:

Wbat went well and wnyY ___________

What went badly and wtiv.'

Wnxch chixdrcii nave uuuerdloouV

Wtixch chixdreu need more help?
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Specific Obiectives

To help the children understand division through repeated 
subtractions using numbers less than 100. (See Conteit 
analysis 2 .)

Content:

a) Division of three digit numbers by two digit numbers.

b) ...?

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

a) .
Teacher to devise steps to fulfil the purpose of the 
period, and also to supply appropriate materials 
together with evaluation activities.

b) ,

c)

Teacher/Pupil Activities

1.
2.

 ̂3.

Evaluation of children's learning:

Coiaaents bv the Teacher:

What went well and why?

‘ . What went badly and why?

Which children require more help?

Which childreb have understood?

Period 3: D i v i s i o n  bv r e p e a t e d  Time: 40 mins
subtraction
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

NOTE: Teachers' Activites are the same as for Division.

LESSON: PICTOGRAPHS AND BAR CHARTS Class V

Content Analysis

1. To recognise pictographs and bar charts (K)

2. To read information correctly from pictograph and bar charts
(S)

3. To make simple pictographs and bar charts (U)

Ma 4.2

Period 1: Introductory activities on Time; 40 mins
pictographs and bar charts

Specific Obiectives

Children to make a bar chart of their birthday months and of 
boys and girls in groups.

Teaching/Learning Materials Required

Attendance register shoving dates of births of children 
Match Boxes (one per child)
Squares of paper 5 cms x 5cms (one per child)
Coloured cards about 10 cms x 35cms, marked out as follows:

BOYS

GIRLS
•r-,, f

You will need one for every group of̂  6 -& children 

Small CArdE Scms x "2 cii**
r

each month^of the year^

-

one for
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1. Introduction: It is sonietimes interesting to have a picture
to summarise facts. «We are going to do this first witt
birthdays. I would like you all to think of the month yoi 
were born in.’’

2. Activity 1: Issue each child with a match box. Put out oi
the table (or on the floor) the cards with months of thf
year in order from January to December.
Ask each child to come in turn and put his/her match box ii 
a pile by the right label. If any child doesn't know hit 
birthday month, tell him/her from the date in the attendance 
register.
When all the children have put their boxes in place, yoi 
will have a bar chart of birthdays something like this:

Teacher/Pupil Activities

Now ask them a few questions such as:
In which month were the most children in this class born?
In which taonth were no children in this class born?
In which months were there 2 children born? etc.

3. Activity 2: Divide into groups of jabout 8 (Each group tô  
have some boys and some girls).

Give each child a square of paper you have prepared and asic 
them to draw a picture of a boy is tEey are a boy; of a girl 
if they are a girl, and write their name underneath.
Give out the group cards, and ask the boys to put their 
drawings one by one in the spaces opposite the word boys oa 
their group cards; and likewise the girls, opposite the word 
girls.
Each group will then have a bar chart (or pictograph) of 
boys and girls in their group.

Evaluation of children’s learning:

Ask groups to change cards and from the card say how many 
boys and girls there are in each group.
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3o>nurenls bv the Teacher:

fTbat went well and why?

Wbat went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Wbich children need more help?

Period 2 : Using Pictographs Titne: 40 mins

.Spiecific Obiectiv^R

- the child recognises pictographs
- the child reads correctly the data from pictograph 
^including those where one symbol represents more than one 
object).

ITeaching/Learning Materials Rpgnirpr̂

^ pLCtographs prepared by the teacher based on the information 
about cattle, population, trees, crops in the'village.

2. ANIMALS

2. TREES

3. HOUSES

A*. POPULATION

goats
cows
buffaloes
chickens

palm
neem
tamarind
mango

kucha
semi
pukka

men
women
children

1 shape stands 
for 2 animals

1 shape stands 
fot 4 trees

1 shape stands 
for 1 0 houses

1 shape stands 
for 2 0 people

Teacher/Puril Activities 

1 . Divide the class into 4 groups.

2. Each group will be given a pictograph showing the data in
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3. Children in groups are asked to observe the prepared 
pictographs and note down the data in their workbooks.

Evaluation of children’s learning:

How would this be organised?

CommentB bv the Teacher:

What went well and why? ______________________ ;_______ __________

the form of pictures.

What went badly and why?

Which children have understood?

Which children need more help?

Period 3: Consolidation Time: AO mins

Specific Obiectives

To be able to answer the questions in the text book. 

Teaching/Learning Materials Required 

Teacher/Pupil Activities 

1 . .
2 . -

3. .

'Evaluation of children's learning:

Coipments bv the Teacher:

What went well and why?

What went badly and why?

Which children require more help?

Which children have understood?
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Amcongst aims of education in general are the following:

“• to iicimuiata curiosity

- to buili up confidence in approaching new situations

- to use knowledge to help •olve problcM

- to learn '’bow to laarn’M
Af -ftr cae t?acher *:ae greatest iafluencs on the’child at

is the immediata «:.â r\ro<iiaei2: ia vhi-ih he/^he Is set,
naaa.̂ ly rbvi cla i ; If this is du ll̂  ua i.it-aresc 1 ig, colourleBS,
£i« /old ot* st.ln iluo, the mesisagi is b.̂ir'ig :ransmittad, ’’Education
i i  diull, bor\ag, useLiaS.*'

On the other hand if ch*e ciassroom .is colourful, attractive, is 
r'ipeac^dly caangiag, the message is beiag rransmitted, ‘'Sducation 
is f til, interesting, vorthwhil^, pro^rsssive.’*

Thĉ  teachtrr, thiraic ; lo :hiAk ^bout the Lnpression the
claittsroora o.i the ciili and to tr / to «aake the classroom a
place that chilJr^n want to come : j . I'his will, of course, be 
liniked with the ase of audio-visual ai«l> and :nost particularly

Th?::i Tuaiii **focu3 ’* of attantioa i5 thr? front wall which contains 
the blackboard. E/->ery attempt should be made to keep this 
attractive, with perhaps some colourful, pictures on either side 
of the board, or above it, which are changed from time to time - 
together with examples of on-going work - perhaps a Science 
eKp.2riment oa growing plants: or a c.alendar recording the weather 
each day ~ something that requires a response from children day 
by day.

Many classrooms adopt the principle of having "interest” corners.
These can be based on a subject, or topic, or theme, i&t just be a
collection of things brought by children that they have, found 
inters sting,

The remainitig walls and surfaces should also be put to good use. 
On the walls will be three major categolries of posters/charts:

i) Children’s work. Items chosen can serve a variety of purposes:

egm a) A summary of work done by different groups in the class 
put up for interest and discussion purposes; or a 
collection of work which has been produced following 
the study of a theme or topic, e.g. use of water.

b) Exanples of the achievement of good standards.

cj Work put up to encourage individual pupils.
If a child has tried very hard to make his wot k

10 YOPR CLASSROOM
MAKING YOUR CLASSROOM MORE INTERESTIMG



presentable, display it even if it is not as good as
other children's work. This will stitnulace the chil<i to .
try harder nexc time to produce better vcrk,

d) As a stimulus to others.

Similar remarks apply to three-dxTnensional displays - models,
kits, etc. Cl.iy models by children frequently come into category
(i } (c) above.

xi) Teacher-produced itess for teachiiig particular topics. These 
should be changed when the topic has been completed and 
replaced by others v len s new topic ij> introduced,

iii) Items produced by the rhildreu and tb̂ ; teacher together.
Sometimes it is best to start, a di&play vir.h something to 
attract the childxen, f.g. the teacher provides a pictari. 
The children and the te.?.cher Chen \iork together to add iteas
to the picture to aake a better display. The children migit 
add other pictures they have drawn or vrite a aescriptioa.
The final result is the combioed effort of iill in the class
including the teacher*

iv) Semi-permanent items, e*g. siiap of India ̂ a*ap cf Andhra
Pradesh, in lowe-?- classes a ntimbet line and letters of the 
alphabet; in higher classes perhaps the multiplication 
table. These are avail£ible for reference :̂/benever needed.

Oi course in addition to the quality of individual ireuis, oae
musL pay attention to the overall effect of the display and the 
relationship between ite-nis - in other vords care must be taken in
the vay in which items are displayed relative to one aBother.
Often the pattern of posters themselves can be attractive - end 
roay be used for example to illustrate different forms of 
symroetiy.

Another importaiit point is .tbŝ t the displny must be at an 
appropriate height for children, particula/ly if they are 
expected to read the detail.

Assessing displays at vour school

Below there is a proforma which you would use for the geneial 
assessment of displays when you rer.nrn to your school.



SSESSING DISPLAYS AT YOUR SCHOOL

Seneral - Overall impact - Use a 5-point scale, 1 and 5 are 
defined, 2,3 and A lie between.

.) Plentiful (5) / Non-existent (1)

Li) Lively (5) / Dull (1)

iii) Colourful (5) / Colourless (1)

iv) Varied (5) / Monotonous (1)

v) Artistic (5) / Pedestrian (1)

vi) Growing (5) / Dead (1)

vii) Involves (5) / Does not involve iX)

children children

viii)

ix)

x)

1

Individual items - Priorities: Real objects before pictures;
pictures before words; word presentations may best be on single 
sheets or in booklets.

Teacher produced items

What is the purpose of producing the item?

In which particular lesson has it been/is it intended to be, 
used?

Is the mediim the best available?

Are headings/explanations clearly legible - letters well 
formed and spaced?H
Can it be used in a number of different ways?

Ht>v long has it been on stiov? Should it •now be changed?
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1, Why is it on display? Possible reasons?

i) as a record of work done

ii) as a summary of work by different groups/individual!

iii) as a examples of standards sought

iv) as encouragement for particular pupils

v) as a reminder of essential facts

vi) as a stimulus for further activity,

2, How long has it been up? Should it now be changed?

Children's work
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ASSESSING DISPLAYS

ASSESSMENT OF DISPLAYS AT THE COURSE

All the material produced during the course has been put an 
display and you now have an opportunity to think about the value 
of the display. Visit each set of materials produced for 
language, mathematics, science and social studies and ansver the 
following questions; -

1. Which displays do you think are most attractive? Give your 
reasons.

2. Which displays do you think are least attractive? Give your 
reasons.

3, Choose one item of display and think about the following

a) Is the lettering clear and can it be read easily?

b) Is the drawing/picture used clear and could it be easily 
understood by children?

»c) For your selected item how would you improve it?

cd) Can your selected item be used by itself or would it “be 
better if it was used with other items e«g« a model?

e) Other comraments:
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4* Hov much of the display has been produced by the Resource 
Persons (Tutors)? How much by the participants? Is this i 

good balance?

5. Are all the displays for use in only one subject or can any 
be used in many different lessons? Give details.
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(THE MUTUAL SUPPORT SYSTEM)

There is no doubt that teachers will have many questions to which 
they will want the answers when they begin to implement the 
concept of active learning and the six principles in their work 
with children. How best can these questions be answered and 
problems resolved? In short the answer lies in the concept of 
Mutual Support, a network which involves the teacher, the 
beadteacber, the strong teacher, the Teachers* Centre and its 
Secretary, and the MEG.

Teacher and Teacher:

In the school itself discussion between teacher aod teacher about 
their work is very rewarding. It could be that one teacher has a 
problem about how to introduce a topic in language. How shall 
groups be arranged, what activities suggested for children, how 
can children's understanding be assessed? Another teacher in the 
same school may be particularly interested in language work or 
have had experience of teaching language over many years. 
Obviously a discussion between these two teachers would resolve 
many problems, and it could be that the first teacher can in 
return offer the second teacher some help in teaching science or 
mathematics. The essential point to remember is that discussion 
between teachers is a form of Mutual Support, The range of 
possible discussion is immense, but it could be summarized under 
tvo headings: context and methodology of teaching, which includes 
the organisation of classroom activities.

The Headteacher and the Teachers

The headteacher is equally important in this chain of mutual 
suPT>ort. He/she should encourage teachers to help each other, as 
described above, but also assist by discussing with individual 
teachers a resolution of a particular teaching problem whether 
this be in content or in methodology of teaching. His/her part is 
to encourage the teachers to develop active learning for children 
and to develop the six principles. It means in practice, that 
he/she has to make known to all his/her staff good examples of 
say the display of children's work, or the use of the 
environment. It is the headteacher alone who can review the wnrk 
of the teachers in the school, and draw the attention of all 
staff to good practice. Equally the headteacher must stress the 
need for teachers not only to provide active learning experiences 
for children, but he/she must help them to assess the degree of 
understanding of a topic which individual children have, and/or 
assess a child's ability to utilise a technique. >The headteacher 
through his/her suggestions is reinforcing the concept of mutual 
support by the showing of ideas, and by his/her contribution to 
individual teacher's proposals.

11. WHO CAN HELP ME?



The MEO also contributes towards mutual support* His contribution 
is similar to that of the headteacher, out in addition the MEO is 
avar^ of activities in other schools, and hence can suggest, ideas 
which have succeeded elsewhere. Equally he can share with another 
school some good teaching ideas which he has seen in the school 
he is at present visiting. The MEO can assict the headteacher and 
the teachers in terms of both the content and methodology of 
teaching (including the organisation of tht classroom) and the 
MEO is able to put questions to teachers which will help them to 
think about presenting ideas to children in a new way. The MEO 
will also help them to think carefully about the purpose of 
activity methods in the work which is done by children. It is 
important to ask why we are encouraging a new way of teaching and 
learning and whether the children show more interest in their 
work and learn more.

The Teachers' Centre

The MEO also has oversight of the activities of the Teachers’ 
Centre, another source of mutual support. In this case many 
teachers from several schools come together to share their 
experiences and to hear about new ideas. A formal programme of 
inservice training and follow-up work will be organised for 
implementation at the Teachers' Centre. It is perhaps the most
important unit in the system of mutual support for it is at such
a Centre that fruitful interaction between teachers can take 
place. This will be encouraged by a good prograinme, which has 
been devised by the Teachers' Centre Secretary, with the 
participation of the Strong Teacher, and with the help of the 
MEO. Since the Teachers' Centre is so important, teachers need to 
give time to considering how the plans for Teachers' Centre 
activities can be drawn up and how individual teachers can hear
about such activities. Similarly teachers need to know how they
can arrange to have a topic raised which could be of general 
interest at a Teachers' Centre meeting.

The whole support system can be represented diagramatically as on 
the attached sheet. This should be prepared as a chart or dravn 
on the blackboard. A number of questions which teachers can 
consider during the discussion on mutual support will be found on 
a separate sheet.

Hov the MEO can help

-ia4.



The Mutual Support System
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WHO CAN HELP ME?

Some questions on support strategies for teachers

• With another teacher in school

“rsicking about the concept of active learning and implementation
of the 6 principles:-

1 . V?hat kind of teaching problem would you want to discuss with 
another teacher in the school? List these p:^oblems.

2 . With your experience and knowledge, how do you think you 
could help another teacher in the school? What are your 
particular interests in teaching? Write them down and 
discuss with your partner in the group.

3. Have you experienced this aspect of mutual support before?
If so, write down how it helped you, or how you were able to
help another teacher, and discuss with your partner.

B. Between headteachers and teachers

1. List the ways in which you feel the headteacher could help 
his/her staff with the concept of active learning and the 
implementation of the six principles. Discuss with your 
partner.

2 . What particular help could the headteacher give to teachers 
to encourage the exchange of ideas and mutual support? 
Discuss with your partner.

C . The role of the MEO

1. How do you think the MEO can best help you and support what
you are trying to do with children in your school. List the
ways you think the MEO could assist and discuss your list 
with your partner.

2. What information could the MEO give you about Teachers’ 
Centre activities?
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1. How can you find out about the progrsmme of inser^^ice 
training st the Teachers* Centre? Do you know who is the 
Secretary of the TO?

2 . Do you kno'i? if there vill be other activities for you at the 
TO in addition to the formal prograicme? How can you find 
out?

3. Hov can you try to have a topic discussed at a Teachers* 
Centre meeting? Should you discuss it first with your 
headteacher, the MEO, a strong teacher or the Secretary of 
the Teachers' Centre?

Discuss all these questions vitl* ycur partner.

D. The vork of the Teachers* Centre

^» Mutual SupT>ort

Wliat do you undsrstaad the concept of cmtual support? 

Discuss vitb your partaero
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Between your initial ineervice course and the 3 day follow-up
course you will be expected to complete two assignninents. One 
will be a teaching project; the second will be ar* action
research project.

\
YOUR TEACHING PROJECT 

For the teaching project this is what you do:~

1. Select 8 topic froia the official syllabus issued by the
Government of Andhra Pradesh for the class you teach. Do not
select a topic covered in your Initial Inservice Course nor in 
the Teachers’ Handbooks,

2a Develop a teaching plan for your selected topic using the six 
principles of APPEP that you have learned about on your course. 
Write your teaching plan in detail showing exactly what you 
(C'xpect the children to do throughout each stage of the topic. 
\our topic may cover three or four periWs. It is important to 
remember that:-

a) The plan for your teaching should be realistic and can 
be completed in the time you allocate for it.

b) The plan fnr le; eci; sbcmld fcr -w d ev * ptneriv:
through- cut tr^ v that the aic if i
to an approprial* "oncluFioc

c) You should indicate in your plan exactly what the
children are to do, the activities they are to carry 
out, and the conclusions they are expected to reach.

d) You should indicate the materials you are to produce
for the lesson and the way in which they are to be
used.

e) You should show the means by which you are going to
assess the children's work.

f) You should show the means by which you are going to
assess if your plan has been successful.

3, Teach the plan with your class and complete your evaluation at 
the end of each period and at the end of the who-le lesson. 
Describe how you would improve the lesson next time you would 
teach it and how you would improve your plan and your aids.

A. At the Follow-Up Course you will be expected to bring:-

a) Your lesson plan.

b) The materials you produced for the children.

c) The materials produced by the childien.

d) A statement of your assessment of the -mccess :.>£ your 
project.

12. ASSIGHMESTS
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. iwu wjLix ue liipeuLeo to display your nuaterials listed ic 3) 
above and to be prepared to comment on yoiur plan and those of 
others in your group, and to show how your plan and materials put 
into practice the six principles of APPEP.



YOUR ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION:

After your Initial Inservice Course you are expected to carry out 
an action research project and bring the results with you to the 
Follov-Up Course, All teachers are now supposed to play a leading 
role in carrying out simple research in education. Such research 
is often referred to as Action Research,

Corey says (NCERT - Research in Education, S.M. Corey) that 
Action Research (A R) is a research which a person conducts in 
order to enable him to achieve bis purposes more effectively. A 
teacher conducts AR, to improve bis own teaching. A school 
'administrator conducts AR to improve bis administrative 
behaviourc

Such on-the-spot research can be carried out easily by the 
teachers and headteachers to solve simple school and classrocir 
problems. The teacher must use suitable techniques, and adopt an 
experimental approach towards problem solving. This must be 
closely related to the realities of school instruction.

BENEFITS

Action Research

- Helps one to work on scientific and objective lines.

- Brings desirable reforms in the system,

- Provides solutions which are easy to comprehend and adopt.
I

- Is more suited to the implementation of research findings. 

PROCEDURE:

There are normally a number of clearly identified steps. 'These 
are listed below and then a particular example given.

1. Identifying the problea:

Here what you have to do is to identify the problem *iw>ut which 
it is desirable to take Actioii.

Fpr «»«*ple: ^

♦ Th€ students of clati V are not showing gcfiDd progress in 
Telugu language.

2 . Pelimiting and defining t,he problem

Here you analyse and state the problem more specifically.

For example:

* The V class students commit many mistakes in writing Telugu.
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-3. t’lagnosing: tne p r o D i e m ;

In this step, an attempt is made to search for the reason for the 
current problem. The relation between the problem and the stated 
rear.ons should be established.

For example:

* The possible causes of students spelling errors may be

i) The students are very careless in their written work;

ii) The teacher does not spend enough time in correcting 
the written work.

iii) Ko follow-up work by the teacher i.e. no practice of 
correct spellingo

4. Hypothesis:

Formulate a Hypothesis - i.e. a statement which can be 
investigated by action research.

For example:

* If the pupils are made to do vritten work in Telugu 
systematically followed by teacher's check and students' 
practice, the mistakes in words will be rectified,

5. Methodology:

The Hypothesis framed by you should be tested. This needs to be 
done systematically.

- Decide a timetable of the action research.

- Carry out the plan according to the timetable.

- Collect the data.

For example:

* The teacher determines the amount of written work to be 
given;
the teacher plans to distribute the work according to a 
fixed timetable;
the teacher examines the written work in the scheduled time; 
the teacher seeks the co-operation of hi6- co-teachers for 
this work to be carried out; 
the teacher provides follow-up work.
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If thie results of the research are positive, the assumption
framed under the hypothesis is accepted. Otherwise formulste
another hypothesis and repeat the steps again.

Analysis of data:

i) The note books in which students do their work are checked 
regularly. This gives an understanding bow far the spelling 
errors have been miniinis^d.

ii) Written tests in simple forms to find out the spelling 
rbility.

If the students commit fever mistakes in spelling, the action
hypothesie is accepted.

WĤ vT YOU HAVE TO DO:

a) First you must choose a topic for research. Heie a.ze eoms 
examples:

i) Suppose axi examination of your mark book shovs a difference 
in level between boys aad ^irls. An appropriate action
research would be to try to find out why?

Possible reasons - family commitments, position in the
family?

ii) Can the success of your good pupils be attributed to factors 
other than intelligeaceo

Both of these might be examined by a case study - choose 13
pupils and find out the facts; possible reasons - home back
ground - availability of books, etc.

b) You must decide how you will carry out your research. Decide 
also upon a time scale.

c) Analyse the information you have collected and reach a
conclusion.

WHAT YOU MIIST BRING TO THE 3 DAY FOLLOW-UP COURSE:

a) You must bring with you a written statement about your
research.

NIEPA DC

b) This written statement must show:

6. Testing the hypothesis:

D09155- the problem you investigated
- the way in which you carried out the research
- the analysis you did
- the conclusions you reached

c) At the 3 day course you will have to display your work anc
explain your conclusions. l /./i .. ..iiATlON Cr .
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